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ABSTRACT
A theoretical study has been conducted to design and evaluate two air-
foils for helicopter rotors. The best basic shape, designed with a
transonic hodograph design'method, was modified to meet subsonic cri-
teria. One airfoil had an additional constraint for low pitching-
moment at the transonic design point. Airfoil characteristics were
-predicted. -Results of-a-comparative-analysis-of-helicopter perform-^ -
ance indicate that the new airfoils will produce reduced rotor power
requirements compared to the NACA 0012.
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1
 SUMMARY.
The work presented in this report was done under NASA Contract NASW-2334.
This contract was awarded to Bell Helicopter Company (BHC) for an analyt-
ical study with the objective to define two specific airfoil shapes for
helicopter rotors. These shapes were to be designed to satisfy two tran-
sonic design requirements established by the high speed forward and
maneuvering flight conditions without compromising the subsonic require-
ments dictated by the hovering condition.
BHC subcontracted the design portion of the contract to the National
Aerospace Laboratories (NLR) in the Netherlands. NLR combined their
transonic hodograph design method with the multiple requirement design
approach developed by Dr. F. X. Wortmann for BHC. Two airfoil sections
were developed and their corresponding subcritical, aerodynamic proper-
ties were predicted. One airfoil had a maximum allowable pitching
moment coefficient, while the other had no such restriction. BHC then
added to the aerodynamic data supplied by NLR by estimating comparable
data for the supercritical flight conditions. Using the combined data,
performance calculations were made for hover, high speed forward flight,
and maneuvering flight. All performance calculations exhibited an
improvement over a conventional, contemporary rotor blade section for
all three flight regimes.
The report contains recommendations for further airfoil optimization and
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Thrust coefficient (T/(prrR2 (flR)2))




Rotor radius - meter
Rotor thrust - newtons
Number of blades
Angle of attack - degrees
Thickness control parameter
Leading edge bluntness control parameter
Leading edge droop control parameter
3
Sea level standard atmospheric density (.05979 Kg/m )
Rotor solidity (nc/rrR)
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In recent years it has become evident that the design requirements for heli-
copter rotor blade airfoil sections differ enough from those of fixed-wing
aircraft to justify an independent development program. As a result, ana-
lytically designed airfoils tailored to optimize hover, maneuver, and high
speed performance simultaneously are now in use and have been tested on full-
scale rotors (BHC Airfoil Section FX69-H-098). •
Contractor efforts in this field were greatly accelerated as a result of the
—contri-butions—by-Dr-.—F—X-r-Wortmann-(-Professor-at- Stuttgart^University-)^—con-
sultant to Bell Helicopter Company (BHC). Dr. Wortmann's design approach re-
quires specification of key operating conditions for which optimum perform-
ance is .sought. Those operating conditions are then expressed as specific
design points (see Table I). The computerized airfoil design method is then
used to determine the incompressible, viscous, velocity distributions for the
given set of design conditions. By determining the elements of the airfoil
contour principally involved in attaining the design inputs, an airfoil can
usually be found that will excel at each of the desired design conditions.
Figure 1 shows a typical example of an airfoil designed in this manner.
Incompressible flow fields were used to achieve the above results. However,
the high g maneuver (high c^, moderate M ) and the high-speed forward flight
(low c^, high M ) requirements involved analysis in the transonic speed range.
Dr. Wortmann supplemented his above analysis with the "peaky" approach
developed by Pearcey (Ref. 1). With this method, he used the principle of
the "peaky" pressure distribution for both of the transonic design conditions
to reduce the strength of the Shockwaves.
This study was conducted as a continuation to the preceding study. One of
the main objectives of this program was to try to further reduce or even
eliminate the Shockwaves at the two transonic design points by using ad-
vanced computational methods for transonic flow. In order to do this under
NASA contract, BHC subcontracted the National Aerospace Laboratories (NLR)
to develop two airfoil sections using their hodograph technique for quasi-
elliptical airfoils. BHC assisted NLR by supplying detailed information
concerning the method used by Dr. Wortmann and the airfoil he developed
(FX69-H-098), as well as the design requirements for the two new sections
(see Table II).
The specific objectives of this study are fourfold:
Determine if it is possible to design, analytically, an airfoil that fulfills
the two transonic design requirements (maneuver and high speed flight) of
Table II while simultaneously satisfying stringent subsonic requirements
(hover). And, if this is possible, develop two sections that both satisfy
the same transonic requirements, but with one having a restricted pitching
moment.
(2) Determine if the transonic hodograph theory for lifting quasi-elliptical
airfoils is a convenient tool for achieving objective (1).
(3) Determine the aerodynamic performance penalties incurred by the require-
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(4) Predict the rotor performance benefits that may be expected from the
improved airfoil sections in hover, high-speed flight, and maneuvering
flight when compared to the performance produced by a rotor having an
NACA 0012 or an FX69-H-098 section.
It is felt that some additional comments are needed concerning objectives
(3) and (4). For objective (3), it is stressed that the penalties in-
curred by the pitching moment requirements are not to be analyzed from a
control load standpoint, but rather from a performance standpoint. For
objective (4), it is noted that all performance predictions are for the
same mathematical rotor model with changes occurring only in the airfoil
data. The mathematical.model used a rigid blade, teetering, type rotor
system. ,All.performance should be considered from a "relative" rather
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II,' SUMMARY OF NLR WORK
A. Introduction •
The following is a brief discussion of the work performed by NLR. The complete
discussion and analysis are found in Appendix A, "An Aerodynamic Design Study
for Rotor Airfoils", and Appendix B, "ALGOL Programs for the Computation of
Quasi-Elliptical Shock-Free Transonic Aerofoils". In summary, the technique
used by NLR consisted of first using the hodograph method to obtain a series of
shock-free shapes, select from this series the shape that appears most promis-
ing with respect to the other requirements, and then modifying this shape by
means-of-a-tria-l—and^error -method-to-further-optimrze-for-other-requirements-.
B. Airfoil Development
Following the receipt of the design requirements (see Table II), as well as
the data and information concerning the methods used by Dr. F. X. Wortmann in
developing the FX69-H-098 section, NLR began design of the required sections.
Initially, two approaches were considered. The first consisted of developing
a basic section that satisfied the high Mach number - low c£ requirement and
then modifying this section to improve the high c^- moderate Mach number re-
•quirements. The second approach was to develop the high c^ - moderate Mach
number section and modify this section to improve its high Mach number - low
c& characteristics.
Work was performed using both methods; however, it was soon concluded that the
first approach was the most desirable. By selecting this method, the hodo-
graph program was given the responsibility of developing the larger portions of
the sections* This left the smaller segment of the section to-be modified by
hand-fitting techniques.
All of the above work was done using the hodograph program with the four basic
input parameters: (1) Mach number control (Ma), (2) Circulation control (F),
(3) Angle-of-attack control (a), and (4) Thickness control (e). A basic sec-
tion, designated the NLR 7216 section, was developed using the program and
these control parameters. It was soon realized from analyzing the pressure
field and surface curvature distribution, however, that more leading-edge
droop would be needed to satisfy the maximum c^ requirement. In order to
achieve this, two additional control parameters, \i and \2> tne values of which
were so far set equal to zero, were made operational. The first parameter con-
trols the leading edge bluntness and the second controls the leading-edge droop.
With these modifications, a satisfactory basic section (NLR 7223) was developed.
The final two sections (NLR 7223-62 and NLR 7223-43) shown in Figure 2 evolved
after considerable modifications were attempted using trial-and-error tech-
niques. Each attempt was checked by both subsonic potential and viscous flow calcula-
tions in addition to other empirical methods. These hand-fitting techniques
yielded sections that were modified in the following approximate areas:
Upper Surface:
Lower Surface:
0 to 0.02 x/c
0.70 to 1.00 x/c
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Both airfoil sections were obtained as described above. Different contours
and velocity fields resulted, however, for the two sections due to the differ-
ent pitching moment requirements. In designing both sections, care had to be
exercised that the resulting velocity field would not endanger the boundary
layer development on both the upper and lower surfaces and possibly cause
premature separation.
C. Aerodynamic Data Calculations
Once the development of the two sections was complete, aerodynamic data were
calculated and estimated for the off-design conditions. For these conditions,
where attached.flow was believed to exist, NLR used several methods combined
in a single computer program (Reference 23*). This program calculates a po-
tential flow field using the method of Reference 18*. The flow field is then
combined with the boundary layer calculation methods of references 20*, 21*,
and 22*. The,drag values are then calculated using the method described in
Reference 24*. All the above calculations are limited to subcritical, fully-
attached flows.
NLR used two procedures combined with the FX69-H-098 experimental data for
estimating maximum lift coefficients. Both methods provided estimated, in-
cremental maximum lift coefficient values that were used with the experimental data.
Both methods were based on and limited by the assumption that the stall mech-
anism for the new sections was similar to that of the FX69-H-098 airfoil. For
the first method incremental coefficient values were estimated by noting the
relation of minimum pressure as a function of lift coefficient at the critical
pressure value (see Figure 15*). For the second method incremental values were
determined by utilizing Sinnott's cirterium (Reference 25*) in relation to the
crest pressure expressed as a function of lift coefficient (see Figure 16*).
Table III shows a summary of both the design objectives and the values clacu-
lated, or estimated, ,by NLR.
Appendix A reference number
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III. AERODYNAMIC SECTION DATA.
A. Presentation of Data
C2,~o/' Cj-a, and c^-c^ data are shown in Figures 3 through 14 for the NACA 0012,
FX69-H-098, NLR 7223-62, and NLR 7223-43 airfoil sections. For convenience,
these sections will be referred to as the 0012, 098, Airfoil 1, and Airfoil 2
sections, respectively.
Three types of data are shown in these figures: experimental data (0012 and
-098- -sect! ons -)-,—N LR~d at a~ -(Air f o M—1—and- Air f o i-1—2- sec ti ons )-,- -and—BHC— d a t a- (-a-H - —
sections). Where discrepancies exist between NLR and BHC data, NLR data was
used in the performance calculations. Likewise, the test data always took
precedence over any calculated data.
1. Experimental Data. The experimental data for the 0012 section were ob-
tained from Reference 2, and that for the 098 section from tests con-
ducted by BHC at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories (Reference 3).
These data were used in evaluating the calculation methods and in perform-
ance predictions.
2. NLR Data. The NLR data shown in Figures 9 through 14 were derived from
both calculations and estimations with no distinction being made as to
which was used. Figures 20 through 23 and 39 through 42 of Appendix A
show this data in more detail. For a complete discussion on the methods
and techniques used for determining these data see Section II of this
report and Section 6 of Appendix A.
3. BHC Data. Aerodynamic data were calculated and estimated by BHC using
several different methods. These data were produced to supplement the
experimental data as well as the NLR calculated data beyond Mach number
and angle-of-attack values that were available to BHC from test or NLR
predictions. Consequently, all BHC data were made to "fair-in" to the
NLR or test data.
B. Calculations
1. Basic Method
The BHC basic method adds the c^-c,, results calculated from two computer
programs. One program was developed for BHC by Dr. F. X. Wortmann and
the other program was developed by Bauer, Garabedian, and Korn (Reference
4). Dr. Wortmann's program utilizes an incompressible, two-dimensional
flow for calculating flow fields around a given section. Boundary layer
calculations are then made with transition occurring at the position
where laminar separation would normally result for a Reynolds number of
5 x 106. '
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Only the "off-design" or analysis portion of the Bauer, Garabedian, and
Korn transonic flow program was used.* This program analyzes a given
section in a two-dimensional, compressible, potential flow field. The
resulting wave drag as a function of Cn was added to the incompressible
viscous drag obtained from the Wortmann program to obtain the total drag
coefficient. The accuracy of this method is considered to be very good
as shown in Figures 8, 11, and 14. The data calculated using this method
agree very well with both the experimental data and the NLR calculated
data.
2. Alternate Methods
The BHC basic method as described above was used as long as the transonic
flow program could obtain convergence. Once the program failed to con-
verge for a given Mach nutnber/angle-of-attack combination, then empirical
methods had to be used. These methods are discussed below relative to the
airfoils for which they were used.
(a) 0012 Section, c^ - a data were obtained for Ma equal to 1.0 by
' applying an incremental value to the data of Reference 2. These in-
cremental data were obtained from unpublished 0012 test data at Mach
numbers of 0.9 and 1.0.
It was assumed that the Cn - or relation remained unchanged for Ma
values between 0.9 and 1.0.
(b) 098 Section. cd - c^ data for Ma values between 0.82 and 0.89 were
calculated by the BHC basic method. These data were extrapolated to
Ma equal to 0.9. A similar extrapolation for minimum c<j is shown in
Figure 15. The c^ - c,, data for Ma equal to 1.0 were estimated by
assuming the same incremental values as were used for the 0012 sec-
tion.
c ^  - a data for Ma equal to 0.9 were obtained by extrapolating . the
test data as shown in Figure 16. Again it was assumed that the c^
relation remained unchanged for Ma between 0.9 and 1.0.
Estimates for maximum Cn for M>0.7 are shown in Figure 17. It is
believed that this extrapolation yielded conservative results.
(c) NLR Sections. The same procedure was used for estimating the - c
relation for these sections as was used for the 098 section for Ma
values through 0.9 (typical data are shown in Figure 15). For Ma
equal to 1.0 however, the cd - c^ values for the 098 section were
used rather than adding the 0012 incremental values to the NLR data
at Ma equal to 0.9. It was believed that this incremental method
would have yielded too low of values for c<j when applied to the NLR
sections .
All calculations using this program were made with a crude grid
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The cr^-a data for Ma values between 0.7 and 0.9 were estimated by
extrapolating the data as shown in Figure 16, assuming that similar
trends existed between the 098 and NLR sections. The same c^-a was
assumed for both Ma equal to 0.9 and 1.0.
Similar assumptions were made for the extrapolation of the maximum
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Introduction and Assumptions
Performance calculations were made for three flight modes: (1) hover, (2) high-
speed forward flight, and (3) a steady-state pull-up maneuver. All perform-
ance calculations were made using two BHC computer programs, ARSF03* and AGAJ68**.
The hover and level flight performance was calculated with the first program
and the maneuvering performance with the second.
ARSF03 employs blade-element-momentum theory with non-uniform inflow for hover
and axial flight, and uniform inflow for the other flight conditions. The ef-
fects of stall, compressibility, and reverse flow are determined by utilizing
two-dimensional airfoil data which specify aerodynamic characteristics throughout
the angle-of-attack and Mach number range. Geometric characteristics are also
specified at a given number of radial blade stations. Reference 5 provides fur-
ther discussion of the theory.
AGAJ68 is a BHC rotorcraft flight simulation analysis program and was used
to simulate maneuvering flight conditions. Essentially, the program con-
sists of a rotor aerodynamic and dynamic analysis coupled with a fuselage
analysis which includes all six rigid-body degrees of freedom. Detailed
descriptions of this program can be found in Reference 6.
All calculations were made for sea level, standard day conditions along









The NLR and BHC calculated aerodynamic section data, as shown in Figures 3
through 14, were used for the performance analysis. For angles of attack
greater than 16 degrees and less than -4 degrees (i.e., the reverse flow
region) 0012 section data (Reference 7) were used and are shown in Figure 18.
No compressibility effects were applied to these section data.
A performance summary is found in Table IV for a typical 62 275 newtons
(14 000-pound) class vehicle with 1.39 square meters (15 square feet) flat
plate drag area and a rotor tip speed of 234.7 meters per second (770 feet
per second).
B. Hover Performance
Figures 19 through 21 show hover performance for all four airfoil sections.
These data were calculated for a thrust range of 35 586 to 80 068 newtons
(8000 to 18 000 pounds) and hovering tip speeds of 226, 235, and 244 meters
per second (740, 770, and 800 feet per second).
,,„,. Formally known as the BHC F35 computer program
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Assuming that a typical design hovering C-jy'p is approximately 0.065, it may
be concluded that the 098 and NLR sections would yield approximately the same
hovering performance. A power savings of approximately eleven percent would
be realized over a rotor using the 0012 section. In dimensional form, this
would be a savings of about 105 kw (140 hp), or a 6094 nt (1370 Ib) increase
in thrust. It should be noted for the hovering performance, and all other
quoted performance, that the quoted values are a function of rotor tip Mach
number. Care should be taken in applying these values to other design con-
ditions.
C. High-Speed Performance
Figures 22 through 24 show predicted high-speed forward flight performance.
For these calculations, an airframe flat plate drag area of 1.39-square
meters (15-square feet) and a gross weight of 62 275 newtons (14 000 pounds)
was assumed. Again, rotor tip speeds of 226, 235, and 244 meters per second
(740, 770, and 800 feet per second) were used, and data were calculated from
80 to 180 knots. As noted for a rotor tip speed of 235 meters per second
(770 feet per second) and 1268 kilowatts power (1700 hp), an increase of 11,
20, and 23 knots can be realized over the.0012 section for the 098, Airfoil 2,
and Airfoil 1 sections, respectively. Or, for. a cruise speed of 150 knots,
a fuel savings of 17, 28, and 33 percent would result.
D. Maneuvering Performance . •
Maneuver performance is shown in Figure 25 for a steady state pull-out type
maneuver at 150 knots. The data are shown as normalized equivalent horse-
power* (Reference 8), versus the load factor. The horsepower data has been
normalized to the 0012 data in the cruise condition. As shown, both the 098
and NLR sections show an improvement over the 0012 with an increase of eight
to eleven percent. This improvement seems to be nearly independent of load
factor once the retreating blade begins to enter deep stall. As an example
of retreating blade stall characteristics, it is noted that for a load factor
of 1.8 that the entire retreating blade is beyond 20 degrees angle of attack
for all four blade sections analyzed.
••Equivalent horsepower is the total horsepower supplied to the rotor whether
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V.. CONCLUSIONS
Two new helicopter rotor airfoil sections have been developed through a joint
effort between NASA, NLR, and BHC. Concerning the four objectives of this
study, the *.following conclusions have been made.
Objective 1;
It is possible to design an airfoil analytically that fulfills the re-
quirements for two transonic design points while satisfying stringent
subsonic requirements. The two sections produced by NLR satisfy all the
requirements except maximum c^ as shown in Table III.
Objective 2;
The transonic hodograph theory for lifting quasi-elliptical airfoils is
a convenient tool for the design of such sections as described above.
It was determined 'by NLR, however, that some "hand-fitting" of the basic
shapes produced by the hodograph theory had to be done. This is ex-
plained completely in Appendix A. Basically, a leading edge modification
was applied with the objectives of increasing maximum cn, and a trailing
edge modification for maintaining laminar flow and/or attached flow de-
pending upon which surface was being modified. The trailing edge modi-
fication was also used for controlling the pitching moment.
Objective 3;
It was found that the only apparent penalty incurred by an airfoil sec-
tion requiring _a low pitching moment coefficient (Airfoil 1) is a slight
reduction .in maximum lift coefficient (1.30 to 1.25). It was also noted
that .a potential gain may even exist for the low moment type section.
This conclusion is based upon both NLR and BHC calculated c^ data at c^
< 0.2. Both sets of data show the low moment section to have a higher
drag divergence Mach number. This fact may be clearly seen when the
data in Figures 11 and 14 are compared for M^ = 0.9. Also, the low
moment section is showing a slightly lower value of c<j in the range of
0.3 < c^ <0.6 for Ma < 0.6.
From a performance standpoint, the two sections yielded nearly the same
results with the high moment section (Airfoil 2) yielding slightly
better results in the maneuvering flight mode. In the high speed flight
mode a sufficient amount of the rotor had been subjected to the higher
Mach number range (>0.9 ) in order for the improved Mach number charac-
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It was also noted that the low moment section yielded slightly better
hovering performance as seen in Table IV. This is due to the lower
values of c in the range of 0.3 < c0 < 0.6 for M <0.6.x- a
It is pointed out that care should be taken when comparing these or any
other sections. A slight change in rotor tip Mach number, design lift
point, or any number of other design requirements may cause a reversal
of these conclusions.
Objective 4;
The differences in performance between the two NLR sections are described
above. Both of these sections show considerable improvement over the
0012 section. When compared to the 098 section the NLR sections show
comparable or better performance in all three flight regimes.
An additional fact has been discovered as a result of this study. It was
noted by NLR that a characteristic "bump" resulted on the upper surface of the
high speed sections. "It is believed that the presence of such a curvature
peak is an essential feature of airfoils that must combine high .speed and high
maximum c^ performance in the way required for application in a helicopter
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations -are made as a result of this study.
Conduct additional analytical studies to determine if further
optimization of the NLR sections is possible with the two new
control parameters (\i and \2) and to explore in detail the
influence of the upper surface curvature peak height and loca-
tion (see Appendix A).
Conduct steady state two dimensional transonic-tunnel tests
to determine the accuracy of the prediction methods used in this
study. These tests could include measurements on a model in a
yawed., condition to determine the effect or sensitivity of these
high speed sections to asymmetric flow conditions.
Conduct two-dimensional oscillating transonic tests to determine
the sensitivity of this type of high speed sections to unsteady
flow conditions.
Conduct; rotational tests on a tail rotor size model to determine
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TABLET.;















M = .6 Cj = .65
M = .6 GJ • = .65
(Conditions at 3/4R)








c, /cd = 100
c < . 02"
m l A . .
c,. > 1.25
max
M, - > .80drag rise
* Example:, pertaining to the conditions originally used to design
the FX 69-H-098 airfoil . , ; ' - . ' . '
:'- . TABLE II.








M = .6 and c, = .65











































* This indicates the method used to obtain the listed design objective
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Hover Power Savings (7.)
Conditions:
High Speed
(1) Increase In speed (knots)
Conditions :
1268 KW (1700 hp)




Increase load factor (7.)
Conditions:
(1) Powf;r for a load factor
of 1.60 with 0012 section
(2) 150 knots
















''.-Basic Flight Conditions:. Gross Weight = 62,272 nt (14000 11>)
Plot Plate Drag Area = 1.39 m2 (15 ft2)
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Figure 3. NACA 0012 Aerodynamic Section Data, Lift Coefficient
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Figure 4. NACA 0012 Aerodynamic Section Data, Drag Coefficient
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Figure 6. FX69-H-098 Aerodynamic Section Data, Lift Coefficient.
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Figure 7. FX69-H-098 Aerodynamic Section Data, Drag Coefficient
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Figure 9. NLR 7223-62 (Airfoil 1) Aerodynamic Section Data,
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Figure 10. NLR 7223-62 (Airfoil 1) Aerodynamic Section Data,
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Figure;11. NLR 7223-62 (Airfoil 1) Aerodynamic Section Data,
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Figure 12. NLR 7223-43 (Airfoil 2) Aerodynamic Section Data,
Lift Coefficient Versus Angle of Attack
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Figure 13. NLR 7223-43 (Airfoil 2) Aerodynamic Section Data,
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Figure 14. NLR 7223-43 (Airfoil 2) Aerodynamic Section Data,
Drag Coefficient Versus Lift Coefficient
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Figure 15. Section Minimum Drag Coefficient Versus Mach Number
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Figure 19. Hover Performance, 226 Meters Per Second
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Figure 20. Hover Performance, 235 Meters Per Second
(770 Feet Per Second) Tip Speed
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Figure 21. Hover Performance, 244 Meters Per Second
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Figure 22. High Speed Forward Flight Performance, 226 Meters
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Figure 23. High.Speed Forward Flight Performance, 235 Meters
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Figure 24. High Speed Forward Flight Performance, 244 Meters
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SUMMARY
Using, as a basis, the hodograph method for transonic shockfree flow, a
design study has been performed for airfoils satisfying the multiple design
requirements that are typical for the helicopter rotor environment.
Two new airfoils have emerged from this study. The aerodynamic data
predicted for the two airfoils compare well with contemporary rotor airfoils
designed along more empirical lines, especially at high speed.
Of the two airfoils one was required to have a small pitching moment, the
other not. It appears that the main implication of the pitching moment re-
striction is a reduction of c»xmax
Both airfoils exhibit a characteristic peak in upper surface curvature
that is believed to be essential for combining favourable high speed and
manoeuvre performance. In this respect the possibilities of the hodograph
method .could not be fully explored. Continued parameter studies could possibly
lead to further improvement.
*) Senior Mathematician
**) Senior Aerodynamicist
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INTRODUCTION ,..,.,..
In recent years a growing interest can be noticed in the
development of "advanced" airfoils specifically designed for heli-
copter rotors (Refs.1,2,3). The reasons are twofold.
First, there is the evolutionary type of expansion of the
helicopter capabilities with regard to efficiency and performance
which leads to a need for aerodynamically more efficient rotors.
The flow through a helicopter rotor is of a^ complex, three-dimensional
and unsteady nature. However, it has been verified at several
occasions that the performance of a rotor depends strongly on the
two-dimensional steady characteristics of the rotor profile. Although
the detailed nature of this dependence is not clear, the performance
of a helicopter rotor in a given flight condition can be improved
by improving the characteristics of the rotor airfoil section in
the two-dimensional, steady flow conditions.
Secondly, new analytical design tools and concepts are
*)currently becoming available. This makes it possible to deal
more adequately with the transonic effects that occur in most
of the helicopter's flight conditions. Such developments, to a
certain extent, parallel the recent work oh supercritical airfoils
for fixed-wing airplanes.
The initial stimulus for developing airfoils with favourable
transonic characteristics was given by Pearcey (Ref.5)» who proved
experimentally, that shock-free transonic flow is a real possibility.
He found, that Shockwaves can be reduced in strength and even elimi-
nated by designing for a "peaky" type of pressure distribution.
With respect to rotor airfoil design a considerable step
forward was made through the work of Wortmann (Ref.l), who applied
the "peaky" principle to improve the transonic characteristics.
In particular, he showed how to utilize a "peaky" pressure distri-
bution to increase the maximum lift in the niedium Mach number
range of the retreating rotor blade.
While Pearcy had set out empirical rules for the design of
shock-free airfoils, a mathematical solution to the problem was
*) For a recent survey article see reference 4.
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given by Nieuwland (Ref.6). Using analytic hodograph theory
Nieuwlahd and his collaborators calculated a family of shock-free
.profiles of considerable geometrical variety classified as quasi-
elliptical airfoils. Results of two-dimensional tests in a transonic
tunnel verified the theory for both non-lifting and lifting
airfoils (Refs.7,8).
A significant contribution to the understanding of the
physics of transonic shock-free flow was given by Spee (Ref.9)i who
showed that the flow around quasi-elliptical airfoils is stable
with respect to unsteady disturbances. He found that the shock-
free design condition is embedded in an interval of free stream
Mach numbers and angles of attack where the wave drag is negligeable:
The design condition can be reached in a continuous stable manner
from neighbouring conditions.
Since then, it has been found, that the definition of
'neighbouring conditions' can be extended to include certain contour
deviations from the analytical airfoil shape. I.e., (subsonic)
parts of an analytic shape can be modified without destroying
the low-drag properties of the basic shock-freeflow. This provides
an 'additional degree of freedom that can, for instance, be used
to increase the "shock-free lift coefficient" at a given Mach
number (Ref.10).
A
This report describes an effort to make profitable use of the
hodograph method for quasi-elliptical airfoils in a design
process for helicopter rotor airfoils. The motivation for this
investigation emerged from joint deliberation between Bell Helicopter
Company (BHC) and NLR. It was expected that designing for shock-
free flow by means of the analytic hodograph theory, rather than
for "peaky" pressure distributions as Wortmanr (Rafil)didfwoiild lead
to a further improvement of performance.
The work forms part of a NASA/BHC contract and was executed
by NLR under subcontract to BHC. In the proposed program (Ref.ll)
• '
BHC was feeding-in the helicopter experience, the design requirements
and a baseline helicopter airfoil section designed by Wcrtmann.
Based on these data NLR was to design two airfoils ; one that
'satisfies the usual low pitching moment requirement for rotor
airfoils and one that does not. Comparison of the two airfoils
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would provide an answer to the question whether the pitching moment
restriction causes a degradation in aerodynamic performance.
In the next chapter we will first discuss the design .require-
ments provided by BHC. This will be followed by a description of the
design procedure, a discussion on the computations with the hodo-
graph nethod and a description of the process of modification of
the basic shock-free shape selected. The final chapters summarise
and discuss the results obtained in terms of airfoil performance.
2 .:-. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
;
 ' As discussed in detail reference 1 the helicopter's usual
flight conditions, distinguished as hovering, manoeuvering and
high speed flight (Pig.l), imply conflicting retirements in airfoil
^..iiun; design. The hover condition asks for a high lift/drag ratio at
\"::'a lift coefficient of the order of 0.65 over most of the rotor
Vblade span at Mach numbers upto approximately 0.6 for the outboard
•• : r r ; sections. In manoeuvre the maximum g-capability is directly related
:
 to the cf of the retreating blade, which, for the outboard
''max
sections, should be as high as possible in the 0.4 to 0.6
Mach number range. In high speed flight the advancing blade tip
requires a high drag rise Mach number at low values of c^.
Conflicting as the rotor airfoil requirements are, there is
little sense in pursuing one requirement first and getting concerned
about the others later. Rotor airfoil design is an art of compromise
from the outset and the tentative specifications set out for this
design study do already represent some form of compromise. This
may be illustrated by comparing the tentative specifications for
this design study with the characteristics that (see appendix)
could possibly be obtained if each of the requirements is optimized
for separately (table l). v
' Comparing the tentative design figures with those realised
experimentally for a contemporary rotor airfoil (Wortmann FX69-H-098
airfoil, reference 15) it can be seen that in the present design
study attention is focussed on improving the high speed character-
istics without, however, affecting the performance at the other
design points. Both the Wortmann and the tentative figures represent
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a substantial improvement with respect to the "standardhelicopter
"airfoil", NACA 0012. ' '•'' ";
The procedure followed in trying to meet the design specifications
is described in the next chapter.
3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ANT rFSIGN PROCFEURE
3.1 Characteristics of the baseline airfoil (Wortmann FX69-H-C98)
Prior to going into the details of the procedure followed in
the present design study, it is worthwhile to consider the
characteristics of a typical rotor airfoil. The Wortmann FX69-H-098
was chosen for this purpose because it combines the multiple
rotor airfoil requirements in a highly successful way. The
considerations used in shaping this airfoil are summarized in
figure 2, which was taken from reference 11.
In terms of aerodynamic characteristics these considerations
have, at the hover condition, resulted in laminar, accelerating
flow over almost the entire lower surface. On the upper surface there
is a small supersonic zone between 6 % and 16 % chord, terminated
by a weak shock wave (Pig.3). At manoeuvre it exhibits a "peaky" type
supersonic region, extending from the leading edge to 10 % chord,
that is terminated by a strong shock, leading to shock-induced
stall. At high speed there is a supersonic zone between 10 %
and 60 % chord on the upper surface, terminated by a strong shock
and a "peaky" pressure distribution with weaker shock(s) on the
lower surface.
In terms of geometry the 10 % thick PX69-1I-098 exhibits a
fair amount of nose droop, a nose radius of 0.6 % chord and, in
order to reduce the pitching moment, a slightly reflexed camber
line at the trailing edge. Maximum thickness occurs at 30 %. A
very important characteristic appears to be the- upper surface
curvature distribution at about 10 % chord ( /x/cafO-33 in
figure 4). Wortmann (Refs.1,16) found this to be a key feature
to a high c. at Ma««0.5. As will be discussed later, it has also
max
some beneficial consequences for the high Mach number, low c«
conditions.
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3.2 Considerations underlying the approach selected
In view of the fact, that the tentative design specifications
of table 1 do not differ extremely from those realized by the
PX69-H-098 airfoil, it may be anticipated that the geometry and
pressure distributions for the new airfoils must exhibit some
similar features in order to meet the requirements. 'The question
is how to make use of the hodograph method in order to obtain
such features.
In order to appreciate the following line of thought it is
essential to realise that the hodograph method for quasi-elliptical
airfoils provides for given values of input parameters one and
only one shock-free shape and corresponding pressure distribution
as output. Of the input parameters one is related to the free
stream Mach number and one to the circulation around the airfoil.
The other parameters can be used to generate a certain family of
— shapes for one particular design point in the c^-Ma plane.
.-.-.:. Leaving aside the hover condition, which appears not very
>critical with respect to transonic effects, this knowledge about
;; the hodograph method suggests two alternative ways of approach.
One is to calculate a suitable shock-free shape for a high c. at
, . Mach 0.5. Usin& the freedom mentioned in chapter 1, to modify
parts of such a basic airfoil one could optimise further towards
hover and high speed. The other possibility is to start out from
high speed and optimise towards hover and manoeuvre.
For several reasons it was decided to start out from the
high speed side. In the first place it is clear from the extent
of the supersonic flow regions in figure 3, that the high speed
condition will determine a much larger part of the airfoil contour
than the taanoeuver Co recruirement. This motivation may seem to
*max
contain a paradox at first sight, because the manoeuvre
condition would give more freedom to modify the basic shape.
However, 'shaping for transonic shock-free flow is a very delicate
matter and one certainly would like to leave this to the hodograph
method as much as possible.
, A second reason is constituted by the fact that viscous
effects, including shock-induced separation, play a dominant role
at CP . Although, one could in principle, design for a high,
max
shock-free c« at Ma-0.5, there still would be considerable
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uncertainty as to the eventual c. . At high speed, low c, ,
where the Mach number for rapid drag rise is the quantity of
importance, the situation is more predictable.
3.3 The actual design process
Having chosen the high speed approach we will now discuss
the design procedure more specifically. For this purpose consider
• the flow diagram of figure 5. The diagram on the left hand.side
illustratesthe purpose of the different steps in the design
procedure. The similar diagram on the right lists the analytical
methods used in the different steps.
The first step is to calculate by means of the hodograph
method (Refs.6,17) a series of shock-free shapes that will satisfy
the high speed requirement. This step needs systematic variation
of the input parameters involved. By engineering judgement of
geometry and pressure distribution the shapes that are most,
promising are selected for further evaluation. This further
evaluation consists of a crude estimate of the hover and manoeuvre
characteristics. In the present investigation the approximate
subsonic potential flow method of reference 18 was used for this
purpose. The shape that promises the highest ^^ ^ &t Ma«0.5
IB then chosen as the basic high speed airfoil.
The next step is to modify parts of the basic airfoil with
the objective of improving the hover and manoeuvre performance. >-
As indicated in chapter 1 this can probably be done without severe
consequences for the drag at the high speed design condition.
Such a modification process is one of trial and error in which
the effects of a certain modification are analyzed by means of
flow computations. Both inviscid flow and boundary layer calcu-
>vlations are needed in this phase.
. When the airfoil shape is completely fixed, the final step
is to estimate the c., c.. c curves as a function of angle of
• c a m -
attack and Mach number. This requires potential flow and boundary
layer calculations, matched in an iterative cycle, as described in
Section 6.1.1.
The three major steps of the design procedure are discussed in
more detail in the following chapters.
* 6A Reynolds number of 5 x 10 was assumed for all viscous flow
calculations and estimations throughout this report unless
otherwise noted.
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COMPUTATION OP A BASIC, SHOCK-FREF SHAPE BY MEANS OF IIOEOGRAPK
THFORY
Nieuwland's hodograph theory (Ref. 6) is a method for the
transformation of the incompressible potential flow around a
lifting ellipse into a compressible potential flow around a
lifting quasi-elliptical airfoil. In this theory four basic
parameters appear, namely the free stream Mach number (Ma), the
circulation of the flow F, the incidence a of the ellipse in the
incompressible flow and a term eo in the expression (l-eo)/(l+6o)
for the thickness ratio of the ellipse.
These four parameter profiles are not closed at the rear end.
Prom an engineering point of view the "gaps" are often negligibly
small. If required, they can be closed by adding three more para-
deters^  provided, that the physical interpretation is not destroyed
"by the appearance of limit lines in the supersonic region or a
branch point outside the airfoil near the nose. Limit lines can
also occur with the basic, four parameter profiles. For more
details concerning the effect of the parameters on the airfoil
geometry see references 8,17.
In the present investigation analytical closure of the airfoils
was not envisaged because it was expected that the rear parts would
have to be modified anyway for optimisation towards the hover and
manoeuvre requirements. The initial parameter study was therefore
limited to the four basic parameters mentioned above.
Of the four parameters the free stream Kach number can be chosen
readily ; experience has shown that if a drag-rise Ivlach number of
0.85 is required, the Mach number for the theoretical shock-free
design condition can be about 0.025 lower. The other parameters
were varied such, that, not permitting c« to exceed 0.2, and
avoiding limit lines in the supersonic regions, the largest
possible amount of nose droop was obtained.
The best result of this first set of calculations was an airfoil
designated NLR 7216. The nose shape of this airfoil is shown in
figure 6. The pressure distribution in the high speed design
condition bears strong resemblance to that given in figure 7.
A characteristic feature of the airfoil is1 formed by a peak in the
upper surface curvature distribution at x/c » 0.067 ( vx/c « 0.26
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in figure 8). This peak is caused by a limit line cusp just inside
the airfoil and is of major importance for the shock-free upper
surface flow.
It may be noted, that a somewhat similar, but less pronounced
curvature distribution is exhibited by the PX69-H-098 airfoil.
This is believed to be one reason for the comparatively good
high speed performance of the FX69-H-098.
As mentioned before, such curvature distributions are also
favourable for obtaining a high c/> in the medium Mach numbertmax
range. The reason is the following. At a certain high angle
of attack and a certain Mach number, crest and curvature peak can
coincide at the end of the supersonic zone. The expansion effects
generated by the curvature peak then tend to decrease compressive
effects and shock strengths at the crest. Prom another point of
view the curvature peak promotes a hollow "peaky" suction loop at
high angles of attack which, as shown "by Pearcy (Ref.5), is
favourable for reducing shock strength. It also reduces the crest
pressure in such a way that the favourable effects occur at the
desired Mach number. At the optimum condition the width of the
supersonic suction region is, in fact, determined by the distance
from the leading edge to the curvature peak ; obviously, the
larger this distance, the higher c. can be. Apart from the
max
"peaky" concept and the crest pressure criterium this is believed
to be an important rule for obtaining a high c. in the medium
*) *max
Mach number range. .
The rather forward position of the curvature peak of airfoil
7216 and, associated with this, the limited amount of nose droop,
is believed to be the main reason for the disappointing manoeuvre
and hover performance of this airfoil. (By means of crest pressure
correlation c/> at Ma»0.5 was estimated to be 1.05 and to much
* max
supercritical flow was indicated at the hover condition).
In order to remedy the si'tuation the theory for quasi-ell iptical
airfoils was re-analysed and two new parameters X. and \^ were
•*) • •1
 It should be mentioned, that curvature peaks of the type just
mentioned could have an adverse effect on the wave drag in the
hover condition (Ma-0.6, c^ -0.65). It is therefore important to
avoid, if possible, the appearance of supercritical flow regions
at this condition.
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introduced. The first parameter controls nose bluntness, the
second controls the droop of the airfoils. With Ma, e and ~F
fixed at the values for airfoil 7216 the parameters A and X_
were systematically varied so as to give as much droop as possible
while positioning the curvature peak (Fig.8) as rearward as
possible. The parameter choice was in this case restricted by
the appearance of limit lines.
The best result computed was airfoil '-'223. For the geometrical
improvement obtained compared to airfoil 7216 see figures 6 and 8.
The shape of the sonic lines in the theoretical design condition
(Ma=0.826, c^wO.15) are sketched in figure 7.
It is expected, that further improvement can still be obtained
by systematically varying both the two new parameters and the four
basic parameters. This could not be verified in the present
investigation. Airfoil 7223 was therefore taken as the basic
shock-free shape.
5 MODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC SHAPE
r
5.1 General remarks
In modifying a basic, shock-free shape the important question
is how large a modification can be tolerated if one does not want
to lose the low-drag properties at the high speed design condition.
Present NIB experience in this respect is, that in the first place,
the modifications must be limited to the regions that have
subsonic flow at the high speed design condition. Secondly, the
location of the forward sonic points at the high speed design
condition and the acceleration at these points must not be affected
by the modification. The conditions at a rearward sonic point
have appeared to be less critical (Ref.10).
For the basic airfoil of figure 7 the considerations just
given suggest that the upper surface may be modified aft of
approximately 70 % chord and the lower surface aft of 20 % chord.
At the nose, experience is that modification is limited to the
immediate vicinity of the position of the stagnation point at
the high speed design condition.
So far, NIB have used the approximate potential flow method of
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reference 18 to estimate the effect of contour modifications.
In spite of the fact that this method is limited," in principle,
to subcritical flow it has proved usefull in cases of supercritical,
shock-free flow (Ref.10). In contrast to the hodograph method, the ap-
proximate method of Reference 18 predicts the subsonic flow field for a
given shape. The method uses the surface singularity technique in com-
bination with semi-empirical compressibility characteristics
For the purposes in mind, a dissipative type of finite
difference method for the computation of transonic flows with
shock waves would obviously be more appropriate. At the time of
the present study such a method was not yet available at NLR.
~~However~~a~~few~check-cal~cuTatTons~for~ the-hrgh~speed~and manoeuvre
design points by means of the method of Garabedian and Korn
(Ref.19) could be made at the end of the investigation.
5.2 With pitching moment requirement (airfoil l)
As indicated in chapters 2 and 3, modification of the basic
' high speed shape with the objective to optimize for hover and
manoeuvre, must, in terms of pressure distributions, be directed
towards the following,
i) In order to avoid shock waves on the upper surface at the
hover condition and to have a high c^ at Ka-0.5, the
c^-value (c^ ) for which the flow first becomes critical in
the 0.5 to 0.6 Mach number range must be as high as possible.
ii) To minimise boundary layer drag at the hover condition a
laminar, accelerating flow of long extent is required on the
lower surface at Ma»0.6, c.»0.65.
iii) To reduce the shock strength at high c^ at Ma=0.5, improve,
if possible, the "peakiness" of the suction loop.
iv) To satisfy the pitching moment requirement reduce, if necessary,
the load near the trailing ecge.
v) To reduce the risk of early boundary layer separation at the
manoeuvre and high speed conditions avoid large pressure
gradients and apply, if possible, a Stratford (Ref.12) type
of pressure recovery.
Of these directives iii) stands rather isolated in the sense
that a limited modification of the nose shape, with the objective
' Most of these were performed by BHC
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of improving the "peakiness" of the suction loop, does not interfere
with the other directives. Considering the incompressible suction
loop at the optimum angle of attack in figure 9 suggests to strive
after a somewhat more "hollow" suction loop. With the limitation to
restrict nose shape modification to the immediate vicinity of the
stagnation point location at the high speed design condition, this
could only be realised by shifting the suction peak (Fig. 9). The
corresponding leading edge modification has been indicated in
figure 6.
i) implies that the freedom to modify the rear parts of the
basic airfoil should be used to increase the loading in that region.
This, however, is in conflict with the pitching moment requirement
and also with ii) and v), which means that a compromise must be
found. This was realised by a trial and error process in which the
effect of several modifications on the pressure distribution at the
;
 various design points was calculated by means of the method of
reference 16. The methods of Thwaites (fief. 20) and Nash (Ref. 21)
"were used to check the boundary layer behaviour at the most critical
conditions. Transition was predicted by means of the Michel/Smith
criterium (Ref. 22).
As a final shape the one shown in figures 10 and 11 was con-
r
sidered acceptable. Note that the upper surface was modified aft of
70 'jo x/c and the lower surface aft of 50 >. Tabulated coordinates
of the airfoil are given in table 2. The predicted aerodynamic
characteristics are discussed in section 6.1.
3 Without pitching moment requirement (airfoil 2)
Apart from the pitching moment requirement iv), the directives
listed in the beginning of this section apply equally well in the
case without pitching moment requirement.
The optimisation process for airfoil 2, leads nevertheless to
•
a characteristic difference between the two airfoils. This is
caused by the fact that the absence of a pitching moment requirement
allows application of the rear-loading concept.
In the case of airfoil 1 some negative loading was needed near
the trailing edge to keep the pitching moment within the required
. limits. As a consequence some wave drag had to be tolerated in the
hover condition (Pig. 14). A further consequence of this is that \
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a fully laminar lower surface boundary layer is required to obtain
an acceptable L/D value. • •
In contrast, the application of (positive) rear loading in-
creases the critical c^ -value in the 0.5 - 0.6 Mach number range.
As a result the wave drag at hover is negligible (Fig. 33). However,
the boundary layer drag is somewhat higher than that of airfoil 1
due to a more forward transition point on the lower surface. As a
result the L/D values of the two airfoils do not differ very much.
Thus, the benefits of the rear-loading concept are mainly limited
to a higher < m^ax. Figures 29 and 30 present the airfoil shape that
~f6r~aiTrf6iT~2^
Tabulated coordinates are given in table 3. Section 6.2 discusses
the predicted aerodynamic characteristics.
-6 PREDICTED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 Airfoil 1 .
6.1.1 The high speed, hover and manoeuver design points
Aerodynamic data relevant to the high speed, hover and
manoeuver design points are presented in figures 12 to 18.
Figure 12 presents a comparison of the hodograph pressure
distribution for the basic airfoil at the design Mach number of
0.826, with that for the modified airfoil calculated by means of
the approximate subsonic method of reference 18. On the basis of
this comparison it is expected that the modification does not give
rise to significant wave drag at the design Mach number of 0.826.
Figure 13 presents a result of the Carabedian/Korn method for
Ma = 0.85, c^ 0. The predicted wave drag of 0.005 suggests that the
drag coefficient at this condition will be just below the required
value of 0.013 provided that the boundary layer can negotiate the
pressure rise at the rear also in the presence of a shock wave.
The pressure distribution at the hover condition, including
the effect of the boundary layer, is given in figure 14. It was
calculated by means of the method of reference 23. This method
uses a single computer program and combines the analyses of refer-
ences 18, 20, 21, and the transition criterium of reference 22 in
an iterative cycle. The Square and Young formula (Ref. 26) is used
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to calculate the drag from the boundary layer properties at the
trailing edge. The basis of the method is described in reference 24.
As shown in figure 14 the flow is supercritical.* Based on corre-
lation with the FX69-H-098 airfoil the wave drag is estimated to be
0.001. The total drag is estimated to be 0.0074. This leads to a
lift/drag ratio of 90 which is close to that of the FX69-H-098 air-
foil.
With the present state of the art in theoretical aerodynamics
accurate prediction of ct is not yet possible, so that one is
limited to empirical estimates. Since c/> at Ma = 0.5 is limitedF
 /max
by shock-induced stall, two methods are available to aid in esti-
mating this parameter. Both methods, however, are based on the as-
sumption that the stall mechanism for the new sections are similar
to that of the FX69-H-098 airfoil. With the first method incremental
values of c/ may be estimated by observing the minimum pressure as
a function of c/ at the critical pressure value (Fig. 15). The
second method utilizes Sinnott's criterium (Ref. 25) in relation to
the crest pressure expressed as a function of c/ (Fig. 16). Both
methods suggest that Ct at Ma = 0.5 of airfoil 1 will be approxi-
-.- . , tnflx
mately 0.1 below that of the Wortmann FX69-H-098 airfoil. This
would bring it in the 1.20 to 1.25 range for a Reynolds number of 4
to 5 million.
A similar conclusion is obtained from pressure distributions
calculated by means of the Garabedian/Korn method (Fig. 17). The
test results for the FX69-H-098 airfoil suggest that at Re = 4 x 10 ,
for the specific type of pressure distribution considered, shock
induced separation limits a further increase of cj when the local
pressure coefficient just in front of the shock exceeds the value
-4 (Fig. 4). According to figure 17, this would, in inviscid flow,
be obtained for c^ « 1.28. With a 57, viscous lift loss (suggested
by the difference between potential flow and experiment in figures
15, 16) this leads also to a cff of 1.20 to 1.25./max
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An assumption underlying the considerations just given, has
been that there is no drastic difference in the rear separation
characteristics between the FX69-H-098 and the present airfoil.
The results of boundary layer calculations for subcritical condi-
tions, presented in figure 18 in terms of the local skin-friction
coefficient at x/c = 0.95, suggest that this is indeed the case.
6.1.2 Estimated c/ , c, and c -curves
* ' d m
• In the subcritical regime lift and drag value (Fig. 19, 20,
— and~21-)—were-calculated_b.y—means_of_the_me-thod-of-reference-.2 3.
The method uses the Square and Young formula (Ref. 26) to calculate
the drag from the boundary layer properties at the trailing edge.
Data for supercritical flow were obtained by extrapolation of sub-
critical values, using the test results of the FX69-H-098 and some
isolated Garabedian/Korn data points as a basis.
The estimated lift and drag boundaries in the c.-Ma plane are
summarized in figure 22. The drag boundary was obtained from figures
' 20 and 21 whereas the maximum lift boundary was estimated by means of
minimum pressure and crest pressure correlation as described above.
Finally, calculated pitching moment curves are presented in
figures 23, 24 and pressure distributions for several subcritical
flow conditions in figures 25 to 28.
6.2 Airfoil 2
A similar set of data for airfoil 2 is given in figures 31 to
47. These do not need further discussion because they were obtained
in the same way as those for airfoil 1.
As indicated by figure 32 a slightly higher wave drag must be
expected at the high speed (Ma=0.85), low c^ condition, this would
bring the Mach number for which c, = 0.013 just below Ma = 0.85.
Figure 33 presents the pressure distribution at the hover con-
dition. The lift/drag ratio is estimated to be 94.
Information relevant to cj at Ma=0.5 is given by figures 34m a x 3 j o
to 38. These suggest that c» will be between 1.25 and 1.30 at
* rrictx
Ma=0.5.
Further data concerning lift, drag, pitching moment and pressure
distributions is given by figures 38 to 47.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A design study for two rotor airfoils has been performed using
as a basis the hodograph method for the computation of transonic,
shock-free flow. The results of this study are summarized in table
4 in terms of predicted aerodynamic data of two new airfoils for
the manoeuvre, hover and high speed design points.
As compared with a contemporary rotor airfoil, designed along
more empirical lines, the high speed performance predicted for the
new airfoils is substantially better. This has been obtained at the
cost of a slight loss in ce in the medium Mach number range
(manoeuvre condition). However, c,j at Ma=0.5 is expected to be
~* nicix
20 to 30 7o higher still than that of the standard NACA 0012 airfoil.
Of the two airfoils one satisfies the usual requirement for
a small pitching moment and one does not. It appears1 that the main
implication of the pitching moment requirement is a reduction of
c.f in the medium Mach number range.
<max 6
A characteristic feature of the airfoils is formed by the upper
-'-•"surface curvature distribution, which exhibits a peak at x/c 0.09.
It is believed that .the presence of such a curvature peak is an
essential feature of airfoils that must combine high speed and c,
performance in the way required for application in a helicopter
rotor. At high speed, the curvature peak triggers a favourable
"peaky" type of flow over most of the upper surface. In the manoeuvre
the curvature peak is instrumental in decreasing the crest pressure
to the level required for obtaining a high c» at Ma 0.05. At the
same time it determines the shock position and through this the chord-
wise extent of the region of supersonic flow. A high manoeuvre c/
' fflclX
therefore requires that the position of the curvature peak be as far
from the nose as possible.
In the present investigation the possibilities with respect to
curvature peak position offered by the hodograph method could be
explored only partially. Further parameter studies are required to
answer the question whether it could be shifted beyond x/c=0.09. In
case of continuation of the present work this would be one subject for
further research. Another, necessary step of a follow-on program would
A-18
obviously be the careful two-dimensional transonic testing of the two
new airfoils described in this report. Preferably, this should be done
under both static and dynamic conditions.
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APPENDIX
SOME RFMARKS Oil POSSIBLE "UPPER -LI-MlTo FOP. ROTOR AIRPOIL':FFRFORMANCF.
AT TIFF SFPARATF DESIGN POINTS • . - - - • . : . , . ,
For comparative purposes 'it may be illustrative to discuss
shortly (by lack of hard facts in a somewhat speculative way)
the upper 1 mits of hover, manoeuvre and high-speed capability
of airfoils optimised for each of these flight conditions separately.
Optimisation for the hover condition only would probably lead
to a laminar subsonic "rooftop" upper surface pressure distribution,
Hfollowed^by" a~ Straf ord~(Re~fV12 )~type~of" pressure' recovery tcTthe
trailing edge (Sketch 1). Reference 13 suggests that the extent of
. the rooftop might go as far as
90.£ chord for Re = 5 x 10
before trailing edge separation
occurs. With some kind of laminar






Sketch 1 Optimal pressure
distribution for high L/D at
hover
surface it is estimated that c,-d
values as low as 0.0030 could
be obtained. This would lead
to L/D values as high as 220.
However, the manoeuvre and high
speed qualities would be poor as
trailing edge separation would
occur almost instantaneously
when the angle of attack or Mach
n amber would be increased beyond the typical values for hover.
The work of Liebeck, as reported by A.M.O. Smith in reference
13, provides a basis for an estimate of the upper limit of Co
*max
at Ma=0.5. As in the hover case a laminar, rooftop type of pressure
distribution followed by a Stratford pressure recovery appears to
be the best. In compressible flow
the rooftop suction level would
seem to be limited by the onset
of shock-induced separation.
Assuming that this occurs when
the local Mach number exceeds




Sketch 2 Optimal pressure distri-
bution for c.j at Ma=.5
max
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values upto 2.1 would seem possible at Ma<"0.5 and Re=jxlO . This
would be obtained for a rooftop extent of 50-60 ?' of the chord
(Sketch 2 ) . . . .
The fact, that "rooftop" type of pressure distributions,
although differing in extent and suction level, appear suitable
for both hover and manoeuvre, suggests a certain amount of
conpatibility between these two conditions. However, looking at
the rather unusual shapes that are obtained (Ref.13), there is
little hope for acceptable high speed characteristics.
The highest drag-rise Mach number at zero lift is, of course,
obtained with the flat plate at zero angle of attack. With
constructional constraints coming-in, the lower limit for t/-c
is probably something like 4 %. Experience with quasi-elliptical
airfoils (Ref.14) then leads to a drag rise Mach number of
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SUMMARY
A user-oriented description of a set of ALGOL programs for the
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
c chord length of aerofoil
CT lift coefficient
r 16
 L8J error measure, eq. (5)
g uncorrected interpolating function, section 2.7
g corrected interpolating function
M local Mach number
-M^ free-stream-Mach-number :
M local Mach number at t.e.
c
N highest point number, section 2.7
R radius of curvature
s [g] smoothness measure, eq. (6)
t thickness of aerofoil
x co-ordinate
x. co-ordinate belonging toy,
y co-ordinate
y, co-ordinate belonging to y,
a incidence of ellipse in incompressible flow, section 2.2
y ratio of specific heats, 1.4
T flow circulation
2ia
e weight, table 11, or: e e
EO parameter defining thickness ratio of ellipse in
incompressible flow, section 2.2
pT denominators of eq. (6)
t, weight, eq. (7)
£ complex variable, see eq. 3.9 of Ref.
C2 complex variable, see eq. 3-9 of Ref.
T velocity parameter depending only upon M, eq. (3)
free stream value of 'TjOq. (l)
value of <L at t.e., eq. (2)




parameter in y , section 2.2k . C
a . value of ^  when Y is made small
min ' c
A nose bluntness parameter
A g camber parameter
w stream function
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stream function of basic flow
y correction stream function
6 flow angle
6 flow angle at (cusped) t.e.
c








* corrected data or functions, section 2.7
. point number, section 2.7
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INTRODUCTION
Transonio shock-free lifting profiles can be developed with
hodograph theory. This theory has been used in the reference to
develop a calculation method for so-called quasi-elliptical
aerofoils. The calculation method has been programmed. This report
describes how the computer programmes have to be used in order to
obtain shock-free transonic aerofoils.
__The_progTam_paokage description^_iBjuser^oriented.._Inf.ormat.ion_
is given about some theoretical background needed (section 2),
the aerofoil design process (section 3) and the computer programs
(section 4). The program listings are given in the appendices.
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Scope
In order to run the program package some theoretical knowledge
is needed with respect to a number of subjects. Before proceeding
to a description of the handling of the programs we will first
present this background information.
2.2 The parameters and the section shapes
In principle, compressible flows around q.e. aerofoils are
obtained by applying a mathematical transformation to the stream
function of an incompressible flow around an ellipse. The resulting
stream function y^ defines aerofoil section contours depending on
six parametersi M^ (« free stream Mach number), e (2 e 1'2 is the
excentricity of the ellipse), o (.incidence of ellipse),T (. flow
circulation) and the parameters \^ and A« which control tiie nose
shape (Pig. l).
The section contours defined by y^ have a gap at the trailing
edge. In many oases this gap is so small that for engineering
purposes it can be neglected.
If desired the gap can be closed by adding "toy, a correction
stream function v? depending upon M and three other parameters. The
O ^
resulting closed aerofoil has a cusped trailing edge. The three
other parameters are M (» local Mach number at t.e.),
o
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6 (. local flow angle at t.e.) and n, a parameter controlling the
c
section slope in the stagnation point (see Fig. l). When the gap
is closed, X and X_ are not avialable as parameters (A and A
have to be set zero).
The closed aerofoil sections depend thus upon seven parameters.
If the closure is not desired, six parameters define the section
shape.
In the computer programs M^ and M are replaced by the equi-
valent velocity parameters ^ and *T , defined by
2^
See also the conversion table 12.
A table of parameter values that may be used as a guide in
selecting suitable parameter values is given in table 1.
2.3 The independent holograph variables and the dependent physical
variables.
The qualitative relation between the independent hodograph
variables and the dependent physical variables is first presented
for closed aerofoils.
The independent hodograph variables used are the velocity
parameter <t and the flow angle 6. 7*18 related to Maoh number by
(see also table 13)
M2 - (^i)(Mf) (T-L4) (3)
The part of the hodograph surface that is of interest and that
corresponds to a flow around a closed q.e. aerofoil consists of two
sheets. The sheets are generated by a branch point (T ,0V )
*1 Cl
located near C£,,0). In order to be able to distinguish between the
two sheets we may introduce a out from the branch point as indicated
in Fig. 2 with ths convention that a passage of the out implies
a passage to the other sheet.
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^ The qualitative relation "between section contour and free stream
cy lines extending in the physical Cx,y) plane to infinity from the
stagnation point and from the t.e. is then as sketched in Pig. 2.
k
 On these lines the stream function y + $ - 0. The following points
are notedi
a point 1 is the I.e. stagnation point, point 6 the t.e. point,
where (<l,e) - (*o,*0)
b (1,2,3) is the upper front part of the section contour}
( 3 , 4 ,_5 1 -6.)_i B__the__upper__rear_part_of_ t he _sect ion-cont our} --
 :
(6,7,8,9) is the lower rear part of the section contour}
(9,10,1) is the lower front part of the section contour}
£ the stream function y> +y has a singularity at (£,»,, 0) in one
of the sheets} this singularity corresponds to free stream
conditions. The stream function is regular everywhere else on
the hodograph surface}
d (11,1,12,13) IB the free streamline from the I.e. stagnation
point, (6,61,62) is the free streamline from the t.e. point.
When the aerofoil is not made closed by adding y/ to y. the
O u
qualitative relation between section contour and free streamlines
is as sketched in Pig. 3. The difference occurs at the saddle point
of the stream function y, on the hodograph surface near the ex-
pected t.e. point image* y, is not zero in this point. In the
physical surface the section contour is then not closed. The
mismatch at the expected location of the t.e. is often negligible
from an engineering point of view.
2.4 The closure correction and the choice of the parameters T ,9 and M.
An unoorrected aerofoil can be closed by adding to y the
correction stream function ij/ having as parameters t ,6 and 11. Tho
c c c
correction is based on forcing a saddle point of $/, +V at (<T ,6 )
D C 0 C
in the second of the (T,e) surface (Pig. 2) on the image
w . + ^ . 0 of the closed aerofoil.T
 D 'o
The parameter M can either be specified, or if unspecified, is
determined in such a way that $/ is small in a certain mathematical
' C
sense (for details see the Ref. ).
Experience has shown that an unconnected aerofoil can only be
closed, if the value of y^ at the saddle point of y, is small
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enough ( /V^/< 0.02 appr.)» Moreover, (^i^) should be given
values (approximately) equal to the values of (£,6) in this saddle
point.
A special program is available to locate the saddle point of
y if desired, so that the value of (£,0) andy^, at the saddle
point can be determined.
2 .'5 Limitations on the choice of the parameters
The values of the parameters determining the section shapes
(see section 2.2) cannot be chosen arbitrarily. The limitations
are of two different natures.
a Although \fc and y, + xjk" are one- valued functions on the two
sheets of the hodograph manifold, computed results may become
unacceptable when the mapping of the hodograph manifold to the
(x,y) surface is not regular. The mapping can become singular
by the appearance of limit lines (• folds in the supersonic
parts of the physical (x,y) surface) or of branch points in the
subsonic parts of the flow outside the aerofoil contour of the
(x,y) surface. The singularities can only be discovered by
computing the section explicitely and inspecting the results.
b When a closed section is aimed at, a and T should closely
satisfy the relation
T»
a . arcsin - (4)
in order to obtain values of y, at the saddle point of $, near
the expected t.e. position that are small enough (see section
2.4). The degree of freedom when deviating from this relation
can only be established by computations and inspection of
results. The rule implies that closed aerofoils are only
possible for aerofoil with negligible camber and hence without
rear-loading. In this case the parameters A . and A. have to be
set equal to zeroj they are thus not available for control
of the section shape.
2.6 The accuracy of the computed results
The accuracy aimed at in the computations is of the order lcTH
for \j/t \fr t \//e, x and y, where y stands for either y, or I//". + y .
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m This accuracy is in many cases not obtained when9Tis about
N 0.9 & 1.2 * ^ and /©/< 15°, that is on the upper surface on the
K, rear half of the sections, and over the last 70 % of the lower
?k surface. This is due to the use of a convergence accelerator (the
e-algorithm) applied to the series expansion for V/,V^,V^ix and y»
Near the singularities C^fO) and C^ri^r ) of these series the
e-algorithm introduces errors of stochastioal nature. The errors in
the computed values are unoorreHated, except when in a contour
point the computed value of y differs appreciably from zeroj
correlation in errors occurs in about 2 % of all data of a complete
section contour.
In general the computed data are not accurate enough for
engineering purposes. A smoothing correction method has to be
applied to convert the data to data that are accurate enough
(section 2.7).
2.7 Smoothing correction of aerofoil data
The smoothing correction of the profile data needed for reasons
explained in section 2.6 is effectuated by a special method in
which an error measure is carefully balanced against a smoothness
measure.
The details of the smoothing correction method are as follows.
Let (x^ y^ y^ yj), i . 0(l)N, be given estimates of unknown points
(xi»^i»^i»^i) where primes indicate first derivatives and double
primes second derivatives.
Let (&yitAyf.AyV) be given estimates of the accuracies of (y,,y?,y?).
An error measure taking into account scale differences in accuracies
is defined as
where g is a function interpolating the unknown (x. ,y. ,£.*,#?) and
defined below. A smoothness increase for g taking into account
estimated scale differences in smoothness of g is defined as
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N /i {g"(x)}2dx
where g is a function interpolating the given (x. ,y. ,y!,y?). g and
g are defined in each interval[x-_1txi] as a f ifth degree poly-
nomial in x interpolating (^ity^^ty^iy^i^ a*1* (^y^y^y") t
respectively (Vl'^i-l^i-1'^i-l^ and (vV^i'^ *
The determination of the unknown corrected points
(x- *y- f^'iS^') is based on the minimisation of the expression
S e [g] + (I-OB [g] 0 « * < 1 (7)
where £ is a weighting parameter which is used to balance the
error and smoothness measures in such a way that e [g] takes
approximately its expected value 3(N+l). (Note that the terms in
e[g] should "be of order 1 in the final result).
For fixed £ the expression to "be minimized is a quadratic form\
in the unknownsj its minimum is determined by standard methods.
£ is determined iteratively.
Prom the output of the aerofoil programs tables of points
(x.,y,,0., /R.) on the section contours may be composed. These
tables are converted to (x. ,y. ,y?,y'.') tables and corrected separa-
tely for the upper and lower half of the section contours. The
accuracies (Ay. ,Ay!fAy'.') are determined by rules given in table 11
of section 4.7.2 (card input specification of the correction
program).
In the smoothing correction program the correction is
(slightly) biased in such a way that y. values are more likely
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corrected than y1 and y? values.
Vast experience with about twenty aerofoils in various situ-
ations (internal coherence of corrected data, model making and
windtunnel testing, control computations with panel methods
for subcritical flows) has shown that the smoothing correction
method gives corrected data that are sufficiently accurate for
engineering purposes, provided a redundancy_ojr data (at least 7Q_
points per section side) is corrected.
AEROFOIL DESIGN FROCESS
When a transonic shock-free q.e. aerofoil is developed, a
design process has to be followed in order to fix the parameters
that determine the section shape.
Experience has learned that a random approach in this design
process is undesirable . In order to save efforts a certain policy
has to be followed. The rules of this policy have been incorporated
in the flow chart of the design process of figure 4.
Roughly speaking the design process comprises three stages.
In the first stage the parameters 7^ ,e ,a andTare determined from
desired values for 1^, t/c and C and a desired type of loading,
and a decision is made whether or not the gap at the t.e. will be
closed. In the second stage the nose shape is optimized to approach
desired characteristics as close as possible} this fixes the re-
maining parameters. In the third stage detailed computations of
the section shape are performed.
During the first two stages if is necessary to check repeated-
ly whether limit lines and/or branch points disturb the section
shape.
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Turing a design process for an aerofoil the flow chart of the
process has to be used together with the flow chart for the
data flow through the programs of Fig. 5 (section 4.9)- This flow
chart shows how the parameters are put into the various programs.
4 COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
4,1 General description of programs
The design of & transonic shock-free q.e. aerofoil is performed
with the following five ALGOL */ CDC-6600 computer programs!
program name program main function
C^EFF computes tables of coefficients
INTC^NS computes constants in compressions for
**s , <%/
*b ^
SADDPNT searches for the saddle point of y, near
expected t.e. position on (7,9) surface
AIRFOIL computes parts of aerofoil section contour
and/or position of sonic lines
SM00TH corrects aerofoil data by special smoothing
correction method
Details about the functions, inputs and outputs of these programs
are given in sections 4.3 to 4»7.
Various tables of data are written to or read from a magnetic
tape by the first four programs. The organisation of the data on
this tape as far as needed by a user who wants to put the programs
into operation is explained in section 4.8.
The listings of the programs are presented in appendix A to E.
A flow diagram presenting the flow of data through the programs is
discussed in section 4 > 9 >
The card inputs are free formatted except where specified otherwise.
1) An ALGOL compiler successfully used is the ALGOL-60 PSR302+3IC




Cn The input and output descriptions in sections 4«3 to 4-7
^





 The examples should "be completely and exactly reproduced by
a new user of the programs in order to test all functions of the




C^EFF computes the complex coefficients that are needed in
INTC0NS, SADDFNT and AIRFOIL. The coefficients depend upon e , a
and T'.
4.3.2 Input
The data needed by C^EFF are taken from cards. The card input
specification is given in table 2. The input of the example is
given in table 13.
4.3«3 Output
The results of C^EFF are output to the line printer and to the
tape.
£ The data output to the line printer are:
I CASE, e , a, / .
II the complex qualities £, and £_ defined in eq. (3.9) of "the
Ref. and the quantities /Cj/, f^J', ^Ap and e«
N.B. The value of z± is needed for the card-input
specification tor AIRFOIL, see table 7 of
section 4«6.2.
III T0L, M.
IV ten integer numbers (numbers of terms in power series). The
computation times of CjfeFF depend approximately linearly upon
the largest of these ten numbers.
V tables of the complex coefficients.
The output of the example is given in Fig. 6.
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b The data output to the tape are:
I one record with M, T0L, CASE, e , a,T.
II one record with all complex coefficients.
4.4 Program INTCi&JS
4-4 .1 Funct ion
INTC^NS computes constant terms in the expressions for x, and
'y, . The constants terms depend upon "V,e »<* andT. The constants
are needed in AIRFOIL.
4.4.2 Input
The data needed by INTC0NS are taken from cards and from the
tape. The card input specification is given in table 3. Reading
from tape is possible if C^EFF has first been used. The input of
the example is given in table 13.
4.4 .3 Output
The results of INTC0NS are output to the line printer. These
ares
I CASE, eoia,?.
II the complex quantities £ and £5 defined in eq. (3.9) of the ref.
r
and" the quantities /£,/, A2/» VC? and £l
III two integer numbers (numbersNof terms in power series). The
computation times of INTC0NS depend approximately linearly
upon the largest of these two numbers.
IV for each value of "t^ , specified in the input i
- the value of T^
- six lines with four real numbers
The 24 real numbers are the constant terms. They are needed
for the card input of AIRFOIL, see section 4.6.2.
The output of the example is given in Fig. 7.
4-5 Program SADDPNT
..'; O.I Function . •
SADDPNT searches for the location of the minimum of the saddle
point of \y, near the expected t.e. position on the (^,6) surface
(see section 2.4). The saddle point is characterized by the rela-




^/ The data needed by SADDPNT are taken from cards and from the
vj*
tape. The card input specification is given in table 4» Reading(y
K from tape is possible after the use of C0EFF. The card input of
the example ie given in table 13.
4«5«3 Output
The results of SADDPNT are output to the line printer. These
are:
I CASE, eo, a
II at most six blocks of five lines} each line contains values of
CT, 6( degrees) , Vv» "V^ and2 respectively.
One block contains the results of one step in the iterative
search process for the location of the saddle point.
The line after the last block contains the desired values of
^f ei?vi$k »Vt in the saddle point provided /£ / and /£ /b D<i be bt be
are small enough (typically < 10- , 10"-5 respectively).
If /\j/, / and /Iff, I are not small enough a new search has to
V ©
be performed starting from improved initial estimates
c ' c If V^b iB not sma11 in the saddle Point (/^/<
about 0.02) the aerofoil cannot be closed at the t.e.
The output of the example is given in Fig. 8} y, in the saddle
point is probably email enough for a successful attempt to close
the gap at the t.e.
4.6 Program AIRFOIL
4.6.1 Functions
AIRFOIL computes parts of (either uncorrected or closed)
aerofoil contours and /or the corresponding sonic lines.
;
4.6.2 Input
The data needed by AIRFOIL are taken from cards and from tape.
The pile of cards to be read consists of two parts. The first
part is completely independent of the functions desired from the
program} this part is specified in table 7. The second part
specifies what functions of the program are desired and what
calculations are to be performed. The input specification for the
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second part is given in table 9«
Reading from tape is possible after the use of C^EFF. The input
of the example is given in table 13.
4.6.3 Output
The results of AIRFOIL are output to the line printer. These
are
.CASE. M_.A- . iA 0r
 • flu* I s
II if a closed aerofoil is aimed at«<C ,6 , and some other quantities
related to the correction stream function \y •
III 24 real constants. When a closed aerofoil is not aimed at these
are equal to the 24 real constants input from results of
INTC0NS, see table 7.
IV data for the stagnation point including n»
V either data for contour points or data for sonic lines.
The output of the example is given in Fig. 9 (the sonic line
is situated inside the aerofoil).
4.7 Program
4.7.1 Function
SM^TH corrects the aerofoil co-ordinate values obtained with
AIRFOIL for large errors of stochastical nature (section 2.6) by
the smoothing correction method outlined in section 2.7.
4.7.2 Input
The data required by SM$0TH are taken from cards. The card
input specification and the input of the example are given in table
10.
4.7.3 Output
The results of SM00TH are output to the line printer. They
are:
I a table of the first part of the card input.
II a table of the aerofoil co-ordinate values [ x . . f y j f e j f ( /R)i|
modified to (x
 fy. ,y',y£ j values.
III a table of the second part of the card input.
2 " —2IV a table of weights p,
 f where the p, are equal to the
r *"idenominators in the expression (^) for B [ gjin section 2.7.
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V for each iteration step in the iteration process on
e m -~*— (see section 2.7 for the meaning of £) information
which can be used to check the course of the iteration process}
this information is of interest for the analysis of details of
the computation process only.
VI a table of corrected values x. ,y\ ,£!,#? together with the
corrections y^-y^ yJ-y^y'V-y".
VII a table of^interpolated results} in e^cJi_jLnteryal_rx._,x... _,_].,
i.O(l)N-l, five values of g.g^g",g^.g-^and g^are printed
in order to permit an inspection of the fluctuation behaviour
of the corrected interpolating curve g(x) (defined in section
2.7).
VIII a table of corrected values x . ,y \ ,9 . , (l/R). together with
corrections y^, 6^9., (l/R) i-(l/E) i.
The results have to be inspected for correctness in two ways.
The corrections y.-y". printed out in the last table should be of the
order of magnitude of the corresponding Ay. specified in the input
and be randomly distributed in magnitude, except possibly for
roughly 20 •]» of the values, where the corrections y.-£. are allowed
to be two orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding accu-
racies. The average value of y.-y^ is allowed to be slightly biased
to non-zero values over large parts of the aerofoil contour,
provided the bias is of the order of magnitude of the corresponding
accuracies. Too much bias over a part of the aerofoil contour
implies that the accuracies are better than assumed, and that SM^TH
has to be rerun wixh smaller accuracy estimates. A second way of
inspecting the results is to analyze the behaviour of g" in the table
of interpolated results; in each interval fx . , x. , "I g" is permitted
to fluctuate by an amount till about 3/4 * the average value of g"
in the interval. Larger fluctuations in some interval F x . , x . 1 in
general indicate errors in y. and/or y. , considerably larger than
the corresponding accuracy specifications} very large fluctuation
(2 or 3 * average value of f") are not permitted and should be cor-»
rected by a rerun of AIRFOIL giving improved values of the suspected
y. and/or y. , and a rerun of SM0^TH.
The output of the example is given in Fig. 10.
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4.6 The magnetic tape
4.8.1 Function
The magnetic tape is used to save and to make available to the
programs INTC0NS, SADDPNT and AIRFOIL tables of complex coefficients
generated by the program C^EFF and tables of so-called Chaplygin
functions (see the reference Appendix A for the definition of these
functions).
4.8.2 Data organisation on the tape
The data on the tape are arranged in two files. The first
file contains 252 records of Chaplygin functions, for each value
of T mentioned in table 12 one'record. The second file contains
an even number of records, which are written to the tape by the
program C^EFF; each time C0EFF is used two new records are added
to the second file.'
The Chaplygin functions are only available for the values of
T given in table 11. This restricts in general the choice of the
values of <T and %o that have to be specified in the input of the
programs. Detailed rules are given in the input specification
tables. -
The Chaplygin functions can be made available to users by NLR
upon request.
When the program package is put into operation for the first
time by a user, the tape should be only provided with the first
file with Chaplygin functions} after the first file two
end-of-file marks must be present.
4.9 Data flow chart for the programs
The programs C0EFF, INTC0NS, SADDPNT, AIRFOIL and SM^TH
have to be used in a certain prescribed way because the latter
mentioned programs use data made available by the earlier mentioned
ones. A flow chart of the data showing the relation between the
inputs and outputs of the programs is prescribed in Fig. 5.
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highest subscript of coefficients
desired relative precision of coefficients
sequence number for parameter combination
e ,a, | do not use a sequence number
previously used, as otherwise the tape will
be used in an erronous way by the programs.
parameter determining thickness ratio
1-e /1+e of ellipse in incompressible flow
incidence of ellipse in incompressible flow
(radians)
flow circulationi values of T'with /T/^Q.Ql
increase computation times to over 30 min.
on a CDC-6600 computer and impaire the
accuracy of the results.
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Table 3














sequence number of parameter combination
e , a.,T, see table 2.












incidence of ellipse in incompressible flow,
see table 2.
flow circulation, see table 2
total number of values of ^subsequent ly
specified,
when the integration constants for fixed
V «>r
may be needed for various ^j all these ^
values should be specified, as the computa-
tion time in fact only depends on e ,a, ~T
and not upon ^.
£ select only those ^ values that are
specified in table 11 of section 4.8
b specify the values to eight places behind






















array of 62 integer numbers, specified
in table 5
array of 63 integer numbers, specified
in table 6
sequence number of parameter combination e ,
a, ' , see table 2
thickness ratio parameter, see table 2
incidence of ellipse in incompressible flow,
see table 2
flow circulation, see table 2
free stream value of <C determining M^, taken
from table 3
first estimate for value of T in saddle
point| if better estimates are not available
take •y1) S 0.6 * ^
first estimate for value of 0 in saddle point
if better estimates are not available take























































SPECIFICATION OF INTEGER ARRAY FIN (NEEDED IN TABLES 4 AND 7)
i
* 0 » * 0 . * 0 * * 0 » » 0 » * 0 » - 2 » - 2 » * 0 » * 0 » » 0 » - 2 » - 2 * * 0 » * 0 » » 0 » - l » - 2 » - 2 » - 2 » - 2 »
- 2 » « - 0 » * 0 » - 2 » * 0 » » 0 » » 0 » » 2 » » 2 » * 0 » - l » - 2 » - 2 » - 2 » - 2 » - 2 » » 0 » » 0 » - 2 » » 0 , * 0 »
* 0 » * 2 , * 2 » * 0 » * 1 » * 0 » * 0 * » 0 » * 0 » * 0 » » 0 » » 0 « * 0 , » 0 » * 0 , * 0 » » 0 » * 0 , « 0 » » 0 » » 0 »
TABLE 6
SPECIFICATION OF INTEGER ARRAY RIM (NEEDED IN TABLE 4)
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Table 7































array of 62 integer numbers, specified in
table 7.
array of 756 integer numbers, specified in
table 9
sequence number of parameter combination
e , a,T , see table 2
thickness ratio parameter, see table 2
incidence of ellipse in incompressible flow,
see table 2
flow circulation, see table 2
real part of complex constant £,| this
number hae to be taken from the line printer
results of C^EFF, see the output description
in section 4«3.3, point a II| specify Re £..
to all decimal places output by CjZfeFF
imaginary part of complex constant £,|
see comment after Re £..
real parameter A. governing nose bluntnessj
standard value is zero
real parameter \ governing camber{ standard
value is zero
T • li aerofoil will be closed at t.e.
E
position
T - Ot uncorrected aerofoil (aerofoil will
E ,
have gap at expected t.e. position).
precision required in various tests
maximum number of steps in various iteration
processes
free stream value of <T determining M^ taken



















24 real constants^ these constants have
to "be taken from the line printer results
of INTC0NS, see the output description in
section 4.4.3, point IV. The four numbers
of— each-of -the-s-ix- -1-ines-ment ioned there ----
should be punched on 'one card in the order
as they are printed out; the six cards
obtained so have to be placed in the same
order as the six lines.
omit this number if TL • 0 (if aerofoil hasEJ
gap at t.e.).Tc is the value of <T at the t.e.}
the value has to be equal to or very close
to the value of T in the saddle point of
Yt found with SADDPNT, see the output des-
cription of SADDPNT, section 4.5.3 point II|
T need not to be taken from table 11
omit this number if T^. 0 (if aerofoil has
gap at t.e.). 6 is the value of 6 at the
c
t.e.j the value has to be equal to or very
close to the value of 6 in the saddle point
of y^ found with SADDPNT, see the output
description of SADDPNT, section 4.5.3 point
II.
omit this number if T,,-0 (if aerofoil has
Cj
gap at t.e.).
M. - 0: will be made small
Os u should approximately equal to the
value of n • printed out by AIRFOIL
mm r
after a run of AIRFOIL in which W
C
has been made small by setting (a • Oj
for the value of ^  . meant see the
mm




l-EORCATION OF INTEGER ARRAY IM (NEEDED IN TABLE 7)
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Table 9
Specification of last of two piles input cards for AIRF0IL












two symbols to be punched in the first and
second position of a card









perform computations for upper
part of aerofoil
perform computations for lower
part of aerofoil
compute points on front part of
aerofoil contour
compute points on rear part of
aerofoil contour
compute points on sonic line
compute t.e. point (only for
closed aerofoils. T.,,.1)
Cj
if YJ? or R (computation of points on aero-
foil contour)
_! For each card beginning with UF,UR,LF or LR poin
on an aerofoil contour will be computed. This
occurs by iterative processes on 6 for a se-
quence of increasing values of T.
2 The sequence of values of Tis, in principle,
~ defined by t. <C, . (A^T , where <t, . ,J
 begin v ' end begin1
<r , and the step size A*t are given. However
in order to obtain better density distributions
of points the step size can be varied by
AIRFOIL between two limits A<T . and ATr
 mm max
_3 The step size in part of the iterative processes
"~ on 6 is A0.
4 The iteration process starts at (i"-
, . , where 0. .begin' begin
ts
•
is a rough estimate
of the value of 6 on the aerofoil contour at
5 The step size A8 for <Ti«cC . may be enlargedbegin
to A8 .. in order to permit rough guesses ofinit i

























6 <f, . t T _, and the step sizes
- begin1 lend . , AT . and' mm
ffl^LX
should be for the two ranges of Tindi-
cated below integral multiples of the values
listed to the right.
range of T : step sizes multiples of:
0.0<T$3.25 1/1200 - 0.0008^
0.25^U0.32 1/100 . 0.01
This implies that for AT . < 0.01 it may be
mm
necessary to perform seperate calculations for
each of the two *T ranges.
first value of T* f or which an aerofoil point has
to be computed (remarks 2 and 6) { specify at
least 8 places behind decimal point .
nominal step size in ^(remarks 2 and 6)j speci-
fy at least 8 places behind decimal point
last value of T f or which an aerofoil point has
to be computed (remarks 2 and 6): T. .iT, . f
end^ begin
specify at least 8 places behind decimal point.
minimum step size in tt( remarks 2 and 6) j A*C^
A%iin* ^Pecify a-t least 8 places behind decimal
point.
maximum step size in T( remarks 2 and 6)j
AT^ AT { specify at least 8 places behind
ITlcLX
decimal point.
estimate of 6 in degrees in first aerofoil point
f or T - T, . (remarks 4 and 5)} the sign of
6, . depends upon UP,UR.LF fLR and has to beDG gu.il
chosen in accordance with the sign conventions
for 9 indicated in figures 2 and 3 of section
2.3.
initial step size for 6 forT.T,, . (remarks
4 and
 5) begin
step size for 6 f or Tv . (remark 3)begin
7 Iff , exceeds the maximum value of Tin a
•*• end
suction peak at the upper or lower side the
program finishes the computations before T"















8 Card examples for coarse distributions of points
(assume "t^,- .10)
UP .01 .02 .32 .01 .01 +85.0 3.0 1.0
UR .08 .01 .32 .01 .01 -15.0 3.0 1.0
LP .01 .01 .25 .01 .01-85.0 3.0 1.0
LR .08 .01 .25 .01 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0
UR .0? .01 .0? .01 .01 -15.0 3.0 1.0(one point only)
Card examples for fine distribution of points on
entire lower side of aerofoil contour.
LF .01 .01 .06 .01 .01 -85.0 3.0 1.0
LP .062 .01 .25 .000833333 .01 -30.0 3.0 1.0
LR .08 .005 .25 .000833333 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0
LR .075 .01 .075 .01 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0
LR .07 .01 .07 .01 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0 (one point
only)
LR .065 -01 .065 .01 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0 (one point
only)
LR .06 .01 .06 .01 .01 +10.0 3.0 1.0 (one point
only)
if Y.S (computation of sonic lines)
_! For each card beginning with US or LS a sequence
of values of Q are specified for which sonic points
will be computed. The value of <T is 1/6.
£ Perform sonic line calculations after section con-
tour calculations so that the sonic line values
of 0 on the section contour can be estimated. The
flow field values of 6 on the sonic line lie between
these two values
_3 A good density distribution of points is obtained
if the intervals in 0 are chosen as indicated by
the following table.
/6/ > 25° : A6 . 5°
25 > /e/>i2.5° « A0 . 2.5°
12.5° > /0/> 5° : Ae . 1.25°
5° > /6/>l.5° : A6 . 0.5°
1.5° > /e/ i A© . 0.25°
4 The signs of 0 depend upon US,LS and have to be
chosen in correspondence with the sign convention
of 6 indicated in figures 2 and 3 of section 2.3
number of values of 0 to be specified
first value of 6 on sonic line (degrees)
second value of 6 on sonic line (degrees)








£ Example for upper side of airofoil for coarse
density of points
US 19 40.0 30.0 20.0 15.0 12.5 10.0 8.0 6.0
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0.-1.0 -2.0 -3.0 -4.0 -6.0 -8.0





choose "Cm T see table 7
o
choose 6. 6 , see table 7
c
After having terminated the specifications for XY
UF,UR fLF,LR, or for XY«US,LS, or for XY-TP a card
specifying new values for XY may be defined, or
the input of cards may be terminated.
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Table 10
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identifying sequence number for first
part of card input
maximum subscript i of the given points
The points are numbered from 0 to N
inclusive
(x i ,y i ,9 i ,(l/P) i} are the x,y, 6 (in
radians) and 1/R values
obtained from AIRFOIL, arranged from I.e.
to t.e. The points are numbered from
zero to N. The upper and lower side of
an aerofoil have to be corrected by two
seperate runs of SM^TH. Avoid /&/- ^/2.
See remark 3 for t.e. derivative
identifying integer sequence number for
second part of card input
first estimate of the weight parameter
t - Y*T» c.f. section 2.7 for the
meaning of £.
weight, increasing accuracy of all y. by
1 /9 1
f actor j?~ '
o
weight, increasing accuracy of all y* by
factor £~
weight, increasing accuracy of all y? by
factor ?~1'2
•\
' fixed real dummy numbers
J
number of different accuracy combinations
I(Ay) 2 (Ay')5, (Ay")2, jl specifiedJ J J J
subsequently below
fixed integer dummy number
maximum number of iterations to desired
value of e permitted






desired absolute precision of cor-
rected results.
squared estimates of accuracies Ay,
Ay1 and Ay" of y,y',y" • squared
estimates of accuracies of y,6,l/R
for the points 0 to J1 inclusive
(remark l).
squared estimates of accuracies Ay,
Ay1 and Ay" of y^^y" for the points
j.+l to j- inclusive (remark 2).
squared estimates of accuracies Ay,
Ay* and AyH of y,y*,yM for the points
ju .+1 to jM»N (remarks 2 and 3).N<T-1 \
Experience has shown that the follow-
ing rules for the accuracies give in
general good results. Sometimes
inspection of the output of SM00TH
(see section 4.7.3) may suggest
better estimates of accuracies that
improve the results, however.
JL The data of the points on the
section nose where T < about 0.7
0.7m l^are free of errors. By
specifying the accuracy of these
-15data equal to 10 ' unnecessary
correction of these data is a-
voided. The accuracy specification
of these first, say 7, points is
therefore { 10~"3°, 10"3°, 10~3°, 6 }








~Ay.10 on upper side of aerofoil
Ay^lO on lower side of aerofoil
Ay' » 10~3
Ay" « 10~2 on front part of aerofoil




The values of Ay, Ay' and Ay" are uncritical} they are
allowed to "be in error by factors 10.
_3 In order to guarantee that upper and lower parts of
the corrected aerofoil accurately match at the t.e.
(these parts have to be corrected by separate runs of
SM00TH) the accuracies of the tail point should be
specified as follows: Ay _ 10~15(no correction on y
values), Ay' » 10" , Ay" > 10 5 (values of curvature
in tail point are unknown; the guessed value has no
accuracy). For the input value of 1/R ; in the tail
point one may take a rough guess obtained by extra-
polation.
4, A full example of the accuracy specification could
be:
10~3° io-3° io~^° 6 (first seven points on nose)
10"^  10~6 10~4 12 (accuracies of points 7 to 12
10-8 10.-6 10'.-6
on nose)
50 (accuracies of point 13 to 5°t
10" 10'r4 60 (accuracies of point $1 to 60,
10-8 10,-6 10
_6 69 (accuracies of point 61 to 69,
-15 -6 +1-5 /<C-1^/>0.04)
10 J 10 10 ^ 70 . (accuracies for tail point)









three fixed real numbers
fixed integer number
i < 0: termination of input specification and computa-
tions}
i1> 0: continue input specification on second line of
this table with N.
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Table 11
Values of T for which Chaply gin functions
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16 0.71 O.nwS 0.75
0.0775 0.04*5 -3.10
'112591140) .1125711)02
> 1 1 2 5 7 1 ) ) 0 6 .1125611507
-222i71)'i01 .2)2)311101















• 1135711103 .110?1451Di .110225420S
.1104254209 < 1 I 2 5 7 1 1 ) 1 0 .1125611511
. P l ^ f t O l l i O l *2l2'571110a -23257U201




4 <.,<. 1.35. 31 -2<). ?S- 22. 21, 16, 14,1 < l ,7 , 5-1.
• 1 1 ?
•ll?i?
1 ) 4 0 1

















. 0. -0. «0.-2. >2. -?•-?. -?. .0. •?.
-2..0..I)--2..0..0'.')..?..2..0.
.0..?*.2«-2..1,.0*.0t.0..0.*2.






*0» »0» *0» * r
*o« *o* +o*-?
• 0* *0* *0* *!
- l . * l » * l * * l
»o. *o*»o . *
*0* + 0* *0«-*
- I . * ] . M « - 2
*0.»?.»?.-Z
* 0 « * 0 . * 0 » » '
-it-i.-i.-;
*0. *?*»? . • (
* 0 * • 0 * + 0 \ - f
-l .-l . - I t *












- , - l . . a .«
- .-1..0.-
« *0 • .n * .0, *f
« . i , « o * * o , . c
, .0 . '0 , -1>-
»*) , » 0 » »0, .1
,.) . .0. *0. *f





, . ) . . 0 * » 0 . * C

















• *0 * •(
» .0, *
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* *Q . *
• *l)» »






• *>(J . *
.-!•-
< * 0 * *
* + o. *
,-!,-






• . o ,*o**o ,* ( ' * .o .
..0. - l . - l , - l . - l .
..),.1,.0..1»0,
, .o. .o,*o**o..o.
••0, - l . - l , - l . - l .
, . l . « l , - 2 . - l ' - f l .
* * o * . o * * o , . o , « o »
..0. - l .- l , - l . - l .
. - I , - t , _ p , - l , « 0 ,
, . o**o . .o .*o , .o ,
,.0. - l . - l , -l.-l.
• -1 , - ) . > 0 » l > ' 0 ,
,.o..n,.o,.o..o.
* « 0 , * 0 « - 1 , * Q . - ^
• * 1 * * 1 . * 1 •*! •* .
•*0»-1. -!,-!•- ,
. *o .*o , - i , »o . - .
Ifl 0 .7] 0.045 !7.
O^na^s
o .o n .o
H» ('. 1? n .01 (i ,?0 I). 1)1 0 .0OS -1?.0 ?.0 1.0
ts 11 f- .*-.• i .s j s K i '<; i * ^'( ?=; .10
TABLE 13

























vi> ^5: r*iU /
^ \lr
^•"^ / l\ -$l 4 \§







































* ^ /I \L
^ Lk /V



















M/£>DL£ PART Of S£CT/OM;
_L
Of
PSXFOKM COfiffSE CALCUiATJOrt Of
SECTION H0S£ 3£fOKE SUCT/OH
COARSE CfitCULflT/OH Of
PGXT Of SECT/OH COHTOUA
•*• SELECT LOHEK T>O (ffCC£P7 LOWE*
r.E.





SELECT LAMER ^ (fiCCEPT LOWEK




SELECT M/>#OI/E£> VALUE Of T7
If Ci /S
SELECT /WfiOVED MLUES Of £0 OK






POSSIBLE (otZ A/KS/rt -Zl
1
DETEKM/ME POS/T/OM Of Sf)DQL£ PO/f/T






SET ^LL-O ; TH/S /MPLIES T#/)T fic
W/LL B£
PEXFOKM COfiXSE' CtfLCULATfOft Of


































I * Z E T A 2











RE Zl DIV Z2
•7.5000000000* -1
•6.9390034233* -1
RE ZEIA1 IH ZETA1
|M 21 DIV Z2 »E EPS
•9.8863112240* -1 -2.32264919S1* -3






-IIG^ST SUBSCRIPT OF COEFFICIENTS 100













































































































































































































































































•1.494029 «0.043678 -1.494029 -0.043678
-0.031960 >0.854992 »0.031960 -0.854992
-0.031960 '0.866579 •0.031960 -0.843405
-1.494029 -0.043678 .1.494029 .0.043678
-0.031960 .0.854992 .0.031960 -0.854992
-0.031960 .0.866S79 .0.031960 -0.843405
TAU1=0.0792
.1.495219 .0.043621 -1.495219 -0.043621
-0.032227 .0.862136 .0.032227 -0.862136
-0.032227 .0.873456 .0.032227 -0.850815
-1.495219 -0.043621 .1.495219 .0.043621
-0.032227 .0.862136 '0.032227 -0.862136
-0.032227 .0.873456 .0.032227 -0.85081S
TAU1S0.0800
•1.496456 •0.043566 -1.496456 -0.043566
-0.032493 »0.869241 »0.032493 -0.869241
-0.032493 »0.880299 »0.032493 -0.858184
-1.496456 -0.043S66 •!.496456 «0.043566
-0.032493 '0.869J41 «0.032493 -0.869241
-0.032493 •0.880299 .0.032493 -0.858184
FIG. 7




A L f A =0.0^5000
G6MMA =0.750000
TAU 1 =0.077500














































































































EXAMPLE CF OUTPUT OF SADDPNT
B-48
THE COMPUTATION OF A QUASI-ELLIPTICAL AEROFOIL
IN A CIRCULATORY TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW
BY USING LIGHTHILLS 2ND INTEGRAL OPERATOR
EPSILON(0)=0.7100 ALFA=+0.045000 GAMMA=0.750000
TAU(1)=0.0775 TAU(ZETA1)=0.0752
CASE 18 M-INF = 0.6481














































THETA X Y 1/R CP
-1.25208 -1.49286 +0.03697 .65289* +2 +1.1095
MU2=+7.4055700000018^-001
FIG. 9 PAGE 1








































28 33 44 47 28 47




















-4.8256 +0.00000 +0.08524 +0.19503 -22.87835 +4.90903 -.33812* -1
•0.08422 -6.03077 +5.89703 *. 13113* *0
K MAX 44 26 44 35 44 34 44 41 44 45
KC MAX 915 5 15 417 4 22 4 18
FIG. 9 PAGE 2
EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT OF AIRFOIL



















-1.9053 -0.00000 -0.30137 +0.21724 -22.47466 +4.03032 -.36017* -1
-0.03325 -6.67727 +4.59654 +.13610* +0
K MAX 38 28 38 29 38 28 38 46 27 43

















-0.2154 +0.00001 -0.50797 +0.22179 -20.27334 +3.26945 -.44194* -1
•0.00376 -6.34546 +3.55999
K MAX 38 25 27 35 38 25 38 43 38 48
KC MAX 9 13 4 14 5 14 9 16 4 14
+.15020* +0
FIG. 9 PAGE 3















+1.6937 -0.00000 -0.71299 +0.21906 -16.93044 +2.33106 -.62873* -1
+0.02956 -5.55279 +2.35234 +.17804* + 0
K MAX 38 41 38 36 27 44 38 55 38 50


































X Y DPSI/DTAU DPSI/DTHETA DET J
DX/DTHETA DY/DTHETA 1/R
-0.91776 +0.20886 -12.73044 +1.31921 -.10963* +0
+0.07104 -4.34172 +1.11584 +.23305* +0
K MAX 38 31 27 41 27 39 27 47 38 52
KC MAX 5 14 4 15 5 16 4 20 4 15
FIG. 9 PAGE 4























+7.6873 -0.00000 -1.13307 +0.18741 -7.71791 +0.43662 -.29180* +0
+0.13417 -2.69689 +0.11012 +.37567* +0
K MAX 38 28 27 46 27 39 27 49 38 43


































FIG. 9 PAGE 5








THFTA PSI X Y DPSI/DTAU DPSI/DTHETA DET J
DX/DTHETA DY/DTHETA 1/R
-3.2200 +0.00000 + 1.61909 -0.07062 +0.00000 -0.00000 +.00000* + 0
-0.05620 +0.00000 -0.00000 +.00000* +0
K MAX 32 ?? 17 24 17 23 32 36 32 34
















































FIG. 9 PAGE 6




















































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 10 PAGE 1



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 10 PAGE 2





















































-30 +1.0000000* -30 +0
-30 +1.0000000* -30 +5
-6 +1.0000000* -<f +15
-6 +1.0000000* -6 +23
-6 +1.0000000* -6 +32
-6 +1 .0000000* -6 +33
+0 +1 .0000000* +0 -1
FIG. 10 PAGE 3






WEIGHT TABLE FOR THE RHO I
I RHO I
+ 0 *1.5167978' -12
+ 1 +2.6318035' -8
+ 2 *8.6468692' -9
+ 3 +3.9643051' -8
+ 4 +5.9068438' -6
+ 5 +9.6913410' -6
+ 6 +4.4114499' -7






























NUMBER OF NON SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN C6 AND E.. +0
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' »4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*!.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' #4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*2.1459983' -12
NUMBER Of ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD.. +2
TOLERANCE TESTS ARE SATISFIED
E =*6.1066405' -1
S =*6.,5181797' +0
FiG. 10 PAGE 4
EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT OF SMOOTH
B-58
K = + ?
EPS =+.260875572782' -a
I = +83 • . •
C6 =+.564865335138' + 1
NUMBER OF NON SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN C6 AND E.. + 0
INFINITY NORM OF YCOPR +1.8490348' + 4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*1.8490348' + 4
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR+2.0009322' -9
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD.. + 2







NUMBER OF NON SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN Cb AND E.
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*1.849Q348• +4
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' + <*
INFINITY NOPM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR+9.4806842' -9
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD.. »2







NUMBER OF NON SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN C6 AND E.. »8
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NOPM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*1.8490348« +4
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*1.7791682' -8
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD.. +2







NUMBER OF NON SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN C6 AND E.. +9
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR*1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348' +4
INFINITY NORM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR+2.09R2066' -8
INFINITY NORM OF YCORR +1.8490348* +4
INFINITY NOPM OF IMPROVEMENT VECTOR+1.5144470' -8
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD.. +3
TOLERANCE TFSTS ARE SATISFIED
E =+9.1827910' +1
S =+5.4325453' +0
SMOOTHING COMPLETED AT K = +5
FIG. 10 PAGE 5










































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 10 PAGE 6










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 10 PAGE 7






























































•0 •3.8984695' -2 »6. 5131131' - -1.0630909' »1 «4. 4968543' »2 -4.6782927' .3 -6.9601819' »3
•0 »3. 9716129' -2 »6. 3955061' - -1.0124272' »1 »4. 4437889* »2 -4.6861809' »3 -6.9601819' O
•0 *4. 0434558" -2 »6. 2836069* - -9.6236537' »0 »4. 3906342' »2 -4.6940692* «3 -6.9601819* *3
•0 »4. 1140626' -2 »6. 1773472* - -9.1290649* *0 »4. 3373900* »2 -4.7019574* »3 -6.9601819* »3
•0 •4.1140626' -2 »6. 1773472' - -9.1290648* »0 »3. 0048038* »2 -5.7076241' *3 -9.1110337* *3
•0 «4. 1960314' -2 »&. 0576925' - -8.7315491* »0 »2. 9282399* »2 -5.7198329* »3 -9.1110337* »3
•0 »4. 2764323' -2 »5. 9432958' - -8.3443038* »0 •2.8515123* »2 -5.7320417* »3 -9.1110337* »3
•0 »4. 3553346' -2 .5. 8340192' - -7.9673511* »0 »2. 7746211* «2 -5.7442505' »3 -9.1110337* .3
•0 •4.4328062' -2 »5. 7397247' - -7.6007127' »0 «2. 6975664* »2 -5.7564593' »3 -9.1110337* »3
•0 »4. 5089129' -2 »5. 6302740* - -7.2444106* »0 •2.6203480* »2 -5.7686681* »3 -9.1110337* »3
•0 »4. 5837186* -2 »5. 5355283' - -6.8984668' «0 »2. 5429661* »2 -5.7808768* *3 -9.1110337* »3
•0 •4.5837186' -2 •5.5355283' - -6.8984667' »0 »2. 3771431* »2 - .3986362* »4 -2.6784836' »4
•0 *4. 6702436' -2 »5. 4295166' - -6.5407128' »0 «2. 1560581* »2 - .4028637* »4 -2.6784836* »4
•0 •4.7551386' -2 *5. 3288759' - -6.2179062* »0 • .9343058* »2 - .4070912* »4 -2.6784836' »4
•0 •4.8384838' -2 *5. 2330536' - -5.9301520' «0 • .7118863' »2 - .4113188* «4 -2.6784336' «4
•0 •4.9203511' -2 *5. 1414958' - -5.6775558' »0 • .4887995' »2 - .4155463* »4 -2.6784836* »4
•0 •5.0008032' -2 »5. 0536466' - -5.4602228' »0 • .2650455* *2 - .4197739* »4 -2.6784836* »4
•0 »5. 0798944' -2 *4. 9689487' - -5.2782582' »0 • .0406243* *2 - .4240014* »4 -2.6784836' »4
•0 »5. 0798944' -2 »4. 9689487' - -5.2782582' »0 »3. 0446859' «2 -3.3602614* »4 -8.4530917' »4
•0 »5. 1794732' -2 *4. 8678409' - -4.7307222' »0 »2. 3624998' »2 -3.3773789* »4 -8.4530917* »4
•0 »5. 2771074' -2 »4. 7764196' - -4.3216798' »0 »1. 6768475* »2 -3.3944964* «4 -8.4530917* »4
•0 »5. 3729646' -2 »4. 6918733' - -4.0518329' »0 »9. 8772882' »1 -3.4116139* »4 -8.4530917' -*
•0 *5. 4671556' -2 »4. 6113761* - -3.9218836* »0 »2. 9514386* «1 -3.4287314* • *> -" "
•0 »5. 5597335' -2 »4. 5320879' - -3.9325336' »0 -4.0090740* •! -'
•0 «5. 6506940' -2 *4. 4511547' - -4.0844850* »0 -I. !«••-•
• 0 »5. 6506940' -2 »4. 4511547* - -4.0R4/.OT- •























, • •*. 4836823'






























.0362400" »0 »5. 8394358'
.0731600' »0 »5. 4932763'
.1100800' »0 »5. 1467245'































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 1O PAGE 9
EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT OF SMOOTH
B-63
ALGOL-60 PSR302»4CI 10/23/72 14.37 MRS PAGE i
00«» *BE6IN* *COMMENT*COMPUTATION OF THE SERIES LAMBDA (/N/> .D/ON LAMBDAI/N/),|_AMBOA</N«l/2/) .LAMBDA (/-N-l/2/ ) ,L(/N/> AND L(/-N/)
FOR N=0(1)M,J=1,2>3, I=l>2. < 1 • •
/REAL/ TOL.EPSZERO, ALFA, GAMMA.. /INTEGER* CASE.M.,
*ARRAY* PARAM(/1..6/> ..
INARRAY<40.PARAM) .,
M.=PARAM</1/) .. TOL.=PARAM</2/> .. CASE.=PARAM(/3/) . .
EPSZERO.=PARAM</4/) ., ALFA.=PARAM </5/ > . , GAMMA. =PARAM </6/ >.»
10»«






LP3(/1..2/) ,FGAM(/1..2, 1..2/) ,Z2P,EZ2P (/I . .2,-M-l . .O/) » __ __







*PROCEOURE* CMD(A.B,Z,T) .» *VALUE* T.. *REAL*
*BEGIN**REAL* Al , A2 , Bl ,B2.MOD. t
A1.=A(/1/)., A2.=A(/2/).. B1.







*ELSE* 1 .O/ (Bl'Bl »B2«B2) . »
EPS(/l/).=EPSZERO«COS(2.0itALFA) .,





CZ1. = 1.0-H«H2(/1/).. CZ2.=-H«H2</2/).,
MOD.=(CZ1«CZ1»CZ2«CZ2) *POWER* 0.25.,
ARC.=0.5»(AHCTAN(CZ2/CZ1)»(*IF* CZ1 /LESS* 0 *TMEN* SIGN(CZ2)«PI
*ELSE* 0.0) ) .,





ABSZ1.=SQRT(Z1 (/I/) *POWER* 2»Zl(/2/) *POWER* 2).,
ABSZ2.=SQRT(Z2(/l/> /POWER* 2«Z2</2/> *POWER* 2).,
CMD(Z1.Z2,Z10Z2,-1).,
/END* PROCEDURE CONSTANTS.,
/PROCEDURE* COMUDI1(A,B,C,T) .. /VALUE/ T.,
/INTEGER* T., /ARRAY/ A, B.C.,
































































































































^PROCEDURE* COMUDI2(A,J»B.K,C.T).f LVALUE* J,K,T.,
MNTEGER* J,K,T.« *ARRAY* A, B.C..
MOO»P1 .P2.Q1 .02..
.1 P2.=A(/2«J/> .. U1.=B(/1»K/) .. Q2.=B(/2»K/) ..




^PROCEDURE* COHrPF(A.B.C) .» LVALUE* A tB.C.«
/REAL^ A, B.C..
*BEGIN# #REAL# PART. 11.12. si. S2.H., MNTEGER.* K.KM.,
S1.=T1.=1.. S2.=T2.=0.« KM.=0..
TERM.. K.=KM»1.,
P A R T . = ( A « K M ) * ( B » K M ) / ( C » K M ) / K . ,
H.=Tl«Z10Z2(/l /)-T2«Z10Z2(/2/l .,
T2. = (Tl«Z10Z2(/2/ l»T2«Z10Z2(/ l / ) )«PAHT..
T1.=PART*H.,
S1.=S1»T1.. S2.=S2»T2.. KM.=K..
ABS(T1/S1) ^GREATER* TOLF #OR* ABSIT2/S2) i*GHEATER* TOLF
TERM..
) .=FACT"S1., F</2/) ,=FACT«S2
COHYPF..
^PROCEDURE* OCOHYPF(A,OA,B.OB,C,OC) ..
X VALUED A.DA.B.DB.C.OC., XREAL* A, DA , 8. DB . C.DC . ,
90«« XBEGINK CREALX DTERM.t XINTEGERX K.. KARRAYX KLAO • TERM, S .T , OT ( / 1 . .2/ ) . .
. =S(/2/).=DT</ 1/1 .=DT(/2/>.=T(/2/).=TERM(/2/).=0.»
.=l., K.=-l.,
AA.. K.=K»1., JERMl/1/1 .= ( A»K ) « (B*K ) / (C«K ) / (K»l ) ..






100*« ^GREATER* TOLF *THEN*
/BEGIN* COMUDI1 (TERM,Z10Z2.KLA0.1) ..
COMUDI1 (KLAO.T.T.l) ., XGOTOK AA
OF (/I/) .=FACT"S(/1/) .. OF(/2/).=FACT»S</2/>
OCOHYPF..
^PROCEDURE* TEST(SUM. TERM, TOL. REPEAT. READY) ...
*REAL* TOL.. ^BOOLEAN* READY., KARRAY^ SUM. TERM., *LABEL* REPEAT.,
SUM I/I/). sSUM I/I/ >»TERM (/!/).» SUM I/2/) , = SUM (/?/) *TERM I/2/) . ,
(TERMI/l/)»TERMI/l/)*TERM(/2/)*TERM(/2/))/
(SUM(/l/)»SUM(/l/)»SUM(/2/)»SUM(/2/) ) ^ GREATER* TOL'TOL
*THEN* *GOTO* REPEAT XELSE*
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/PROCEDURE/ POWERS(Z,S*ZP> ., /VALUE/ S., /INTEGER/ S.« /ARRAY/ Z»ZP..
/BEGIN/ /REAL/ MOO,A«C,PARC»MOOP., /INTEGER/ P»MS.»
MS.=(M*1)»S.« MODP.=1.»
120»« ARC.=ARCTAN(Z(/2/)/Z(/l/) ) .. /IF/ Z(/l/) /LESS/ 0 /THEN)' ARC.=ARC»PI.








OUTPUT (61,/(/2(/,7( 195) >/>/,/< /CASE/) /,/ (/EPSZERO/1 /,/ (/ALFA/) /,
__ /.(./GAMMA/ )_/.»./_( /-RE-ZET.A I./ )_/j./_(./_IM_ZET.Al./_)./_,./-(./.RE_ZETA2/-)-/-»_
/</IM ZETA2/)/»/</AB5ZETAl/)/,/</ABSZETA2/)/»/(*RE Zl OIV Z2/)/,





1<,0«* OUTPUT(41,/(////»/(/TOLERANCE /) / »0/»ZD,//»
/(/HIGHEST SUBSCRIPT OF COEFFICIENTS/1/,3ZO/)/,TOL.M).,
OUTPUT!*!,/(///,/(/NUMBERS OF TERMS IN POWER SERIES/)//)/).,
GAMMA.=.5«GAMMA/PI.»











/FOR/ I. = 1,2 /DO/
/BEGIN/ K.=I-1.,
*FOR/ P.=l /STEP/ 1 /UNTIL/ M«K /DO/








































































































































BERS1.. COMUDI1 (ZltZ.Z.l) ., COMUOI 1 <Z,F,T1 » 1 ) .»
TEST<SI,T1,TOLZ1»850RB6.CONVS1) . ,
/COMMENT* RECURSIEFORMULES.. .,
/FOR/ N.=sM /STEP* -1 /UNTIL/ 1-K /DO/
/BEGIN/
COMUDI$<B,N»K,Z1P.N*K,T1.11..
COMUDI$(B,N*K*EZ1P,N«K,T2,1 ) . ,
SM/l/t .=S1(/1/)»T !(/!/) .. SK/2/) .=51 1/2/1 »T1 </2/l .,
S2( / l /> ,=S2( / l / ) *T2( / l /> . < S2( /2 / ) .=S2( /2 / )»T2( /2 / l .t
/IF/ N*0 /THEN* /GOTO/ AA..
EN</1/1 ,=EP(/1,N/) .t EN(/2/l .=EP(/2,N/>.,
COMUDIl <S2.EN,L,-1>.,
H.=K«U/N«1>-1., /COMMENT* RESP. -1 EN 1/N.t
COMUDI£(EP,N,FGAM,I<LP3<11.<
/FOR* v). = V,2 *00*






LARR4Y(/If IQtNtJ/) .=LP3(/J/) ..
LARRAy I/I ,) 1 ,N, J/) .=LM3(/J/) . ,
*END*.,
200«» AA. .
.tl *StEP* 1 XUNTILX M
COMUDIKS2.EPS. 52. 1)..
O.=l»2 *DO*
LARRAY( / I , 3.N.J/) ,=(S1 (/J/) »S2 (/ J/) >/(*IF* 1=1
*END*..
*ENO)« I-CYCLE.t
^COMMENT* COMPUTATION OF THE SERIES LAMBDA..
FGAM </!,!/) ,=FGAM(/ 1,2/1 .=0.,
FGAM(/g,l/).=.5»GAMMA/SQRT(l-.2b«GAMMA«GAMMA)..
210»« FGAM </2, 2/1 .=1.0/FGAM(/2,1/).,
#FOR# I. =1,2 *DQ*
*BEGIN* K.tJ-i.,
H.=ARCtAN(ZK/2/)/Zl (/!/»«. 5.,




t>. = 0 /STEP* 1 /UNTIL* M»l *00*
/BEGIN/ FACT.=/IF* P=0 /THEN/1 /ELSE* (P»K-1 .5) /P«FACT . ,
COHYbF<K-.5»P»K-.5,P»l).,
B(/1,P/) .=F(/1/) ., B(/2,P/) .=F(/2/l
*END/.,
P.=M»1., SI (/I/) .=Sl(/2/).=S2(/l/l .=S2(/2/).=S3(/l/) ,=S3(/2/)
CONVSl.=CONVS2.=CONVS3.=/FALSE/.«
) .=EZ1P(/1,P/1 ., EZI/2/) .=EZlP</2.P/>.»
) ,=Z2P(/1»-P/) .» ZZ 1/2/1 .=Z2P(/2,-P/).,





/IF/ CONVSl /THEN* /GOTO/ BERS2.,
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TEST(S1,T1,TOLEZ1.BERS2.CONVS1)..
BERS2.. /IF/ CONVS2 /THEN/ /GOTO/ BERS3.,
COMUDI 1 (ZZ.Z2.ZZ.-1).. COMUDI 1 (ZZ.F ,T2, 1 ) . ,
T£ST(S2«T2.TOLZ2.BERS3,CONVS2) ..
BERS3.. COHUOIKZ1. Z.Z.I).. COMUDI 1 (Z.F.T3, 1 ) .,
TESTIS3.T3.TOLZ1.B20RB4.CONVS3) ..
/IF* /NOT/ CONVS1 /OR/ *NOT/ CONVS2 /THEN* /GOTO* B20RB4.,
/COMMENT/ RECURSIEFORMULES.. ..






S2I/1/I .=S2</l/>*T2(/l/> . S2</2/>.=S2</2/)*T2</2/> ..
, S3</2/> ,=S3</2/> «T3(/2/> ..





COMUDI KJZ 12. LM2.LM2.1)..
LM3(/1/) ,=LH2(/1/) .. LM3I/2/) ,
*FOR* J.=1.2 *DO*






*FOR* N. = 0 *STEP* 1 *U^4TIL* M *00*
*BEGIN* COMUDI2(8.N,EZ2P.-N.T.l)..
H» t 1-2»K) »LM3 (/ J/ ) ..
-S2(/J/) ..
260«*
l (/I/)., LP3(/2/).=H(/2/)«Sl (
EN(/1/).=EP(/1.N*K/) ., EN(/2/).=EP(/2.N«K/)..
COMUOIl(LP3.EN,LP3,ll ..
*FOR* J.=1.2 "DO* LP3(/J/).=LP3(/J/)*LARRAY(/I,8,N.J/) ..
COMUDIKIZ12.LP3.LP3.1)..
H.=K«(1/(N».5)-1) »!.. /COMMENT* RESP. 1 EN l/(N*l/2)..







/COMMENT/ COMPUTATION OF LAMBDA AND OLAMBOA/DN.,
LN2.=LN(2.0)..LNZH/l/> .=LN(ABSZ1) ..LNZK/2/1 . = ARCTAN (Zl </2/> /Z 1 (/I/I 1.
/FOR/ I. =1,2 /DO/
280«« /BEGIN/ SUM.=0., K.=1-I.,
/FOR/ P.=0 /STEP/ 1 /UNTIL/ M*K /DO/
/BEGIN/ /IF/ P=0 /THEN*
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290»«
300««
D</2/).=LNZK/2/>.. COMUOI1 (FtDtOtl) .t
) . =DF < /I / 1-0 </!/)., DB(/2.P/).=DF(/2/)-D</2/)..
.=F</1/) .. B(/2.P/> ,=F</2/>
/END/ P-CYCLE..
/FOR* J.=lt2 *DO*
/BEGIN/ SI (/J/l .=S2(/J/I .=<K«1)"B(/J»0/) ..
OS1 </JX) .=DS2(/J/> .=<K»1)»OB(/J.O/) . .
/END*.»






SK/J/) .=S1(/J/)*T1(/J/).. OS1 (/J/> .=DS1 1/J/)
S2</J/I .=S2(/J/) «T2(/J/I .< OS2(/J/) .=DS2 t/J/) «DT2 (/J/) .
ENI/J/I .=EP(/J»N/)
COMUOI1 (EN,S3,L.l ) .. COMUOI 1 (EN.OS2.DNL. 1 ) . .
H. = 1.0«KM1*1.0/N> .t
*FOR* J.=l»2 *DO*
J*BEGINi» L(/J/) . = 51 </J/)«L(/J/l .. ONL (/J/) .=DS1 (/J/) *DNL (/ J/) . t
LARRAYt/l.ltN.J/) .=H»L(/JX) ..





*FOR* I.=l«2 /OOX *FOR^ K.=l .2,3.6.7, 10, 1 1
LARRAY(/I.K,O.J/> .=0.0..
SKIPF143).. SKIPF(43).. BACKSPACE (43) ..
320«« PUTARRAYU3.PARAM) ..
PUTARRAY(<»3tLARRAY) .t
ENDFILE(43) .» ENDFILE (43) . ,
*FOR* I.=l«2 *00* *FOR* K.=l *STEP* 1 ^UNTIL* 11
*BEGIN)i OUTPUT (41, ^(*",3S.8D. SB. 3S.aZ
*FOR* N.=0 #STEP* 1 /UNTIL* M *DO*
=*)*»K) .,


























































































































































































THE FOLLOWING CONTROL CAHD OPTIONS ARE ACTIVE I.L.O.O.X
CORE MAP 14.37.30. NORMAL CONTROL
TIME LOAD MODE — L1--L2 TYPE USER .« CALL
FHA LOADER 050741 FHA TABLES 04&346
-PROGRAM ADDRESS- —LABELED COMMON—
XXALGOL 000340 DATA 000100
ALGORUN 013340 DATA 000100
000100 033462 031262 002200
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/PROCEDURE/ COMUDI(A,B,C,T).,/INTEGER/ T.,*AHRAY/ A,B»C.»
/BEGIN* /REAL/ MOD.,/ARRAY/ P,0(/1 . .2/1.,







*REAL^P ART., *INTEGER*K, KM.,* ARRAYS TERM, TEHMH(/1..2/> .,
F(/l/) .=TERM(/1/) .=l.,TERM(/2/) ,=F (/2/) .=0., KM.=0.,
K.=KM»l.,PAHT.=(A»KM)°(b«KM)/((C»KM)«K).,












OF (/I/ I .=OF(/2/l ,=OT(/l/> ,=OT(/2/).=TERM(/2/l .=0..
T</2/>.=0.« T(/l/).=l., K.=-l.,'
K.=K»l.,TERM(/l/> .=(A*K)«(B»K)/(C*K)/(K«1).,




OF(/2/> .=OF(/2/)»Dr</2/) .. /IF* ABS (DT (/ I/) /OF (/!/ ) )
*GREATFR**-8
A A.
COMULil ( TERM,Z,KLAOt 1 ) .,





/REAL* A,OA,02A,B«OB,D2U,C,DC,02C., *ARKAY* Z,D2F.,
/BEGIN* /REAL* OAB,OAC,OBC,DCC, AK ,BK,CK, Ab, AC,BC»CC,FK,F 1K.F2K.
/INTEGER/ JtKtKl.t /ARRAY/ T,DT ,D2T,KLAD (/I . .2/ ) . ,
.=l.» K.=-l., 02F(/1/) ,=02F(/2/) .=T(/2/> .=
> ,=OT(/2/l ,=U2T(/l/» ,=D2T (/2/) .=0. .
DAB.=DA«OB., OAC.=UA«OC.. OBC.=OB«DC.» DCC.=DC«DC.»
AA. . K.=K»l . i Kl.=K»l., AK.=A»K. , BK.=B»K.« CK.=C»K.»
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FK.=AB/<K1«CK) . • FlK.=<BC«OA»AC«Dfa-AB«OC)/IKl«CC).«
F2K.=(8C«D2A«AC«OaB-AB«D2C)/(Kl«CC)»2»(CC«DAB-eC«DAC-AC«OBC«AB«OCC)/
60«* (Kl«CK«CC).t *FOH# J.=1.2 *00» KLA01/J/ > .=F2K«T </J/ ) •
2«FlK«OT(/J/)»FK«0£T(/J/).t COMUDI <KLADtZtD2T « 1 1 ..
J.=1.2 #00* 02F(/J/).3D2FC/J/)»D2T(/J/).«
ABS(D2T(/l/>/D2F(/l/)| ^GREATER* #-8 *OR*
ABS(02T(/2/)/02F(/2/)) ^GREATER* f-8 #THEN#
*BEGIN* *FOR* J.=l»2 *DO* KLADI/J/I .»F1K»T </J/l «FK
•OT(/J/).< COMUDI (Z»KLAOtOT»l).. *FOR* J.*lt2






^PROCEDURE* TAPE(T.AW)., * VALUE* T.t *REAL* T.t XARRAY* AR.i
*BEGIN* JARRAY* H(/l..<»/).t *INTEGEH» KTtKH.<
KT.«1200«T.,
READ.. GETARRAYU3.AR) .. KH.»600/AR (/0 .2. 1/1 . i









•PROCEDURE* C N D ( A « 8 t Z » T ) . t LVALUE* T.I *REAL* T.. *ARRAY* A.6.Z..
HBEGIMU'REALC Al t A2.B1 .BZiHOO. i







EPS(/2/) .>EPSl( /2/) .>EPSZEAO*SIN(2.0*ALFA). i





ANC.>0 .5*<ARCTAN(C22/CZ1)«(0 !F» CZ1 *LESS* 0 »THEN* SION(CZ2)»PI
0.0)1.1
H2(/1/).«O.S«(1.0-MOD»COS(AHC) ).»
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* ( *GAMMA* ) * . * ( *R£ Z E T A l * ) * t * ( * I M ZETA1* ) *»* (*RE Z E T A 2 * ) * .
* < * I M Z E T A 2 * ) * . * ( * A B S 2 E T A 1 * ) * , * ( * A B S Z E T A 2 * ) * . * ( * R E Zl DIV 22*)*,
*(*IM Zl DIV Z2* I *«* ( *RE EPS*> X, * ( * IM EP
OUTPUT (61 . * ( *2< /»7(»D.10DX*Z02B) ) * > * «
120«« CASE.EPSZERO.ALFA.GAMMA.ZK/1/ ) ,Z1 <
Z2( /2 / ) ,21ABS,Z2ABS,Z lDZ2( / l /> .Z 1DZ2 </2/> ,EPS (/I/) ,
EPS(/2/ l ) .»
LNZ1 </! / ) . =LN(21ABS> .. LNZl(/2/) .= A R C T A N (Zl ( /2/> /Zl (/I/) ) . ,
*BEGIN* *ARRAY* PARAM(/1..6/> .»
SKIPF<43) ..
EOF(43.ALARM) ., *GOTO* SEARCH..
ALARM..
OUTPUTI41, *(*//, *(*CASE UNKNOWN ON TAPE*) **>*).. *GOTO* EOP..
130" SEARCH..
GET ARRAY (43. PARAM) ., G E T A W K A Y (43 .LARRAY ) . ,
*IF* ABS(CASE-PARAM( /3 / ) 1 *GREATEK*0.5 COR* ABS (EPSZERO-PAR AM </4/ I 1
_____ /GREATER* *-B *OR* ABS ( ALFArPAHAM (/_5/J_l_*_G«EATEI<*_*^8_*OR*_A8S-(GAMMA--
PAKAM(/6/» *GREATER* *-8 *THEN* *GOTO* SEARCH.,
*ENO*.<
REWINDI431 ..
OUTPUT(41.*<*//.*(*NUMBERS OF TERMS IN POWER SER ItS*) */ ) * ) . ,
*FOR* I. =1,2 *00* *FOR* P. =1,2 *00* *BEGIN*
SIG1 </I,P/).=LARRAY</I.3,l,P/> .. SIG3C/I.P/) .=L ARRAY (/ I ,7 , 1 ,P/ ) *END*..
RECO.=0.. LN4.=LN(4) .. LNEPS.=-LN (EPSZERO) . .
GAMMA. = .5«GAMMA/PI..
FGAM(/1/).=SQHT(1-.25«GAMMA»GAMMA) .. FGAM 1/2/1 ,=-.2S«GAMMA«GAMMA/
FGAMI/1/).,
*FOR* A.=l #STEP* 1 *UNTIL* AANTAL XDOX
*BEGIN* INPUTI40. *(**)*, TI) ., TAPE I T I .PbIT I) ., VT I .=SQRT (T I ) . .




*FOR* I. =1.2 *DO* *BEGIN* *IF* I *EQUAL* 1 *THEN*
*BEGIN* OCOhYPF(-.5,0»0.-l,1.5,-l,Z10Z2,D8) ..
02COHYPF (-.5,0.0.0.-1.0,1.5,-1,O.Z10Z2,D2B) ., L</1/) ,=1«EPS(/1/) ..
L(/2/) .=EPS(/2/l .. KL1 (/I/) .=-LNZl (/!/ ) -LN4«2«DB (/ I/ ) ..
KL1 (/2/) .=-LNZl (/2/) *OB(/2/l .. COMUDI (L.KL1 ,DL, 1 1 . ,
KL1 I/I/) . = -LNZl(/l/)-LN4«2., KL1 (/2/).=-LNZl </2/)..
COMUDI (KL 1,06, KL2.1) ., COMUOKKLl.KLl.KLl.il ..
KL1 1/1/1 .=KL1</1/)*2«KL2(/1/>»PI»PI/3»4.D2B </!/>..
KL1 (/2/1 . = KLK/2/)»2«KL2(/2/)»D2B(/2/l .. COMUOI (L..KL1 .02L , 1 ) ..
160" COHYPF(-.5.-1..5.ZlDZ2.B) ., DCOHYPF ( -.5.0.-1 .-1 , .S.-l ,Z1 DZ2.0B) . ,
02COhYPF(-.5.0,0,-l,-l,0, .5.-1 , 0 .Z1UZ2.D2B 1 .. *FOR* K. = 1.2 *DO)<
*BEGIN* 6I/K/1 .=-.5*B(/KX) ..DBI/K/1 .=- ,5»OB (/K/» ..
D2H(/K/) .=-.5»02B(/K/l *£ND<.. COMUDI (B.Z 1 ,KL1 ,-1 1 ..
L(/1/I.=L(/1/) »2«KL1 (/I/) ., L(/2/) ,=L(/2/) »2«KL1 (/2/1 .,
KL1 </!/) .=-LNZl(/l/)-LN4-l., KL 1 1/2/1 .=-LNZl (/2/I . . COMUDI (KL 1 .H.KL2. 1 ) .
KL2(/1/1 .=KL2</1/1 »OB(/1/) .. KL2(/2/l ,=KL2 </2/ 1 «Db </2/ 1 .»
COMUOI (KL2.Z1.KL2.-1) ., DLI/l/l ,=DL (/I/) »2«KL2 (/!/ 1 ,.DL(/2/( .=OL 1/2/1 »
2«KL2</2/).. COMUDKKL1.KL1.KL2.1) .. COMUOI (KL2.B.KL2. 1 )..
COMUOI (KL1.0B.KL1.1) ..
170«» KL1 (/!/) .=KL2(/1/)»2"KL1(/1/1»(PI»HI/3»1)»B(/1/)»02B(/1/).,
KL1 (/2/) ,=KL2(/2/)»2«KLl (/2/ )» (PI »P 1/3*1 ) «B </2/) *02B (/2/ 1 .»
COMUOI (KL1.Z1.KL1 <-!>., 02L(/1/1 .=02L (/l/l «2«KL1 (/!/) ..
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OCOHYPF(.5.0.0f-1..5.-l.ZlDZ2tDB> .,
02COHYPF(.5.0.0.0.-1.0..5.-lfO.Z10Z2.02B».. L </ I/ > ,=-l-EPS </!/)..
l-</2/).= -EPS</2/>.« KLK/1/) .=-LNZK/l/)-LN4»OB</l/) ..
KLH/2/1 .=-LNZH/2/)»OB</2/) . . COMUDI (L.KL1 .KL1 • 1 > .<
DU/1/) .=-L(/l/>*KLK/l/>.. OL</2/).= -L </2/) *KL1 1/2/1 .t
KL1 (/I/I. ~LNZK/l/>-LN4., KL1 </2/> .a-LNZl </2/) . ,
180«« COMUOI (KL1.D8.KL2.1) .. COMUOI (KL 1 ,KL 1 .KL 1 . 1 )..
KL1 (/!/>. »KL1</1/>«2«KL2</1/)«PI»PI/3«D2B </!/>..
KLK/2/) .sKLl</2/>»2«KL2</2/>»028</2/).. COMUOI (L.KL1 .KL 1 . 1 ).«




YTI. -FOAM (/ I/I* (VTI«FMINTI«OL(/2/)«.5«FTI»02L(/2/».t
CXTI.=CXTI»XTI.fCXPI.»CXPI»XPI.tCYTI.«CYTI«rTI..CVPI.«CYPI»YPI
KFOH* I. -1.2 ""DO*
1VO«« *BEGIN* *IF* A-l *THEN»
KSEGINi* *KEAt* AhlG.EMH,EMI,EM,M,TOL.SOM,Tl,T2.,
TOL.«{1.0/ZlABS-1.0)**-7.,
Z IP (/ 1/ ).•!.. ZlP(/2/>.»DL(/l/).>OL(/2/).*SOM.«0.0.«
P. •!-!..
NEXTP.. P.«P»l.t COMOOI(ZlP»ZlfZlP«l) .t
COMYPF(I-l.b.P»I-l»P«1.5.Z10Z2i9).«
DCOHYPF(I-1.6.0,P«I-1.-1.P»1.5.-1.^10Z2.0B) ..
FACTOR. «<IF#P *EOUAL* 2-1 *THENi» «J«!-10)/3 *ELSE* <P*I-Z) / CP« .6)
•FACTOR.. *FOB* K.«1.2 *DO* 'BEGIN* 8I/K/I .«FACTO««B(/K/» . i
200** DB(/K/».»FACTO««OB(/K/)
KLt(/l/).>-LNZU/l/)-LN6«(i>IF0 1 = 1 HTMENK 1/P»2/(2»P«1 ) 'ELSE*
) )«SOM.. KLK/2/1 .•-LNZK/2/1 . •
Ll.l) ,f KLK/1/) .=KLl(/l/)«08l/l/) .. KL1 (/2/>
06(/2/l.. COMUOI (KUl.ZlP.KLlt II..




Tl.»<l»IM«)»KLK/l/)-eMI*KLl(/2/»., OU (/I/) .»OL (/!/> »T1 . t
TZ.»<I»eMS>*KtK/2/)»eMI*KLH/l/).» OL </2/) .»OL (/2/) »T2. •
'If* (Tl*TI»Ta*T2>/(OL(/I/>*OL(/J/»»OL(/2/)*OLI/2/))*OBr*TeR'
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*FOK* J.=1.2.3 *DO* XFOR* SIG.=0.1 jtOOC *BEGINX OX (/Jf 2,SIG/1 .= INTCONS 23*
-OX</J.1.SIG/1 ., OY</J.2.SIG/).=-DY(/J.l.SIG/) *ENO*.. INTCONS 235
CFOK* SIDE.=1.2 tOQ* *FOR* SIG.=0,1 *OQt OY</3,SIDE,SIG/).= INTCONS 236
DY</3.SIDE.SIG/)-C3Y., INTCONS 237
OUTPUT (<i It *(*///. 5S.0.40. /*)*»^(*TAU1=^)*«TI) ., INTCONS 238
SIG. = 0,1 *00* *BEGIN^ OUTPUT (41 •*(*/*)'*>.t INTCONS 23V
J. = lt2,3 *DO* «iBEGINit OUTPUT «>1,!«(K/* )*)., INTCONS 240
SIDE. = 1.2 *00* OUTPUT (<tl • # U2 ( «ZO. 6028)*)*, UX(/J, SIDE. SIG/)» INTCONS 241
2<.0"" DY(/J.SIOE.SIG/) ) .. INTCONS 242
*END* *END* *END^.t EOP.. /END* INTCONS 24J
!<EOP)i INTCONS 244
B-77














L I N E
L I N E

























































THE FOLLOWING CONTROL CARD OPTIONS ARE ACTIVE
CORE MAP 17.56.06. NORMAL CONTROL
—-TIME LOAD MODE —L1--L2 TrPE USER—




































000100 031421 027221 002200





















uO00 'BEGIN' •COWMt-'NT' TMC COMMUTATION Of TAU(L) ANO TnETAiCl.t
•INTEGER' MAX.CAit...
MAH.=10U.« '
•bEblN' 'WEAL1 t^ii?cHO.ALf «. jA?4MA, Tl'l«Ti-i.LNKPSO«Ill.tl»3ll|.boni«TV«
IriC.
1NTEG.OTI.U1 .(• T.Pril.TOL.ZERO.LC.PHU.PnIT.PHi TH.P1 .tvAO.OTAu.OTHET A. .
1INTEotR''K«II«N«J«0»TYt-E»wJ«rNT»Fi4t»«TINr<»SLi'I»LNK«H,l,r(l«S«TN*'.«
'ARRAY1 FACl.FGAM(/i..3/> >U( / i ..'<•()/> «LAf-*A Y ( / i . . i • l..ll.U..lU0.1..i/),
PSI T.PSIT 1 </C. • 1 »0>1..6<0..|/><C(/1.. MAX/). OPOT.JMUTH«LOC </-!«•. .<.«/>.
3 (/i. .<!.0.. I/ 1 »OoM.LA</i..d/) ..
10" 'INTEGER' 'ARUAY' COi S1GNL ( /I . .d/} .0.111 (X- !•». . -I/) .LMAA (/ 1 . .5. 1 . ,4b/ ) . »
•PROCEOORE' CMAPLYMNI TAO.PSITI .» MEAL' IAO.« «AWP A Y < pbll.«
•BEGIN' 'COMMENT1 CMAr>Lf<> INF UNCTIONS FOR IAO LESS .US ..
•REAL1 TOL» H« T .OrT.UNT«OfiJNT» bOK i • 50M^. SO'-»J«SOM«..K ll^.^ trr\ .
PSI«OTPSI«ONMbI tJTiJUPSl .bT^S'JTT..
•INTEGER1 M»K«A»-j.I.u..
' REAL ' • PROCEOO^E ' N. «N. = A*M» . D»r^» »
TOL . = ' - 1 i * « •
PSIT{/0«J«U/(.=tJsIT(/0«3«l/l.=0.«
'FOR' M.=0 'bTtP1 i 'UMTIL1 lOt) 'OO'
•BEGIN1 A. = 1.1 o.=0.»
AA.. T.=SOM|. = i.» I . = <-7<1A»o1>H»l» /<;. .
OTT. = SOM£?.=L/i','T. = SOM j.=i)TONT. = SOM<«.=u. .
•IF1 B'EOOAL1 » 1TntN1
•BEGIN•F^K.1=^•^i^/K»(-l*(K-^^/(N•K)•^)OwE>'•^'*(^*£:!.b>)»TAU.«
L>TONT.=FIK« (OTONT*OI\T/TAJ> *F^K» (OT T* T/TAU> . »
30** UNT . =F iK*ONT*^^(<»T . . SOM3. =SOM i»ONT . « SOM*#. =^O^s**LJTON J •ENO1.*
OTT.=FiK«(OTT*T/TAO) . . T.=Fi*«T.» SO«i . = boMl » T. . SOM2. =bOM^»L<TT . •
IF' ActS(SOMi#SOM<r) 'LESS' '-.JuO 'THEN' 'GOTO' di.«
IF' ArfS(T/boMl) 'GREATER1 TOL 'OR' AriS (OT t/SO-l^l 'GOEAItR' fOL
THEN' 'GOTO' r»b;« 'IF' a '.^OTEOUAL' 0 MHc.N' 'GOTO' Cc. .
IF' A3S(SOM3»SOM'») 'LEaS' «-300 • IHf.N* 'GOTO' r)n..
IF' AbS(iJNT/50K3) 'uREATEk' TOL 'On" AHS(OT<JNT/SOK<4>- 'GRtMltR1 TOL
THEN1 •GOTO1 nb..
CC..H. = TAO' POWER' I .?*N> . • >JSlI(/M,I.O/).=>:'SI.=.-«'bO'<i.«
PSI T I/M« I»i/l ,=OTPSI. = .t>eN/TAU*PSI«HoSOM<;. . '[F« B'EOOAL' U 'TrtEN'
nO*» 'BEGIN' PSI f (/M«^«0/) .=ONPsI . = .S*LN( TAJ) o^bl »n»bO".j. .
P3IT</M«<?ti/> •=OTDNr)bI . = .h>llLN(TAO)*uTPSI».S/rAu«PbI»M*(.S*N/TAU0SOM3»
SOM<«) . «
o. = i.« 'GOTO' AA 'ENO1.. - -. .
MF1 d'EOlJALM 'THEN1 •BEGIN1 A.=-i.« B. =- 1 . . . • GO T.O1 AA ttNO«.»
'IF' M 'GREATER' i 'THEN' :
'BEGIN' K.=0.« T. = ST. = i.. OTT . =bOTT . =ONT .=OTi)NT. = 0. «
SOMl.=SOM^. = SO-<3. = So:'1<.. = 0..
•BEGIN' FJK. = (-l.«Jb»H«(M-tl«(K-l»»(f(-M-rj.i>) l/(K-M)/K«IAO.i
50"° F£K. = 1 ,^S/K« (-i » (K-t) / (ft-M) / (K-M| » (K»i;.o) ) "TAO 'ENIj' 'ELSE*
' 6EG IN >F iK. = i ,<;S« ( i-M) /M*5 (M« <;.()• *TAO. •
F^K.= (3.S-d»^'5/M) <*TAO 'ENO'.«
OTONT.=FiK«(OTOM*UiMr/TAO)»F£!K*<OTT»T/TAU).' i)NT ,=F 1KSONT»K <iK*T. •
UfT.=F|K»<OTT*T/TAU) ., I.=F1K«T..
'IF' K'LESS'M' THEN1 •oEuIN1 ST. = 3T*T.t SOT I i=SOTT»OTT . .
•IF' AbS(ST«iLlTT) 'uriEATEW '-JOO 'THEN' 'dKGIN'
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•THEN' 'GOTO' Et 'END'..
'END1..
60«» 'IF' K 'EQUAL' M 'THEN' ' otGIN' SOMl ,=T. . SOM2.=9NT . .SOMJ.sDTT . •
SOM<..=OTONT 'END'.. 'IF' K '(jHEATER' M 'THEN'
•BEGIN' SOMi. = SOrti*T.« SOM3.=50M3«OTT . . SOM2.=SOM<;«ONT . t
70"
'IF' AaS(SOf i«bOMd"SUM3«50M<») 'LESS' »-300 'THEN' 'CioTO' DO..
•IF' ABS<T/SOMl> 'bREATER' TOL 'OR' AbS (ONT/SOM2> 'GREATER' TOL 'OR'
ABS(i>TT/SOMJ> 'G*tArt»' TOL 'OH' ABS(OTONT/SOM<») *GHfrATt*' TOL
•THEN' 'GOTO' 00 'ErtU' 'ELSE' 'GOTO' 00. «
LE..
PSIT(/M.3.0/> .=PSI. = TAU'POl»ER' <-.5»M) « < .5»LN < TAU) «SOMl»ST»SOM2) ..




•REAL' 'PROCEDURE' EPSALGiN.P. INF . TN. TOL.NRtS) . .
•VALUE' P. INF, TOL.. ««EAL* TN.TOL.. 'INTEGER* N.P, INF «URES. .
•BEGIN' 'REAL' AUXO. AUX1 . AUX2.RES.TOLR. TOLH. .
•INTEGER' M.s,l.E,MMAX.,
•ARRAY' L(/O..INF-P/» .EPS(/-i . . I/ ) .«
MMAA.=INF-P., M. =!.=!..
N.=P.» AoXO.=TN.t
N.=f»i.. AUX|. = TN..L(/0/> «=AUXO«AUXl..L</l/> . = 1 .U/ ( AUX 1 • • -^00) ,
NErt L.. I.=-I.« E.=(I-l)/2.t EPS(/-l/).=L(/M»E/> .. M.=M»1.,
N.=N»t.. AUX». = TN.« AUXO.=L(/0/>*AUX1.. AUX I . = 1 .O/ ( AUX1 » «-<:00) ,
•FOR' 5.=^  'STEP' i 'UNTIL* M '00'
•BEGIN* AUX^.=L(/S-2/)«1.0/(AUXi-L(/S-l/) »«-200» . .
L(/S-2/) .=AUAO.. AUAI).=AUX1.. AiJXl.=AUX<;
•ENU'..
L(/M-1/) .=AUXO.. L(/M/) ,=AOXI.»
'IF« M 'LESS' 3.b 'THEN* 'GOTO* NEW L.« «tS. =L (/M-l-e/) . .
TOLR.sAttSCRES-EFSf/-!/) ) .« TOLM.=AdS (RES-EPS (/I/) ) ..
•IF* (TOLR "uREATEfi* TOL *OR« TOLH 'GHEATtR1 , TOL»
•ANO< M 'LESS1 UMAX 'THEN' 'GOTO' NEW L.«
NRES.=N.. EPbALG.=
•If 'RES'LtSS'EPSC/ i/) *ANU*EPS(/ i/ > *LESS*EPs(/-l/) • THEN*
EPS(/ i/) 'ELSE'




'REAL' 'PROCEOUHt* OW(D).. "INTEGER* 0..
'BEGIN' 'REAL' FN.CNtFNL«E^SoN. . MNTEGEK' U.V.Cl.C^.t
•ARRAY' L.riLtJ.EPSN</»..£/l « FT </0. . t /> . .
•IF' K'GREATER'O'THEN* 'BEGIN* U.=FNR/10.. V.=l »FN«/ Ib. .
FN.= (N»'-«!0) ' POWER 'U/(N»(-n •POWEK«KNH»(»IF«FNR'LESS»3*THtN*.5
•ELSE* C)> 'POWER' V 'ENO* 'C.LSE' FN. = i..
CN.=*IF* INT'LESS' 6 'THEN* 1 'ELSE* C(/N/).,
•IF' II 'LESs* 3 'TrltN' 'BEGIN' 'FOk' SI.=R.I '00*
L(/RI/I .=LARRAY(/II.LNRtN.hiI/) 'END* 'ELSE'
1IO»« 'BEGIN' « If (-1) •PO*EWILNR'GK£ATEK' 0 ' THtN" BEGIN'L (/£/> .=0. .
L(/i/> . = *IF'LNW'EQUAL'20'TMEN«1»1/N'ELSE'-|/(N«N) *F.NO' 'ELSE*
'BEGIN' Cl.=ENTItR(S/10*.Oi> .• C2.=S- 10«Ci . .
FNL. = i-l/N.. EPSON. =EPSZERO'POwF.R'N..
EPSNC/J/) .=EPSUN"C03(ji»N»ALFA) .
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• BEGIN* HLP(/i/> .=FNL°(£iJSN(/t/)«LNtPSO-E^SN(/<;/»«t;«ALFA) . •
rtLP(/2/» . =FNL«(tPSN(/l/)<><>«ALFA«tPSN(/2/)<>LN£PSO) 'END' ..
• IF 'C2'EQUAL' l'THEN'tPSN(/l/> ,=EPSN(/l/>-i..
• IF'Ci 'EQUAL '2' THEN' • BEGIN' L (/I/) .=FNL«EPSN </!/) . .
120°* L(/2/) .=FNL«tPSN</2/> 'END*
•ELSE' 'BEGIN' L (/ i/> .=riLP( /i/> »£PSN( / l/> / <N»N) . ,
L I /<?/> .=HLP (/<?/) •EiJSNt/^/)/(M»N) «tNO'..
•IF' CZ'EOUAL' l 'THEN"BEGIN' HLP< /!/ > ,=L (/I/) . .
LUi/) . = -L< /2 / ) . « L</2/ ) .=HLP</i/l . • 'END'
•END' 'END'..
FT ( /O / ) ,=PSJT(/N.TN^.O/> .,
•FOH'Rl .=R» I'OO' ' t tEolN'LC/Kl/ l .=S1GNL</KI/)
L A ( / C O ( / « I / > / ) .=L(/RI/> 'END'..
•FOW'R I .=R« I'OO'
130°« «< /R I .O / ) .=FNaCN«FT (/L)/> »PSIT I (/N. T INr).0/ )
OH.= b( /R,0/» •END'.f
•REAL ' 'PROCEOURt' P (TEST) . . ' VALUE ' TEST . . ' INTcGt rt ' TEST . •
•riEiilN' 'REAL' A.HLJ^.^ ' j^NTEGER' J. KiO . . ' INTEGER' ' ARRAr ' POS (/I ..«/)_.. _'.
--- S".5"'IF'~K~'Ci"i<E"AT£k"' ,0 'TnEN' 0</K/ ) 'ELSE'
0 ( /QNi ( /K / ) /» . . PiU.=10000UOUOO.< C0< / i / ) .=' IF 'S'LESS'u' THtN' i'ELSE • 1 .
CO(/«:/l . = 3-CO(/ l / l .» S.=AbS(St .«
•FOR* J.=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' B'OO'
' BEGIN «POS(/J/) .=S'OIV'PiO.. S.=S-PiO«POS l/J/ ) . . P10.=(PIO*1) 'UIV '10
1",0"« 'ENO'.»
TNR.=POb(/o/) .
LNR. = S.. A. = (
SIGNL(/l/» . = ' IF' SLRI 'Lc.SS> 3 'THEN' 1 'ELSE' -1..
SIGNL(/2/).=(-i> 'PO«E»'bLRI..
AA.. ' IF'K'LESS'u'ThcN' ' t)EuIN'N. = l . ,
HLP.=FACT(/TrPE/)»rljAM(/II'') .. 'IF' TEST ' NOTEUUAL '£' THEN'
PHl.=HLP"(tt«(0)«blN(TH)«o(/I.()/)«Cub<TH) ) .,
' IF 'TEST "EQUAL". 'THEN' 'oEolN'iJPUT (/«/) ,=HLP« (riH ( 1 ) «SIN ( TH) »B</I.l/)«
lbO«« COS(TH) ) ,.OPJTH(/K/) .=HLP«IB(/««U/)«COS(TM)-H(/I.O/)«SlNl fH| ) 'END'
'END' 'ELSE' '.1E(3IN'
HLP.=FGAM(/II/)»FACT(/TVPE/) .t
•IF'TEST'NOTEQUAL'^' THEN' PHI. =
HLP°EPSALG(N«Ni«MAX-i •dk(0>*SIrt((N*A)oTH>»a(/I<0/>*CoSt(N»A>*TH><TOLt
LMAX(/1,K/) ) ..
' IF 'TEST 'EQUAL •<*'TH£N"b£GIN 'OPOTt/K/) .=HLP«
EPSALG(N,Nl,MAX-J,Bft(l)"SIN( (N»A) »TH) *« (/ I . 1/)«CUS( (N»A» «TH) , TOL.
LMAX(/«.,K/) » .,




'IF 'TEST 'EQUAL".' THEN' OPDTH(/K/).=OPDTH(/K/).PHI/TH tENt)'..
•ENO* TEST SIGN K..
P.=PHI
•END' 'PROCEOUWE' P.t
•REAL' 'PROCEDURE' SUM! TK I . , ' HEAL' TK.,
•BEGIN' 'REAL' SM., SM. = 0.. 'FOH' K.=-l<» 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL* <»6 'DO'
170»» >>iEGlN' LC.=LOC(/K/) .. SM. = SH» ( ' IF « A>JS (LC> »LESS" -".
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•PROCEDURE.1 NEWTON.; (X.Y.rt .K,F.G.PrtOCFG.EX.EY) . .
•VALUE' EX.EY., 'i<EAL' X.Y.H.K.F.G.tX.tY.. 'PROCEDURE' PKOCFG.t
•6EGIN' 'COMMENT'..
'REAL' XO.YO.HO.KO.FXY.GXY.FH.GH.DFOX.DGOX.OFUY.OGOY.UET.AOSH.ABSK. .
'INTEGER' IT.. 'BOOLEAN' READY..
XO.=X.. YO.=Y.. MO.=H.« KO.=K.. IT.=0.. READY.='FALSE'..
ISO"0 ANEW.. IT.=IT»1.. OUTPUT(ol.•(•/')•).«
PROCFG..
•IF' READY 'THEN'
•BEGIN' OUTPUT <4|,'("(' LAST STEP* >'•)•).» 'GOTO' ENDPROC 'END'..
OUTPUT(4i,« <" (' STEPM ' .zzo«) '.IT> . <
FXY.=F.. GXY.=G.»
X.=XO*H.« PROCFG.• FH.=F.« GH.=o.«
X.=XO-H.. PROCFG..
DFOX.=.5«(FH-F)/M.. DGOX. = .5«MGH-G)/N..
X.=XO..
190»* Y.=YO»K.. PHOCFG.. FH.=F.t GH.=G.«
Y.=YO-K.. PKOCFG..





•IF' EX 'LESb' AdSH 'OH' EY 'LtSS' AriSK 'THEN'
•BEGIN" OET.=SQRT((M«M«K«K)/(HO«HO«KO"KO))..
'IF* 1.0 'LESS' OET 'THEN' 'BEGIN' M.=H/DET.. K.=K/OET 'END'..
200«« X.=XO.=XO»M.. Y.=YO.=YO»K..
•IF' AttS(M) 'LESS* EX 'THEN' H.=EX..
•IF' AbS(KI 'LESS' EY 'THEN* K.=EY.«
•IF' 5.5 'LESS' IT 'THEN' READY.«•TRUE•..
•END1 'ELSE*





•BEGIN'»IF« AbS(T-TV) 'GREATER' '-7 'THEN' 'BEGIN' CHAPLYGINU.PSITI ..
TV.=T 'END*..
FACT(/3/). = TH., PHI2. = SOM<P<<»)).,
PMIT.=SOM(OPOT(/K/)>..
PHITH. = SOM(OPDTM(/K/)> ..
OUTPUT(41,«(•/.b(«D.9D'»ZZDBB)•)•,T.-TH«RAD.PHI2.PHlT,-PHITM)
•END'.,
INARRAYC.0.0) .. INAHRAY (40 .QNl) . . INARRAY (40.LOO . .
220" PI.=«»«ARCTAN(1).. RAD. = |80/PI . . TOL. = '-b..
INPUT (40. ' (") *.CASE.EPSZERO< ALFA. GAMMA) ..
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GETARRAY<4J,PARAM) .. GETARRAY (43.LARRAY) . • SAOiJPNT 234
•IF* ABS(CASE-PARAM(/3/>) 'GREATER'0.5 'OK« AUS (EPSZERO-PARAM </4/) ) SAOOPNT 235
•GREATER' •-8 'OR' AdS (ALFA-PARAM 1/5/1 I 'GREATER' '-a 'Oft« AdStGAMMA- SADDPNT 236
PARAM(/6/» 'GKEATEH' "-8 'THEN' 'GOTO' SEARCH.. SAUUPNT <J37
•END'.. SAUOPNT 238
REWINOU3) .. SADOPNT 239
^.=1.. I.=2.. SAOOPNT 240
GAMMA.=.5»GAMMA/P1.. SAOOPNT 241
££,0«« FACT(/l/). = i.O.. FACK/2/) .=PI., LNEPSO.=LN (EPSZEKO) .. SADOPNT 2*2
FGAM(/i/> .*SORT(l-.2b«GAMMA»GAMMA) .t SADOPNT 2"*3
FGAMI/2/l.=-.2S«GAMMA»GAMMA/FGAM(/l/).. FOAM(/3/>.=.5«GAMMA., SAOOPNT 244
C(/l/) . = 1.25.. «FOR« N. = 2 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL1 100 'DO' SADOPNT 2>»5
'dEGIN1 C(/N/).=N-2.S»1.25»N«(N»1»-I.O.. 'FOR' K.=2 'STEP' 1 SADOPNT 246
•UNTIL' N '00' C(/N/). = C(/N/)««N-2.S»/K«l.25«N»(N.l)/<K«K»-1.0> SADOPNT 247
•END'.. SAODPNT 24B
OTAU.=.005.. OTHETA.=.5/HAO.. ' SAOOPNT 249




'('PS I')'«13B»' COPSl/DTAu')'.9d,'{'DPS1/OTHETA*)'./•)•)., SADDPNT 254
•BEGIN' 'INTEGER' KT.KH.. . SADOPNT 255
KT.=i200«TI.. SAODPNT 256
READ.. SAOOPNT 257
GETARRAYUa.PSIT I ) .. KH.=oOO/PSI TI I/O .2.1/) . . SAOOPNT 258
•IF' KH 'NOTEQUAL' KT 'THEN' 'GOTO' READ.. SADDPNT 259
•END'.. SADUPNT 260
'FOR' N.=0 'STEP' i 'UNTIL' 100 'DO' 'FOR' J.=1.2.3.4.5 '00« SAOOPNT 261
2faO«« PSITI( /N.J.0/1.=PS1TI( /NtJtO/ l»2»TI»PSITI( /N.J. I / ) . . SAOOPNT 262
NiE«iTON2(TH.T.DTh£T4.L)TAU.PHITfPHITH,PTPTH. '-5. '-5>.. SAODPNT 263























CORE MAP 11.O0.«6. NORMAL CONTROL
TIME LOAO MODE --L1—L2 TYPE USER •• CALL
FWA LOADER 0737»l FWA TABLtS 074032
-PROGRAM ADDRESS- —LABELED COMMON--
XXALGOL U00300 DATA 000100
ALGORUN 0113«0 DATA 000100
000100 0322S4 OJOOS4 002200
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nn»» /REGIM* /COMMENT/ THE COMPUTATION OF A QUASI-FLLIPTICIL AEROFOIL
IN A CIRCULATORY TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW
BY USING LIGHTHILL S SECOND INTEGRAL OPERATOR..
/INTEGER* MAX. CASE..' ' . . '
MAX. =100..
/RFGIN/ /REAL/ FPSZFRO. ALFA. GAMMA, TZ1 . T I .T . TH.LNEPSO. T 1 1 . T I .SOT 1 .SOT II •
PI .SI.MACH.C.P.RR.RAO.OXDTH.DYDTH.FXPSI,
MU2.L43.L45.
INTFG.OTI.OT.FT.PHI.TOl. .7ERO.Z1ABS. LC. X 1 .X?. Yl • Y2.TH1 , TH2.PHI 1 ,PHI2.
ARSTH.x.Y.PHIT.PHITH, jo ,P02« TP. FTN 1 ,FTN2. X3 . Y3 . .




*ARRAY* FACT.FGAM(/1..3/1 .0 < /I . .48/> .LARRA Y (/I . .2. 1 . . 1 1 ,0 . . 1 00 . 1 . ,2/) ,
CE I/3..5.0..MAX, 1..2/1 -RL </l ..3/1 .MULT I/I..*/) ,OUM</1 ..?/).
XF iYE.PHITE.PHITHF(/l ..1?/).PS1T</0..140,1..C;,0..1/>.C</1..
PS ITI </0. . 140.1.. 5.0. .(!/).
B I/I. .2,0. .1/1. PS I TNI I/O.. I/) .XP.YP.OPOT.OPOTH(/-14..4fl/l .
AR.BB(/?..3/l .
CSI/1..4/) ,LA,XTI.XPI.YTI,YPI,71</1..2/> ..
X INTEGER* <ARRAY* CONV (/ 1 . .3/> .CO.SIGNL ( /I . .?./) ,QH\ (/-I4..-I/) ,
> .ELMAX(/1..5.3..10/)..
/PROCEDURE* CHAPLYT-INITAU.PSIT) .. /REAL* TAO.. #ARRAY* PSIT.,
*REfiIN< ^COMMENT* CHAPLYGINFUNCTIONS FDR TAU LFSS .05 ..
*REAL* TOL. H,T.DTr.nNT.l')TDNT.SOMl.SOM2.SOM3.SOM4,FlK,F?K.
PSI.DTPSI.DNPSI.OTONPSI.ST.SOTT..
^INTEGER* M.K. A.8. I .0..





PSIT(/1.3.0/) .sTAU/POWFR*)-.1?) .. Pbl T ( /I . 3. l
/FOR* ". = 0 *STEP< 1 /UNTIL* 100 *l)0*
/REGIN* ».=!.. P.=0..
AA.. T. = SOMI. = 1., I. = (-7»A*6*R»tJ)/2..
DTT.=SOM2.=DNT.=SOM3.=PTnNT.=SOM4.=0..
/IF*M#EQUAL*0*AND*R*EQUAL/0*THFN**GOTO*CC.. K. = 0. .
98.. K. = K»1., FlK. = (-l.?5»N«(N.ll»(K-l)«(N»K
40«» *IF* R/EOUAL* 0 *THEN*
*HEGIN*F2K.=1.25/K»<-l»<K-l)/(N«K) *POWER*2« (
DTONT.=FlK*(OTi)NT»ONT/TAIJ) »F2K» (DTT«T/T AU) ..
ONT.=F1K«ONT»F2K«T.. SOM3.=SOM1»ONT . . SOM4 ,=SOM4«OTDNT
DTT.=F1K«(OTT»T/TAU) .. T.=FlK»T.t SOM1 .=SOM1 »T . . SOM2.=SOM2»OTT. ,
/IF* ARS(T/SOM1) /GREATER* TOL /OP/ ABS (DTT/SOM?) /GREATER/ TOL
*THEN* /GOTO* BR., /IF* P *NOTEQUAL< 0 /THEN* /GOTO/ CC . .
/IF* ARS<r>NT/SOM3> /GREATER/ TOL *OR* ARS (OTDNT/SOM4) /GREATER/ TOL
/THFN/ /GOTO/ 8B..
CC..H.=TAU*POWER*(.S«N) .. PSI T < /M, I ,0/ ) ,=PSI .=H«SOM1 . ,
S0»« PSIT(/M, I.I/) .=DTPSl. = .S*N/TAI)*PSI.H«SOM2., /IF/ B/EQUAL/ 0 /THEN*
/PEGIN* PSIT</M, 2.0/1 .=nNPSI.=.S«LN(TAU)«PSI»H«SOM3.,
PSIT </M, 2. I/) .=OTONPSI. = .5»LN(TAU)«DTPSI».S/TAU*PSI»H«(.5«N/TAU«SO«43«
SOM4)..
B.=l.« /GOTO* AA *END/..
/IF* B*FOUAL/1 /THEN/ /RFGIN* A.=-l.. R.=-l.. /GOTO* AA /END/..
*IF/ M jtGRFATER/ 1 /THEN*
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SOM1.=SOM2.=SOM3.=SOM4.=0.,
00.. K.=K«1.» *IF* K
F2K.=1.2S/K«(-1*(K-1






<IF* ARS(T/ST> *LESS* TOL *AND* A8S(OTT/SDTT) *LESS* TOL
'GOTO* EE *ENO*.t
K *FQUAL* M *THEN* #BFGIN*SOM1,=T.t SOM?.=DNT.,SOM3.=OTT.«
70»» SOM4.=OTDNT *END*.. *1F* K *GPFATFft* M *THFN*
*BEGIN* SOM1.=SOM1*T.« SOM3.=SOM3»OTT.. SOMP.=SOM2»ONT..
SOM4.=SOM4»DTONT..
<1F< APS(T/SOM1) *GPEATFP* TOL *OW* AftS(ONT/SOM?) ^GREATER* TOL
ABSIDTT/SOM3) ^GREATER* TOL *OP* ABS(DTONT/SOM4) ^ GREATER/ TOL
EF..
PSIT(/M.3.0/) .=PSI. = TAU*POWFR*(-.5«M)«(.5"LN(TAU)<1SOM1»ST»SOM2) .«
PSIT(/M,3.1/).=OTPSI.=-.S«M/TAU«PSI»TAU*POWER*(-.S«M)«
(.5/TAU"SOMl«SDTT«SOM4».5«LN(TAU)«SOM3)
«0«« *FNO* M CYCLE..
CIS(KK).. *INTFGF«* KK . .
(-TH«COS< (N-I)«TH).SIN< <N-I
CS(/2/> ,=(-TH«COS( (N*l)»TH).S!N((N«
cs</3/> . = <TH«SIN< (N-i)«TH)*cos< (N-I
CS</4/> .s(TH«SIN( (N*1)»TH)«COS( (N» 1 ) «TH) / <-N»
CIS.=CS(/KK/) *ENO*..
<JO«« /REAL^ *PROCEOUHE* EPSALG (N.P. INF .TN.TOL .NRES) . .
LVALUE* P.INF.TOL.. <REAL* TN.TOL.t *INTEGFR* N.P. INF«NRES. .




N.=P*1.. AUX1. = TN.,L(/0/1 , = AUXn«AUXl.,L(/l/) . = 1 ,0/ ( AUX 1 »*-200)
100
N.=N»1., AUX1.=TN., AUXO.=L(/OX) »AUX1.. AUX 1 .=1 . O/ ( AUX 1 +*-200> .
S.=2 *STFP* 1 *UNTIL« M *DO*
AUX2.=L(/S-^/) »1.0/(AUXl-L(/S-l/)»*-200) .»
LI/S-2/) .=4UXO.. AUXO.=AUX1.. AUXl.=AUX2
U0««
NEW
1/) . = AUXO.. L(/M/).=AUX1.«
M *LFSS* 3.S ^THFN* *GOTOX NFW L.. RFS.=L ( /M-l -E/> . «
TOLR.=ABS(PES-FPS(/-I/) ) ., TOLH.=ARS (RFS-EPS {/!/)) .,
*IF* <TOLR *GRFATtR< TOL i<OR/ TOLH ^GREATER* TOL I
*ANO* M /LESS* MMAX *THFN< *GOTO< NEW L..
NRES.=N.. EPSALG.=
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/REAL/ /PROCEDURE/ BRIO)., /INTEGER,? D., .• ... ...
/BEGIN/ /REAL/ FN.CN.FNL,EPSON., /INTEGER/ U«V«C1»C2.»
/ARRAY/ L,HLP,EPSN(/1..2/1 . FTI/0..1/)., ,,,;,
/IF/ K/GREATER/0/THFN/ /BEGIN/ U.=FNfl/in.« V.. = U»,FNR/15., .
120»« FN.=(N»/-20)/POWER/U/(N»(-1)/POWER/FNR»(/IF/FNR/LESS/3/THEN/.5
/ELSE/ 0)1 /POWER/ V /END/ /ELSE/ FN.=1.,
CN. = /IF/ .INT/LESS/ 5 /THEN/ 1 /ELSE/ C (/N/) . f ;
/IF/ II /LESS/ 3 /THEN/ /BEGIN/ /FOR/ RI.=R«I /DO/.'.;
L(/RI/>.=LARRAY(/II,LNR,N,RI/> /END/ /ELSE/
/BEGIN* /IF/(-ll/POWER/LNR/GREATER/ 0 /THEN//BEGIN/(L (/?/) . = 0. «
I.=/IF/LNR/EQUAL/20/THEN/l»1/N/ELSE>-1/(N«N
C1.=ENTIER<S/10«.01 ).« C2.=S-1 0«.C1 . .
FNL. = 1-1/N.. EPSON.=EPSZERO/POWFR/N., ..,.





/IF/Cl/FQUAL/2/THEN//BEGIN/L(/l/l .=FNL«EPSN(/l/l . ,-,
—-t(-/2/)-v=FNL-«EPSN<-/2/)-*ENO/ ; . - • .. ~
/ELSE/ /REGIN/ L(/!/).=HLP(/!/)*EPSN(/!/ ly(N»N).,
L(/?/l.=HLP</?/>«EPSN(/2/)/(N«N) /END/.,
/IF/ C2/EQUAL/1/THFN//RFGIN/ HLP</!/».=L(/I/).,






B(/RI,D/» , = FN»CN«FT(/0/)«PSITI (/N, T INR, O/) *L (/CO (•/»!/ ) / 1 .,
6R.= B(/R,D/) /END/.,
/REAL/ /PROCEDURE/ P(TEST).../VALUE/TEST., /INTEGER/TEST.,
iso«« /BEGIN/ /REAL/ A,HLP., /INTEGFR/J,PIO.,/INTEGER//ARRAY/POS(/I..H/I..








LNR.=S.. A.=(2-N11/4., , . .





/IF/TEST/NOTLESS/2/THEN/ /BEGIN/ TP.=TH., . '
XP(/K/) .=HLPeFTo.5»(-.S«COS(2"TH)«(3R( 1).-,5*BR (0)/T) *
TH» (B(/I ,1/1 *.5«B (/I ,0/)/T) ».S»SIN(2«TH>-» (B (/1,1/1 7.5«
B(/I,0/1/T)1-HLP«FTN1«LA(/R/l., ' ;
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SOM., • •-• ' '•
/PROCFOURE* FTCONV.,
. = SQRT<TI/T)»2»T/U-T)*PWER*2.5..
(1-1 .5°0>»T*POWER*l-.5-r>)»l.2S»PSIT 1/1,1 »D/) .<
FTN1 , = 2.S«TI«SORT(T)»< < 1-T I ) /( I'-T) ) *PO*ER*2.5« (PS IT (/I ,?, I/) ».5/T»
«0/)«PSIT(/1 .2,0/1 ) ) ..
. = 3.80FTNl-6«TItMl-Tt)*POWER*2.5»LN<T) ..





*ARRAY* C1«C1ST,TLNZ1 .TFOM1 , TFPM2. TFRM3 ( /I ..2/) .«
*PROCEr>lJRE<COMUDI <A»B,C.T) ., <INTFGFR* T.« *ARPAY* A. B.C. •
*6Ef. IN**REAl*MOn.,*ARKAY*P,Q</l. .2/1 ..
» 'PI/1/) . = A (/)/)_. ._PJ_/2''_L'^ Ai^ -g/J-. »_Q_</ 1 ^L.J-fl ( ^ .1 /->-•-« _0. (./?/.).. =B.(/.2/J.. . ---
' MOO. = *IF*T*GRFATEK*0*THFN*l*ELSF*l/(CM/l/>«Q</l/)»a</2/><1Q</2/> I .'
) ,=(P(/l/)*Of /l/)-T»P(/2/)»Q(/?/) )«MOO.«
> )»MOn.,
.5«P) ..
COPOWtR< A.P.P) .. *VALUE*P. « *REAL*P .
*BFGIN**RFAL*MOr>.ARC..MOn. = <4(/l/>«At/l/)»A</2/>"A</2/)
ARC.=ARCTAN(A(/?/)/A (/I/) ) .,
ARC.=*IF*A</1/)*LFSS*0*THEN<P»(ARC»PI>*ELSF»!P«AWC.«
H(/l/) ,=MOD«COS(ARC) .. B(/2/) . =MOD«STN ( ARC) .. *END*..
V6. = SQRT(6) .t S1. = SORT((1-IS»TI)/(1-TI)).. VTI .=SORT < T 1 1 . .
.SI^-iBoveoLNU ,4».4*Vfr) *.S»LN( .3) •.S0V6«LN( ( V*«SI ) / ( V6-SI )
-,5»LN( (1»SI)/(1-SI ) ) ..
MULTI/l/l .=MULT(/2/) . = MULT (/.I/) .=MULT(/4/) . = !.,
INPUT <40.*(**)*.T«TH).«
SIG.=0.5«(1*SIGN(TH) )., SinE.=?-SIG.. TH.=-TH..
INPUT (40. <(**>*.MU?> ..*IF#ArtS(MU2)*LFSSi( *-
TH.=TH/RAD.« FACTI/3/) .=TH.,
COPOWEP<Zlt«.5tLA) . ,
270«» A»Z1.|_A»-1 ) .t
FN.=(N-1.5)/N..LA(/1/) .=FN«LA(/1/1 . .CE (/3.N. I/) ,=-LA(/l/) . .
CEI/3.N,?/) ,=LA(/2/) .=FN«LA(/2/) <END/.»
Cl l/l/).=-CE(/3,ltl/).t Cl (/^ /) .=CE(/3.1.2/).tLA(/l/).=O..LA(/2/).=l..
COMUOI(LA,Z1,LA,1) . ,FN.= (N-.S) / (N»l ) . ,CE (/4.N, 1 /) ,=LA ( /I/ > .=FN«LA (/I/) . •
CF(/<»«N,2/) ,=LA(/2/> .=FN«LA(/2/> *ENO#..
COPOWER(71,1.S,LA) .,LA(/l/( .=2/3°LA ( /I /) ..LAI/?/) . = 2/3«l_
, ClST(/?/)'.=LA(/2/l . -
2fiO«* FN.=(N-1 >/(N».5l .. LAI/1/) .=FN»L»</l/> •» LAI/2/) .=FN«LA(/2/) .»
CEI/S.N.l/) . = -LA I/1/)»N«C(/N/) . , CE I/5.N.?/) ,=-LA I /2/I »N«C I/N/ )
TLNZ1 (/I/) . = 1*SI»LN(<»»Z1ARS) .,
TLN71 </?/).=ARCTAN(Zl(/2/)/71 (/I/) ) ..
COMIJOI (Cl tTLNZl.TLNZl.l) .. FXPS1 .=EXP 1ST ) . , *FOR*K I . = 1 ,?*00#
<PFGIN*TFRMl(/RI/( ,=VTI/FXPSi«TLNZl l/Rt/l ..
TERM2I/RI/) ,=VTI«EXPSI«1 .25°C1ST I/H I/ ) . .
TFRM3I/R!/).=PI«C1 (/RI/)/EXPSI»VTI *ENO*..
XTII/2/) . = TERM1 l/l/)»rFRM2(/l/) .. XT I (/I/I .=-TFRMl I /2/I -TFRM2 t /2/) ..
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I ,=TERM3(/2/ ') ., XPl (/!/) ,=-TERM3(/ l / l .,
YPH/2/1 .=TERM3</ l /> .. YPI (/I/) .=T£RM3</2 /> . .
/END/ COMPC..
/REAL//PROCFDURE/ PEITF.STI.. /VALUE/ TEST., /INTEGFR/ TEST.,/BEfiiN/ /REAL/ PHI.F.. /INTEGER/ TEL.CNR.TEK.FK.A.MI., /BOOLEAN/ XY.«
/REAL//PROCEDUHE/ 8P(D).. /INTEGER/ 0.,







XY. = TEST/GREATER/l/AND/TFST/LESS/5.. TEL.=5"(RI-1) .. CNR.=K-TEL..





PHI^RC/R.O/JOSINITH) *R(/I,0/)«COS(TH( .. /IF/XY/THFN//PFGIN/
XEI/K/).=.S*FT«(-.5»COS(?«TH)»(R(/R,I/)-.5«R(/R.O/)/T)»TH«(B(/!.!/)»
(FXPISI)«2.5«SQRT(TI)«(1-TI)/POWEW/2.S)"CF(/3.
.5«H(/R,0/ ) /T) - .5»SIN<2«TH)»(R( /R, l / ) - .5«B( /R.n/ ) /T) I»FTN1/
(FXP(S I )»2 .5»SQRT(T I )» ( l -T I ) /POWEW/2 .S )«TEK«CE( /3 , l .CO( /2 / ) / )
/END/., / IF/TFST/GREATFR/3/THFN//HEGIN/PHITF(/K/> .=
0 ( /R , l / ) «S IN(TH) *8 ( / I , l / ) «COS(TH) .,
PHITHE(/K/) ,=B( /R,n / )«COS(TH)-R( / I ,0 / ) *S IN(TH) /END//END/. «
i( IF/K/GRFATER/2»TFL/AND/K/LFSS/6*TeL/THEN//RFGIN/FK.=ABS(CNR-4) .,
F.=(1-FK)/2.,A.=3«FK-1 .. MI ,=CNR« (9-CNR » -19. , TNR.=5-4*FK. ,
* IF /TEST/NOTEQUAL/2/THEN/PHI .=EPSALG(N,A.MAX- l .BR<0)«STN< (N»F)«TH)«
8</ I ,0 / ) *COS( (N»F)«TH) .TOL ,ELHAX (/I ,K/1 ) ., /IF/ XY /THFN* /BEGIN/
XE( /K / ) .= .5«FT«EPSALG(N,A,MAX- l ,COS((N»F- l )«TH) / (N»F- l )« ( -BR( l ) - .5«
(N»F) /T"BR(0)
»SIN( (N«F-l)»




330«« YE(/K/> .=.5«FT"EPSALG(N,A,MAX-1.SIN( (N»F-1 ) «TH> / <N»F-1 )«(BR(1)«.5«




/IF/TEST/GREATER/3/THEN//BEGIN/PHITE </K/> .=EPSALG (N.A.MAX-1 ,BR ( 1 )
«SIN( (N»F)«TH)»B(/I,1/)«COS((N»F)«TH) , TOL.ELMAX ( /4,K/) ) .»
PHITHE</K/).=EPSALMN.A,MAX-1, (N»F) « (8R ( 0) »COS ( (N«F) «THI-B(/I ,0/) •
SIN( (N«F)«TH) ) .TOL.ELMAX (/5»K/) ) /END/ /END/..
^IF/K/FQUAL/ll/THFN//6EGTN*/FOR/D.=0»l/00/H(/R,D/> .=-PSIT (/2» 1 .D/) «
140«« eXP(-?«SI)., PHI.=B(/R.O/)«SIN(2»TH) .. /IF/ XY /THEN/ /BEGIN/
XE </!!/> .=FT»(COS(TH)/2«(-B(/R.l/)-B(/9,0/)/T)«COS(3»TH)/6«
(-•3(/R,l/)»B(/R.O/)/T) ) ..YE(/11/) .=FT« (SIN ( TH) /2« (B (/R. I/) *B (/R.0/1 /T) <
SIN<3«TH)/6»(-B</R.l/) »B(/R,0/)/TI) /END/.,
/IF/TEST/GREATER/3/THEN//8EGIN/PHITE (/I I/) . =B (/R, I/) «S IN (2»TH) ..
PHITHE</ll/> .=?«B(/P,0/)»COS(2<>TH) /END/ /ENO/.,
*IF/K/EOUAL/12/THEN*/BEGIN//FOR/0.=0.1/DO/
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/IF/XY/THEN//BEGIN/XE </!?/) .=FT« (SIN (TH) /2» (B (/R. I/) »8 (/R» O/ > /T ) +
SIN(3«TH>/6»(B(/R,l/)-B(/R,0/)/T> ) .. YE(/12/) ,=FT» (COS (TH) /2»
350«» (B(/R.l/)«B(/R.O/)/T> »COS ( 3°TH) /6« (-R </R» I/) »B (/R, O/ ) /T ) ) /END/..
/IF/TEST /GREATER*3*THEN**BFGIN*PHITE (/12/) .=8 </R, 1 / ) *COS <2«TH> . .
PHITHEI/12/) .=-2*B(/K»0/)"SIN(20TH) /END/ /END*.,
PF. =* I F/TFST»FQUAL*2/THFN/XE(/K/) /ELSE/PHI /END/.,
/RFAL* /PROCEDURE* ESOM(R],TERM) ,,/RFAL/ TF.RM., /INTEGER* RI.,
/BEGIN/ /REAL* SOM.. *INTEGER* LOOEL.KB.KE.. soM.=n..
KB.=5«RI-4., KE.=*IF*RI*LESS/3/THFN/KB*4*ELSE/H.« -
*IF/RI/EOIJAL*4*THFN**BFGIN*KR. = 12.»KE. = 12 /END/.,
/FOR/K.=KB*STEP*l*UNTIL/KE*00/*BFGlN/LOCEL.=ELOC(/J,SIOE,SIG»K/> . t
3f,o»« /IF/ LOCFL *NOTEQUAL/o*THEN* SOM.=SOM«MULT(/RI/>«LOCEL«TERM /END*..
ES.OM.=SOM
^P.QOCF.OURE* COR^ (TFHM ) . . *WEAL* TERM., ^BEGIN* <REAL< RESULT.,
RESULT. = 0. . #IF*CUSP*THFN^*FOR<RI. = 1 ,2,3,i.*00#
RESULT. ="ESULT*ESOM(RI. TERM) ., COHR.=SFSULT
/PROCEDURE/ TAPE(T.AR)., /VALUE* T., *REAL* T.. /ARRAY/ AR.,.
/BEGIN* /INTEGER* KT.KAR..
KT.=1200«T.«
370«« RFAP.. GETAPRAYI43.AR).. KAH.=600/AR(/O,2,1/).,
•*IF* KAR /NOIEOUAL/ KT /THEN* *GOTO* READ
*ENn*..
INARRAY(40,Q)., INARRAY(40,QN1>.. INARRAY(40,LOC)..











/BEGIN*. /ARRAY/ PARAM ( / 1 . . 6/) . .
: SKIPF(43)..
EOF(43,ALARM)., /GOTO/ SEARCH.,
390»" ALARM.. ' '
OUTPUT(41,/(///,/(/CASE UNKNOWN ON TAPE*)**)/)., /GOTO/ FOP.,
SEARCH.. - .
. GFTARRAYI43.PARAM)., GFTAWWAY(43,LARRAYI.,
/IF/ ABS(CASE-PAR«M(/3/)I/GPEATER/O.S /OR/ ABS(FPSZERO-PARAM(/4/>
<r,RFATFR* *-« *OR* AOS(ALFA-PARAM(/S/) I /GREATER* /-fl /OR/ ABS(GAMMA-
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INPUT(40. *<**)*, TI> .,
<REGIN* fCOMMFNT* RFPALING VAN TAU ( ZETA 1 ) . ,
*PEAL* Vh,LN21»UTl«Al ,A2.F1 ,F2.»
*PEAL* /PROCEDURE* U ( T A U ) . . LVALUE* TAU. . *REAL* TAIJ.,
*REGIN* <RF.AL< P«RFS.,
V6. = SQOT (6) .. P.=SORT( < 1-6«TAU> / ( 1 -TAU) > . ,
RES.=LN< < 1 » P ) / ( 1 - P ) ) .• P.=P/V6.« RES.= RFS-V6"LN <
U.=.S»5FS *ENO*.,
V6.=SQRT<6) .« LNZ1.=LN<?1ABS) .« UTI.=U(TI).«
A1.=TI.« Fl.s-LNZl., A?.=T71.=TI -.005.,
REPEAT.. F2.=UTI-LNZ1-U(TZ1) ..
*1F* AR5IA2-A1) *LESS* *-6 /THEN* *GOTO* UIT.,
TZ1 .=(A1»F?-A?»F1)/(F2-F1) . ,
*IF* ARSCF2/F1) *LESS* 1 *THEN* XREGIM*
A2.=T71.« *GOTO* RFPFAT..
UIT..
INPUT (40.* <**>*.DX</J,SinE.SIG/> .Or ( /J. SI OF, SIR/) ) . f
*(*THF COMPUTATION OF A OUA5I-FLL IPT ICAL AFROFOIL* > *•
*I*IN A CIRCULATORY TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW*)*,
*(*OY USING LIGHTHILLS 2ND INTEGRAL OPERATOR*)*)..
430 «« OUTPUT ( 4 1, * (*1 1S,D. 403R,5S,»D.^n 30, 6S,n.60.//,7S»0.4D3H, 115,0. 40, //*)*,
*(*FPSILON(0)=*)*«EPSZERO,*(*ALFA=*) * , ALFA, * ( *GAMMA=*) < ,?»P I«GAMM A,
*<*TAU(1)=*)*«TI,*(*TAU(7ETA1)=*)*,TZ1) ..
OUTPUT (41, *(**(*CASE*)*,ZZDR1.*(*M- INF =*)*, ZO. 40. ///*)*,
CASEtSORT(5»TI/tl-TI))).,
OUTPUT (41 ,*(**(*LAMHOA1 =* ) * , «7n.004R. * ( *LAMROA2 =*)*, «Z0.0048 ,///*)*,
L43,L4S) .«
R.=1.,I.=2.,LOWFR.=1.,UPPEP.=2.,FACT(/1/) .=1 . ,FACT (/?/} .=PI..
Pn?.=FACT(/?/)o.5.,LNFPSO.=LN(FPSZFRO).,
REWINO(43).« TAPE(TItPSIT) ..
44ooo *FO«*N.=O*STEP* i *UNTIL* MAX *no* *FO«* J. =1.2. 3. 4, 5 *no*
PSITI </N« J,0/> ,=PSIT(/N, J.O/)»2eTIoPSIT(/N,J,l/) .,
REW1NDI43)., RF.CO.=0.« JP. = -1.,
*FOR* N.=2«3 *00*
*REGIN* AHI/N/) .=1/(N-1 )OPSITI ( /N, 3,0/1 « (FGAH </l /) OL ARRAY ( /I , 1 ,N, 1 /) «
FGAM(/'/)oLARRAY(/2,l«N,l/)-FGAM(/3/)o(j-i/N)»EPSZFRO*POWFR*N«
SIN(?*NOALFA) ) .,
AH(/N/) .=AH(/N/)»L43»PIoFGAM(/3/)»C(/N/)opSITI (/N, 1,0/1 ..
RR(/N/) .=-l/(N-l )«PSITK/N,3,0/)o(FGAH(/l/)oLARWAY(/l,l,N,2/)»
FGAM(/?/)oLARRAY(/2.1.N.2/>-FGAM(/3/)0(l-l/N>«U-EPSZERO*POWFR*N«





COMPC.. CHAPLYGIN(T,PSIT) . , FTCONV.,
J.=*IF*T*GPEATEK*TZ1».00001*THFN*2*ELSE*1..
RL (/I/) .=-SOM(I ,2.P(4) ) ..
RL(/2/).=-SOM(l,2,OPDT(/K/) ) ..
RL(/3/> .=-SOM(l,2,DPOTH(/K/) ) . ,
460oo *RFGIN* *REAL* DET ,M33,M23,M13, Al , A2, A3, 8 1 ,R2»R4. ,
*ARRAY* P,(5(/l ..3/) ,M(/1 ..3.1..4/) .,
*FOk*RI.=l,2,3,4*nO**HEGIN*M(/l,RI/) ,=ESOM(RI,PE ( S )).,
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OUTPUT (4 1,*<*32S,//,7S,D.603B,9S,»0. f>0 »/*>*»
*I*CORRECTION FUNCTION QUANTITIES. .*i*.*(*TAuir)=*i*,T,
* 1*THETA 1C) = *) *,-TH*^AO) . ,
OUTPUT (41 , «*/»4I».4D*»r)2B) . »0.flO*)*.
Ml/1, 1/1, Ml/1, 2/),M(/l, 3/1. Ml/1. 4/1, RL 1/1/1 ).,
OUTPUT (41, *(*/«4(».4D*»02B),»D.8D*)*«
470»« M 1/2, 1/1 .M 1/2,2/1 ,M 1/2, 3/1 .'< 1/2,4/1 ,RL 1/2/1 ) .,
OUTPUT (41,<(*/,4l».4D*»n2B> «»D.aD*)*»
Ml/3,1/1 ,M 1/3,2/1 ,M 1/3,3/1 ,M(/3. 4/1 ,RL(/3/l 1 .,
M33.=M(/1 . l/)»M(/2,2/l-M(/l .2/1 «M 1/2. I/) .,
M23.=M (/I, l/)«M(/3,?/)-M 1/1,2/1 "Ml/ 3 •!/).,
Mll.=M(/2,l/)oM(/3,2/l-M|/2»?/)*M(/3»l/>.«
r)FT.=M(/l,3/l»Mi3-M(/2.3/)<>M23»M(/3,3/)1'M33.«
P 1/3/1 , = (RL 1/1/1 »M13-*L</2/l»M23*HLI/3/)«M33>/nET..
RL(/l/).=RL(/l/l-M(/l,3/)«P(/3/)., RL(/2/).=RLl/2/)-MI/2«3/)«P</3/).«
Pl/P/1 . =IMl/l,l/)«KL</2/)-Ml/2,l/>«RLl/l/> 1/M33.,
4flO»« P 1/1/1 , = (RL(/l/)-M(/l,;?/l«P(/?/i )/M(/ 1,1/1 ..
Q 1/3/1 .=(M(/1.4/)»M13-M(/2«4/)»M23«M(/3.4/)«M33>/OFT..
Ml/1 .4/1 .-M 1/1,4/1 -Ml /I , 3/100 (/3/1 .,
-M ( /? , 4 /r.-=M-( /~a , 4/ ) -M"( /? . 3/ 1 «0 1 /3/ 1 . .
Q (/?/>.= (M(/l. 1/1 «M 1/2.4/1 -M(/2. 1/1 «« 1/1.4/1 I /M33..
Ql/1/1 .=<M</1.4/l-M(/1.2/>»0</2/> 1/Ml/l.l/l .. .
B4.=1.0/EXPSI/EXPSI.,
Al.=CF(/3.?,2/)»B4.,
A2.=CE(/3.P, 1/)«R4.,A3.=-B4.. Bl .=-CE 1 /3 ,2, 1 /) «P4. , B2.=CE 1/3,2 ,2/1 «B4.
*IF< MI)?.IN *THEN*
4qo»» MULT 1/4/1 . = - 1 BR ( /2/ 1 »B 1 »P 1 / 1 / ) »B2«P 1 /2/> -MU2» I AR ( /2/) »Al«P(/l/l »A2«
PI/2/) 'A30P 1/3/1 ))/(MU?°IAlilQI/l/l»A200(/2/l*A3«0(/3/ll-(Bl<1Q(/l/)«B2*
Q (/2/I-H4) 1
*ELSE*
. .'• •',' MULT 1/4/1 ,= (P(/1/)«U 1/1/1 »PI/2/)«0 1/2/1 »P(/3/)«0(/3/) I/
10 (/ 1/1 °0 1/1/1 *0 1/2/1 *0 1/2/1 »6 1/3/1 "01/3/1 « 1 ).,
'•• MULT1/1/1 . = P(/l/)-MULT(/4/)'>Q|/l/) ..
MULT1/2/) .=Pl/2/)-MULT(/4/)«Q(/?/l .,
MULTI/3/) . = P(/3/l -MULT 1/4/1 "01/3/1 .,
OUTPUT 141 ,«</,4<«.40*»02B)*l*. MULT 1/1/1 ,MULT 1/2/1 , MULT 1/3/1 »MULT(/4/) )
^00** *ENO* . .
*FOW#S IHE . =1 , 2*DO* *FOR# SIG.=0,1 #00*
*BFGIN* K.= (-1 1 /POWER* (SIOF»SIG) .,
OX(/1.SIOE,SIG/1 .=OX 1/1, SIDE, Sir,/) «K*(MULT(/1/)«XT! ( /!/) «MULT ( /2/ ) «
XTI (/?/) ) .,
OY(/1.SIOE,SIG/) .=OY1/1 ,SIOE,SIG/1 «K" (MULT 1 /I /) «YT I I/I /) »MULT ( /2/) «
YTII/2/)).,
K.= (-1 ) *POWFR*SIDE. • *FOR<J. =2,3*00* <BEGIN*
OXI/J.SIDE.SIG/1 . = nx(/J.5IUF,SIG/)«K« (MULT 1 /I /)«XPI 1/1/1
-MULT(/2/)«XPI 1/2/1 ).,




OUTPUT141 ,*<*//, 23S*i*«* I*INTFGRATION CONSTANTS..*)*).,
*FOC< SIR. = 0,1 *t)0* *HFG1N* OUTPUT 141 .* I*/* )*).,
*FOP* J. = 1,2.3 *00* *PFGIN* OUTPUT 141 ,*(*/, 25,036*)*, *(*J = *)*,J) .,
*FOP* SIDE . = 1,2 *fX>* *RFGIN* OUTPUT (41 ,* 1*2 1 »ZD.S02B) *)*,
OXI/J. SinE.SIG/),DY</J, SIDE, SIG/) ) *EMI1* *ENO* *ENn*.,
*REC>IN* ^COMMENT* BEr?EKFNING VAN DE KROMTESTRAAL . «
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ARt/N/1 • <*IF* CUSP *THFN* EXP(-N»S1)«
(MULT </]/)<>CE</3.N,2/) »HULT </2/) °CE ( /3,N» 1 / ) )*FLSF* 0) .«
B(/N/) ,=RR </*/>« <*IF*CUSP*THEN*EXP(-N"SI)«
<-MULT(/l/>°CE</3,N. I/I «MULT(/2/)»CE</3,N,2/) )*ELSF* 0) *ENO*.,
A</?/> .=A</2/> »<*IF* CUSP *THEN* -MULT ( AV) «EXP (-?«SI ) *FLSE* 0)..
B</2/> .=R</;>/> «<*IF* cuso *THF.N* MULT(/4/)«F.xp<-2«sn <ELSE* o>.,
F P S . = - . 5 « A R C T A N ( R ( / ? / > / A < / 2 / > ) .« WO ,=A (/?/) «A ( /?/) «8 ( /2/> «B < /2 /> . ,
530«« *FOR* N.=2.3 *DO* Al ( /N/) ,=A </N/ > «COS (N«EPS ) -B </N/) «SIN (N«FPS) . •
P O . = 4 « A P S < A 1 < / 2 / ) / A l ( /3 / )«S<m<TI<>aO> ) .•
OUTPUT ( 4 l . *< * / / / , *<<STAr ,NAT ION POINT* ) * * / * ) * ) . .
OUTPUT «tl .*(*H.*(*THETA*)*,8B.*<*X*)*»9R,*(*Y*)*.HR,*(*l /R*)*,f lH.
* ( < C P * ) * * ) * > ..
OUTPUT <41.*(*//.3(»D.5nRR) . .5D**/DBH,
-FPS»STGN(FPS)«0.5°PI.-nX(/l.a,l/)
()-TI)/TI/3.5«((1.0/(l-TI) )<POWER*3.5-1> )..
OUTPUT ( ^  1. *(*//•« *MU2 = *)**)*.R(/2/l /A (/2X) ) .<
*END*..




ERROR (/I ..2/) .TW.THW ( /O . .2/ ) .»
550»»
*PROCEOURE* PAHAR(X.Y)., *VALUF* X.Y., *ARRAY< X.Y.,







*PROCEDURE* ZFRO<X, A. FA, H. FB. FX, E).. *VALUE* A. 8..
*RFAL* X, A, FA. «, FH. FX.. jtARRAY* E.,
*BFGIN* *RFAL* C« FC, M. I, TOL. RE» AE.«
*INTEf'FR* K.»
RF.=F(/1/)., AF. =£(/?/).. K.=P.«
X.=R.« *GOTO* FNTWY.,
GOON.. K.=K»1., *IF# AHS(I-H) *LESS* TOL *THEN< I ,=R»SIGN(C-B) «TOL. .
X.=*IF* SIGN(I-H) *FOUAL*SIGN(B-D *THEN* I *FLSE* M.»
A.=R., FA.=Ffi., 8.=X.« Frt.=FX.«
*IF^ SIGN(FC) *FUUAL* SIGN(FR) *THFN*
ENTRY.. *BEGIN* C.=A., FC.=FA.. *ENO*.,
*IF* ARS(FB) *GREATFR* ARS(FC) *THFN*
<RFGIN* A.=H., FA.=FH.. 8.=C.. FB.=FC., C.=A.. FC.=FA., *ENO*.t
M.= (B«C) / ?.,
I.=*IF* FR-FA <NOTFQUA|_* 0 *THEN* ( A«FB-B«FA) / (FB-FA) *FLSE< M.»
TOL.= Af»S(B»RF)»AE..
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S80*« ^INTEGER* I.J.K.M., *HOOLEAN< ROOT..
*ARRAY* XI.FI«A(3SX</0..2/) .»
K.=2.,
XI </!/) . = X. = XR.'. FI (/]/) .=FX.»
XI </0/> .=X.=XB-S«A8Snx*SIGN(FI </!/))., F I </0/) . = FX. •
XMU.=(XI(/0/)«FI </l/)-XI 1/1/)»FI(/0/) )/<FI (/I/) -F I {/O/l >.t
*IF* S=SIGM< (FI (/1/l-FI </0/) l/UH/1/l-XK/O/) ) I <ANO*




K.=K»1,, *IF* K *GREATFR*N*THEN«*BEGIN* S.=N.« *GOTO* F.NOPROC *FND*.«
X. = XI(/2/). = (1.0-MM)"XI </0/)»MU«XK/l/) .. FI</2/> .=FX..
PARAR(XI.FI) .,
01SCP.=8»B-4.0»A»C.. ROOT.=0 *LFSS* DISCR..
ROOT *THF.N* XMU. = .S" (-B»S«SURT (01 SCR) ) /A *ELSF.*
. = -.5«B/A.. FM. = - .25°UTSCR/ A. ,
AHS<XMK/XMU-1 ) *LESS* F(/2/l *QR* 4RS (FMK/FM-1 ) XLESS*





REARRANGEMFNT OF THF UI.FD TO DECREASING VALUFS OF
ABS(XI-XMU) .<
<FOR* I.=0,l,2 <00* ARSXl/I/) .=ABS(XI(/I/)-XMU) ..
*FOR* I. = 0.1 #00*
*«EGIN* MIN.=APSX(/I/>.< M.=I.. ^FOP* J.=I«1 XSTEP* 1
ARSXI/J/) *LESS* MIN *THF.NX
M.=J *ENO*.»
«eSX(/[/).=48SX(/M/l.. ABSX (/M/) ,=
MtN.=FI (/I/) ., FI (/I/) .=FI (/M/) ., FI (/M/) ,=MIN.,
MIN.sXI (/I/) .. XI (/I/) .=XI </M/) ., XI(/M/).=MIN
MU.=(XMU-XI(/0/))/(XI </l/)-X! (/O/) ).,
*IF* *NOT* ROOT *0tf* ML) *LFSS< 0 *OR* SIGN (FI ( /O/) ) =SIGN(FI (/I/) )







SIG. = 0.5»(1»SIGN(THETA) ) ;',
*THEM**FOR* TEL . = 1
K. = l *ST£P*
*IF*.CUSP *THFN**FOR/ K . =3.*. 5. 8 .« 1 0
LMAX (/TFL.K/) . = 0. .
ELMAX ( /TFL .K/) . = 0
OUTPUT (M , * I */.»2ZD.4DR«»Zn.5DB*>*, THETA«RAO.PS I) ..
*IF< MODF=1 *THF.N**OOTO* ASSIGN.,
X. =SOM ( J, SF OF. XP (/«•/) )*CORR(XE(/K/( )*DX(/J»SIDF.«SI(;/).,
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*IF/ TLPNT /THEN* JP. = 0 /ELSE/
JP. = -<U-T)/POWER/?.5»T/T I)/POWER/2/«2<>T«PHtTl/POWER*?*
640"« tl-6«T>/<l-T)"PHITH/POHEP/2> .,
OXDTH.=FT»(PHIT«COS<TH)-.5/T«PHITH«SIN(TH))..
DYOTH.=FT»(PHIT»SIN(TH) « ,5/T«PHITH«COS ( TH) ( . ,
RR.=-JP/(1»U-MACH»MACH)<MPHITH/(2*T«PHIT))/POWFR/2)»TI/T.•
OUTPUT(41,/(/4(»ZD.SUB),R,*.5D*«ZO,//,
»Z0.5011R.2(»ZD.50B) .31(3. « .SO*«ZD./// ) /.
-x.Y,PHIT.-PHITH,JP,-TH,DXDTH,-OYDTH,SQPT(A8S(RR)>).«
*PFf,IN/ /INTEGER/ MAX.KMAX.. OUTPUT(41»/(//(/ K MAX *>**)*>..
*FOH* TFL.=1«2.3«4,5 #00*
*BEGIN* MAX.=0.. /FOR* K. = l *STFP* 1 /UNTIL* 48 *DO*
650»« «BFGIN* <IF* UMAX 1 /TELtK/) *GRFATF** MAX /THEN*
*BFGIN* KMAX.=K.. MAX . =|_MAX (/TFL .K/ ) /END* *ENO*..
OUTPUT (4 I ,«/?BZO,RZZ02R/l/.KMAX,MAX) *ENO/.«
*IF/ CUSP /TUFN* /HFGIN/
OUTPUTC41,*(///,/(* KC MAX *)//)/)..
*FOR* TF.L. = 1.2.3»4t5 *nO*
*BFniN/ MAX.=0.« /FOR* K.=3.4.5.8.9.10 /DO/
KBF.GIN/ /IF* ELMAX(/TEL,KX) /GREATER/ MAX /THEN/ /REGIN/ KMAX. = K.,
MAX.=FLMAX(/TFL.K/) /END/ /END/..
OUTPUT(41,*(/2flZO,R2ZO?B/)*»KMAX.MAX) /END* /FND* /END*.,
^60«» /IF* 0 /LESS/ JP /THEN/ /BEGIN/ OUTPUT(41,/(///./</LIMTT-LINE*)//»/).,





KT.=100*T../IF/ T /LESS* 0.05 /AND/ AHS(100"T-KT) /GREATER* /-* /THEN*
CHAPLYGIN(T.PSIT) /ELSE/ TAPF(T.PSIT).,
»>70«« FTCONV.. MACH.=SQRT(S«T/(I-T) )..










*IF* SONIC /THEN* OUTPUT(41,*(**(*SONIC LINE*)**)/) /ELSE*
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READ TASK..
EOF (40. FOP) .,
INPUT <40»* <*/*> *) .«
700»« INCHAPACTER (40 »* < <LUT* > * ,TASK) ..
*IF* TASK=0 *THFN*
*BF.GIN* OUTPUT<41.*<*//«*<*ILLEGAL TASK*)**)*) ., *GOTO* EOP *£ND*.«
RFWTNO(43).,




*BFGIN* OUTPUT<4l,*(*//,*<*ILLEGAL TASK* )**)*)., *GOTO* EOP *END*.»
*IF* FR=3 *THEN* *GOTO* SONIC LINE.,
710»«
*COMMENT* THF COMPUTATION OF AN AEROFOIL PART.,
TLPNT.=50NJC.= *FALSE*.»
SnPSI.=-3»2*FR., HOnE.=l.«
INPUT ( 40 , * ( ** ) < , TBj^pjr,TMAX,MAXOT,MINnT»THETAB,DTHF_TAB_,AT-HETA)-.., __
- THFTAP7TTHF.TAB7KAD.. DTHFT Art. = OTHET AH/RAD. , OTHF.TA.=DTHETA/RAO. ,
ERROR (/I/) .=F.RROR 1/2/1 .=TOL.,
*FOR* W.=0,l,2 *DO*
*PFGIN* TW(/M/>.=T.=TB»W*OT.t
*IF* T *GREATFR* TMAX»*-4 *THFN* *GOTO* READ TASK.,
720"« NEWTAU.,
ZEROSTATCTHETA,TH<TTAB,OTHET»B,PSIHC,SDPSI,ERROR,MAXIT) .,
*IF* SDPSI=0 *OR* SOPbl =MAXIT *THFN* *GOTO* READ TASK.,
THW</W/) .=THETA8.=THETA.,
MOOF.=4., PSI.=PSIBC., HOOE.=1..
*GOTO* P A R A H O L A . ,
NEXT.. T . = T W ( / 2 / ) ,=T*OT.,
*IF* T *GREATER* T M A X « * - 4 *THEN* *GOTO* READ TASK.,
NF.WTAU.. MODE. = 1.,
730»« ZEROSTAT(THETA,THETAB,OTHETA,PSIBC,SDPSI ,ERROR,MAXTT) .,
T H W ( / 2 / ) .=THETA.,
*IF* 6f lS<SDPSI>=l *THEN*
*BFGIN* MODE. =4., PSI.=PSIRC #ENO*
*FLSE* *GOTO* HEAD TASK.,
PARABOLA..
PARAB(THW.TW) .,
*IF* -A *LESS* *-10 *THEN* DT.=1.0 *ELSE*
DT.=AB?(0.25»(2.0»A»THW(/2/)»B) *POWER* 2/(4.0«A)).»
DT. = *IF* MAXOT *LES>S* OT *THEN* MAXOT *ELSE**IF* OT XLESS* HINDT
7i,o«« *THFN* MINDT *ELSE* DT.,
VT.=DT/MINDT.« DT.=VT«MINDT.»
TH«( /0 /1 .=THW(/1 / ) . . T H W I / l / l , =THW( /2 / ) .,
TVU/O/ l , = T«* ( /1 / ) .« T W ( / 1 / ) . = T W ( / 2 / ) ..
THFTAR. = THW(- / l / > » D T » ( T H W ( / l / ) - T H W ( / O X ) ) / (TW (/!/> -TW I/O/ 1 ) .,
*GOTO* NEXT.,
TARPOINT. .
TLPNT.=*TRUE*.« SONIC. =*FALSE*. ,
INPIJT(40,* ( *B*)* ,T ,THETA C 1) .,
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*GOTO< PFAO TASK., AIRFOIL 756
AIRFOIL 757
SONIC LINE.. AIRFOIL 758
T.=l/6.. SONIC.=*THUE*.. MODE.= 3.. AIRFOIL 759
TLPNT.=*FALSF*.. AIRFOIL 760
INPUT(4n»*(**)*tNTH.THFTAB)., THETA.=THETAB.• AIRFOIL 761
760«« NEWT4U.. AIRFOIL 762
*FOR* TTH.=1 *STEP# I *UNTIL* NTH *00* AIRFOIL 763
<6FGIN< AIRFOIL 764
*IF* TTH ^GREATFR* 1 *THEN* INPUT(40.*<**>*.THETA)., AIRFOIL 76b
THETA.=THETA/HAn., »IRFOIL 766
PSI.=PSIBC.. AIRFOIL 767
*END* TTH-CYCLE., AIRFOIL 768
*GOTO< READ TASK.. AIRFOIL 769
*END*., AIRFOIL 770
EOP.. AIRFOIL 771

























































































































































THE FOLLOWING CONTROL CARtl OPTIONS APE ACTIVE F.I.L.X
CORE MAP 12.43.31. NORMAL CONTROL
TIME LOAD MODE --L1--L2 TYPE USER »« CALL
FHA LOADER 103741 F«A TABLES 076625
-PROGRAM ADDRESS-
000100 063254 061054 002200





























































Cl 11/07/72 14.15 HRS
*F<Fr,lN< jtCOMN'ENT* «l_0i< 1. PROGRAM T 32(1. SMOOTHING AND INTERPOLATION SMOOTH
OF THF FUNCTIONS. WHICH ARE SPECIFIED *1 THF VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND SMOOTH
ITS FIRST T»O HF.RIVMES AT A DISCRETE SET OF ORDINATES, USING.. SMOOTH
PAGE 1
10°«
A. sPLINF INTERPOLATION TECHNIQUES.
fi. A LEAST SQUARES CONDITION AT THF GIVEN VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND ITS
FIRST T*0 DF.HlvATEb, AND
C. A SMOOTHNESS CONDITION OM THE THIRD DERIVATIVE..
*INTEGFR* NC. 1C., __ ' ,
' -
START OF PROC-RftM.. INRFit.(4ip, 1C) .«
*IF* 1C J>LEbS* 0 *rHF.M *GOTO* RUf^S COMPLETED,. INREAL (40, MC) . ,
*REGIN< ^COMMENT* HLOK ?.,
^INTEGER* I'J."
<ARRAY* XC</O..NC/1, Y .YCORR (/O. .3*NC»?/> .,
^PROCEDURE* SMOOTH THE VFCTOR Y.,
#PEG IN^ 'tRE.AL # E.P-S ., NUO-. — Ntj-1 , — NU2-, — M|)3 , — MU4 ,- M()5", — S'TGM AO , FPS'l, EPS*?,
TOL1. TOL2, SIGMA), STGMA?. RH03, RH04, Rn05» F« S.
#INTEGE!'< I . J,K.L«M,M,0,P,CJ, NSIGMA. NRhO, KC» KMAX, KKC« KKMAX.,
<4HR4Y< EPSE« OC, SC, FC, YW(/0..3"NC«2/) ,
«1 I/O, ,3«NC»<;« 4..^/)« R2 (/O. ,3«NC«2. 1..S/),
LC(/l..^, 1..6/), 00,^1 I/I . ,S/> , RI/0. .3»NC*?, 1..9/).,
iHEGIN* ^COMMENT/ 1. READ AND PRINT INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
.. ulEU-HT VECTORS E AND S.,
*PROrEDURE*UTPUT(NSP.A,^,C.K.Al .H1.C1 ,AC.M) . ,*VALUE<NSP. Al ,H1 ,C1 .,
/REAL* A,P.C,A1 ,B1 ,C1 ., 'INTEGER* NSR.K.M., *ARRAY< AC.,
*BECTN* <FO°* I.=l *STFP* 1 *UMfIL* NSR *DO*
t^EGIN* INPlJTIftO, *(*#}t, A. tt,C,K 1 .,
OUTPUT (4i ,»«/, 3 1 »o. 7D*»z/uf) «»^DB*) *, A.H,C,K).«
*IF* NSR /NOTGeFATER* 1 *THF.N* K,=NC,,
<FOR* J.=J»1 AWHILE* J *NOTGREATER* K *DO*
<HEGIN* L. = .:f*J., *IF* M = o *T^FN*
iREGIN* AC(/L/).= Al»».. AC(/L»l/).= B1»P.» AC(/L«2/I.= C1«C.«
<END* *ELSE*




.*END* OF PKOCEOURF. UTPUT.,
INPUTI40, *(**)*.
• I.EPS,f.bO,NUl,Nu2.MU3,MiJ4irtU5.NSIGHA,KKMAX,KMAx,TOLl»TOL2) .,
OUTPUT (41, *(*»,*(*DATA INPUT TAPE NDMPFR R«) *. *ZD*) *, 1 ) . ,
OUTPUT (41, *(*7(/«3SOBt *(* = *)*, »ZO. 70* »7ZO)*)*«
.^(<EPS*)*,EPS,^ ("NIJO/I < «NI)0 . * ( *NU1 * ) * »N'J1 ,* ( *NU2*)*,NU2,
* ( *w()3^ ( t ,MU3,*(*MU4<) * ,tti.)4<* HMOS*) * ,«US) .,
OUTPUT<41,*(*3(/,»)S, *(* = *)*, *ZU)*)*«
*( *KS IGMA» ) f, NSIGMA,* I *KKMAX ^ )«, KKMAX ,<( ^ KK AX *X.KMAX).,
OUTPUT <4i, »(*2(/,4S,3B,*(*=<)*,*o.7D**zzn>o*,
*<*TOL1*)X»TOL1«*< *TOL2*) *,TOL2) • •
OUTPUT (41, *(*/.*USrc.MAO.SIGrtAitSIGMAZ.!<*)**)?) .,
J.=-l . «
UTPUT (NSIGMA,SIGMAO,SIGMM.SIGMAa,K,NUO,NUl,NU2«EC, 1) .,
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OUTPUTI41. /(//,/ (/RH03.RH04.RH05.K/ )//)/) .,
UTPUT<NfihO.RH03.KH04,RH05,K,MU3.MU4,MU5.SC.O) .,
*F.ND*..
/COMMFNT* 2. DETERMINATION OF THE MATRIX H.,
/COMMENT/ 2.1. DEFINITION OF TrIF MATRIX LC.,
LC(/l.l/> .=LC(/4.4/) .= «720.
LC(/5.2/> . = LC(/2«5V) .= »168.
LC(/ft.2/> .=LC</2.6/> .= - 24.
LCI/4. 1 /> .=LC(/1.4/> .= -720.
LC(/3.3/> .=LC</6«6/> .= » 9.





LC(/h.5/> .=LC</5.6/) .= - 36..







/COMMFNT/2.2. CYCLE DETERMINING *..
KKC.= 0.«
ONCE MORE 1.. KKC.= KKC«1.»
J.=0 /STEP/ 1 /UNTIL/ NC /DO*
.= J°J-1.« *IF* J *LESS/ NC
Cl.= C2.= l/( XC(/J»1/
K.=l /STEP/ 1 /UNTIL/ i
00(/K/).= C2.. C2.= C2«C1
KMAX=1 /AND* KKMAX=1 /THEN/ *GOTO* KMAX ONE..
90«» /COMMENT* 2.2.1. COMPUTATION OF RhOJ..
Cl.= 0.. /FOP* K.=l *STEP* 1 /UNTIL* 6 /DO*
C2.= C3.= 0., M.= 7-K..
L.=K /STFP/ 1 /UNTIL* 6 /DO/
C2.=C2*LC(/K,L/)»DO(/M-L«(*IF* L /LESS/ 4 /THEN* 0 *ELSE* 3><
(*IF* K /LESS* 4 *THEN* 0 /ELSE* 3)/)«
(/IF/ KKC=1 /THEN/ Y(/I*L/> /ELSE/ YCOPR(/I»L/I)«
(/IF/ L /NOTEOUAL* K <THEN* 2.0 *ELSE* 1.0)..
C1.=C1»C2»
(/IF/ EC(/I*K/) /LESS/ *-20 /AND/ KKC = 1 *THEN/ 0 /F.LSE*
I0n«« (*IF* KKC=1 /THEN* Y(/I»K/) *FLSE* YCORP(/I»K/))I.,
*IF/ ArtS(Cl) /GREATER/ CJ *THEN/ C3.=ABS(C1)
/END/ OF K CYCLE..
/IF* Cl /LESS* C3«*- 9 /THEN*




*IF* f.l *LESS* /-100 /THEN/ Cl. = *-100..
/FOR* K. = 1,2.3 *r>0* SC(/I«^/).=
110«» /IF/ KKC=1 *THEN/ SC(/I«K/)/Cl /ELSE* 1/C1.«
*END* OF DETERMINATION OF RHOJ..
*COMMENT* 2.2.2. COMPUTATION OF FJ AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO H..
KMAX ONE..
*FQP* K. = 1.2.3 »DO*
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C1.=SC(/I-3»K/)..
L.=K»3 *STEP* 1 *UNTIL* 6 *DO*
Rl(/I»K,L/).=LC(/L,K»3/)«01</M-L»3/)»C1
<IF* J *LESS* NC *THF_N*
Cl.=SC</I*K/> .,
L.=K*STEP* 1 *UNTIL* 6
"1 t/I»K.L»3/> .=LC(/L»K/>«DO(/M-L»(*1F*L*LF_SS*4<THEN*0*ELSE*3>/')
•Cl* (*IF*L*LESS*4*AND*J*GKEATER*0*THEN*R1 </I *K
120««
*ENO* OF DETERMINATION OF FJ AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO H.,
*FOR< K. = l /STEP* 1 *UNTIL* 5 #DO* D 1 </«/) ,=DO < /K/ )
*END* OF J CYCLE..




OUTPUT (41 .*(*/«* (XNUMBErf OF ITERATIONS IN RESIDUAL
*(*VECTOR METHOD..*) *»»ZOB»/<)*« I) .•
OUTPUTCtl.*(**(*TOLFRANCE TESTS ARE
<IF* CP *LESS* 0 *THFN* OUTPUT (41 »*<**<
OUTPUT (A 1»*«*<*SATISFIED*> <*)*).«
150«»
S.=F.. = C6. = Cfi. = 0.» IC.=0. = 0.,
*FOR* J.=0#STEP< 1*UNTIL * NC
<REGIN* N.=3*J..
Q.= <IF# J?!EQUAL*0 *ThEN* <t
I.=*IF* J*EQUAL* NC *THEN* 6
#FOR* K. =0,1.2 XOO*
^REGIN* M.=N»K..
C3.= *IF* KC=1 *AND/ KKC=1 *THEN*
C?.=C9.=0.» C5.=FC(/M/) .,














C9 ^GREATER* *«9»4BS(C2) *THEN*
O.=0»l *FNO*.,
*RFGIN* *IF* C5 *LESS< *»20 *THEN* 1C.=IC*1.. C6.=C6»C2«C2/C5..
C3.=Y(/M/)-C3..*IF*C5*LESSi
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«* ANSWEK*)**) *) *ELSF* OUTPUT (41 .*( *»D.7D*»?70R* ) *,S> .«
*\f* KC = 1 *ThEN*
OUTPUT<41 .«</.*<**ETGHT TABLE FOR THF KHO I*) *•/,* ( * I < ) *.
SC</3«J/».»
* IF *<E / IC*G«eATEK/0 .>J tAND*E /K*L tSS* l .2 >
jtHEGIN* OUTPUT <<*! . *< * / « *< *SMOOTHlNr , COMPLETED AT K =* ) *• *7D*) *.KC-1 )
<GOTO< K E A D Y . . ^
1.0)
( Cfe/ 1C ) / I* IF*E<L
KMAx ONF A..
OUTDUT (41 »*< *«.*(*K =*) *»»?7n*)*» K C ) . «
<IF*KMAX=1*TMEN<*GOTO*KMAX ONE R.»
OUTPUT (41 . * (# / f *«EPS = < ) # . » . 12n*»Z7DB«/.<(*I = * ) *«
< ( /C6 =*) X > « . l?()*»ZZn,/,^ «NUM^ER OF NON SIGNIFICANT
* (*CONTRI«UIIONb IN C6 ANO F . .*)*• *770*> #t
FPS. 1C. Cft. U) ..
.0




K M A X = 1
*-10 * T W F N <
Cl . -O.O.. O.=0..
L.=0 »STFP# 1 /UNTIL* I *DO<
R(/P,L/> . = 0.0., O.=0»l., .Cl .=C1 »AHS(«1 (/






Y W ( / 0 / > . = Yig( /0/
R < / 0 » M / ) .=0.0..
YV»( /N*L / ) . =
FOW* L.=0





























































































































<ENO*OF THE DETERMINATION OF hi, AND OF E, S AND EPS.,
24Q»*
*HEGIN**COMMENT* 5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION H1»YCORR=YW«
H1=EPS»E»H, Y«I = F.PS»E»Y. THE SOLUTION IS OBTAINED
USING THE SYMMETRIC CHOLESKI DECOMPOSITION. AND ITERATIVE
IMPROVEMENT OF Y CORR BY THE RESIDUAL VECTOR METHOD. THE
MATRIX HI, WHICH IS HLOK-TRIDIAGONAL AND POSITIVE
DEFINITE. IS DECOMPOSED INTO L«0«L (TRANSP) » WHERE D
IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX ANO L A LOWER TRIANGULAR UNIT
MATRIX. HI IS STORED IN THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE ARRAY
P , L IN THE LEFT HAND SIDE. THE UNIT ELEMENTS OF L ARE
NOT STORED. THE INVERSES OF THE ELEMENTS OF D ARE STORED IN
APRAY DC. OUMNG THE DECOMPOSITION INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
APE STORED IN R2..
*RFAL* ^PROCEDURE* _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _
<VAi:uE<~CVIlTI2VrNDExyr~*RYAL* A.R.C., ^INTEGER* I ,1 1 ,1 2, INDEX. ,
E(UNX *REAL* Cl »C2. C3«C4 ,C5,KEALMAX INT ,NFA,NFB. ,
^INTEGER* M1,M?,M3,N1,N2.N3»K1,R2,R3.R4,S»MAXINT.»
*lf* INDEX = 1 *THEN*
*PEGIN* ^COMMENT* SINGLE PRECISION ACCUMULATION OF PRODUCTS.,




i»END* OF PROCEDURE INNFKPROD.,
^PROCEDURE* ALARM(A)., /VALUED A., *REAL* A.,
*BFGIN* O U T P U T ( * 1 . ! ' ( * / » * ( * H « T H I X NOT P O S I T I V E D E F I N I T E * ) * ,
2 ( » Z O B ) ,*0.70**Z^DB*)*, J, K, A ) . ,
*END* OF ALARM.,
^COMMENT* 5.1. DECOMPOSITION Of HI INTO L«0«L (TRANSP) .,
*FOR*J.=0*STEP*1*UNTIL*NC#00*
*PEGIN*P.=*IF*J=NC*THEN*2*ELSE*5.,
J=0 <TH£N* 4 *ELSE* 1.,
K.=0.1,? *00*
N.=3«J»K.,
L.=K *STEP* 1 *UNTIL)t P*00*
M.= N-K«L.,
0.=*IF< L *LESS* 3 *THEN* K+4 *ELSE* K*l.t
C1.=R(/N,L»4/) .,
C2.=*IF* L *LESS< 3 *THEN*
-INNERPROL)(R(/M,Q/) ,R2 (/N,Q/ ) «-Cl ,Q, I , 3*K , I)
*ELSE*(*IF* K=0 *THEN* Cl *ELSE*




R(/M,0/1 .=C2"C3.,R2(/M,0/) ,='C? *END*.,
*END* OF L-CYCLE.,
OF K-CYCLE.'
OF J CYCLE. AT THIS STAGE HI HAS HEEN DECOMPOSED INTO































































































































*COMMEMT*5.2. COMPUTATION OF Y W . .
I . = 3 « N C « 2 . «
<FOR*J.=0*STEP*1*UNT!L<I*DO* YCORR</J / I .= O.O..












C3. = YCORR(/P/I .=
C4. = AHS(C3) ..*IF
C7. = A8S(C2) .,)'IF*C10i'LFSS#C7*THEN*C10.=C7..







OUTPUT (41 .*(*/, 2(«ZO«) ,2<»0.7D*»ZZnb) . »ZO* ) * . J.K »C2iC3. 1 ) .
/END*..
*END* OF I GHEATFt? 1 CONDITIONAL STATEMENT..
*END* OF K CYCLE..
OF J CYCLE. AT THI5 STAGE YCOhiR HAS BEEN DETERMINED. •
OUTPUT(<tl,*(#/,*(*INFINlTY NOHM OF YCORW * ) * . »D.7D*»ZZD8*> X»C1 )
OUTPUT<M,*(*/.*l*INFINlTY NOKH OF IMPROVEMENT VECTO«*>#«
•D.7D*«ZZOB#)*,C10) ..
OETFRMlNED.
*COMM£NTX5. 5. DETERMINATION OF RESIDUALS..
*FOP*J.=0*STEP*1*UNTTL«NC*DO*
<REGIN* N.=3«J.,M.=N-4. .
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350«« /REAL//PROCEDURE/ELEMENT OF RKL).. /INTEGER/ L..
F.LEMENT OF Rl .=/IF*L*LESS/4*THEN/
Rl </M«L,K»7/)*FLSE/</IF/L/LESS/K*<t*THEN*
Rl </M*L.K»4/)*FLSE*Rl </P«L/) > .»
YW</P/I .=-INNERPROO(YCOH«</M*L/) ,
* IF/EC (/P/)/GREATER/*-100/OR/EC(/M«L/) /GRFATER//-1 00
/THEN/ 0.0 /ELSE/ ELEMENT OF R1<1_)«
INNERPROO<YCORR</M»R/), /IF/EC </P/)/LESS*/-lOO/ANn*




/IF/ L /LESS* 4 /THEN/ Rl (/M«L ,K»7/)
/ELSE/</IF*L*LF.SS*4«K*THEN/Rl (/M«L ,4»K/) /FLSE/R1 </P,L/) ) ,
-EPSE( /P / )« (Y ( /P / ) -YCORR( /P / ) ) < L < Q < O t l )
_
/END"* "A T~T HIS" STAGE THE RESIDUALS HAVE BEEN STORED IN YW.t
C8 <LESS* 0 KAND^ I ULESS* 7 <THEN< *GOTO< RETURN.,
3BO««




<IFX KKC ^LESS* KKMAX ^THEN* *GOTO* ONCE MORE 1.,
*ENO* OF THE PROCEDURE SMOOTH THE VECTOR Y.,
/PROCEDURE* INTERPOLATE(X»KO.K1,K2,K3.KA,KS) .. LVALUE* X.,
/REAL* X.« /INTEGER* KO.K 1 ,K2,K3«K4,Kb. .
*BEGI^4* *REAL* XJ.XJPE.XL.XR.OX ,C1 .C2,C3,SUM. .
*INTEGFR* I.J.K.L.,
/BOOLEAN* A COMPUTED..
/REAL* *AHRAY* Al (/I . .6 ,3. .5/1 .OCX (/I . .5/) . .
A COMPUTED. =IC/GREATER*0..
*IF* IC*NOTG«EATER*0 /THEN* IC.=1.«
XJPE.=XC(/1C/) .. XJ.=XC(/IC-1/I..





/BEGIN/ /IF/ XJPE/LESS/X/ ANO/X J/NOTLESS/X/THFN/ /GOTO/ PROCEED
/E.ND/.,






A COMPUTED. = /FALSE/.. /GOTO/ INTERVAL.,
400«» /COMMENT/ 2. COMPUTATION OF ARRAY Al AND OF A3,A4,A5.,
PROCEED..
/IF* /NOT/ A COMPUTED /THEN/
/8EGIN/ OX.=XJPE-XJ., C1.=C2.=1.0/DX.,
/FOR/ I.=l /STEP* 1 /UNTIL/ 5 /DO/




























































































































/FOR/ I. =3. 4. 5 /DO/
/BEGIN/ Al </4.I/).=C3.= (2«I-5»</IF/I/EQUAL/5/THF.N/l*ELSE*0»«
(-l.O/POilER/U-noOCXl/I/) .t
Al </l.I/).=-C3..
Al </2.I/) . =C2. = < 1-2 >« (-1. 0 ) /POWER/ < 1-2) «r»CX </!-!/) .t
A l ( /S t lX ) ,=-(C3»nX«C2).»
Al t /3 . I / ) .=O.S"<-1.0>/POWFR/<I-2)«OCX</I -2/>. ,
Al (/6. !/). = ( 1-3) «<I -4)»0.25*OCX</3/>
/END*..
/FOR/ I. =3.4, 5 /DO/
/BFGIN/ SUM.=0..
/FOR/ L.=l /STEP/ 1 /UNTIL/ 6 /OO/
SUM.=SUM»A1 ( /L. I / )«YCO«R(/L*K/I . .
/IF/ I^EUUAL<3 XTHEN* A3.=SUM *ELSE* *!F* I^EOUAL** *THEN*
A4.=SUM *ELSF* AS.=SUM.,
430
*COMMRNT* 3. COMPUTATFON OF INTF.HPOLATED VALUES.*
XL. = X-XJ.« XH. = X-XJPe..K.=3«IC-'».»
*IF* KQ*EOUAL*0 <THEN*
YO.=YCORR( /K» l / )»XL»(VCORR( /K+3 / )«XL" (O .S«YCOKR( /K»3 / )»
XL« (A3«XR«(A4»XR«AS) I ))..
<IF* KUEQUAL^l *THEN*
Yl. = YCORR</K«2/> «XL« ( YCOMrt ( /K»3/ ) »XL*
(3 .0«<A3»XR«(A4*XH«Ab>) ) «XL" ( A4»XH«?.0"A5) ) > ..
*IF* K2*EOUAL*2 XTHEM* Y2.=YCORH ( /K*3/ ) «XL« (6.6«
(A3*XR* (A4*Xr t»A5) )»XL«(6 .0 * (A4*2 .0»X f l "A5 ) *XL«2 .n«Ab) ) ..
*IF* K3*EOUAL*3 *TMEN*
Y3.=6.0«(A3»XL«(3.0«A4«XR«b.O«A5»XL«(3.0 1»A5) ) *XP« ( A4»XR«A5) )
Y4.=2A.O«(A4*(2.0«XR«3.0«XL)»A5) .<
XIF* KSXEOUAL*5 #THEM* Y5. = 120«Ai>. «
*END* OF PROCEDURE INTERPOLATE..
^COMMENT* MAIN PROGRAM.,
OUTPUT(41.*</»,*<*»F.SULTS OF PROGRAM T 32*>*t/<
*(*OATA INPUT TAPE NUMBER A*) *• «ZD)') *, ICI . ,
I.=0 *STEP* 1 *UNTIL* NC *00*
J.=3«I..
INPUT (40.* ( * ) t ) * .XC( / I / ) .Y ( /J / )»Y( /J« l / ) ,Y ( /J .2 / ) ) .»
OUTPUT (41 ,/(*/. »ZDB,4(«D.70*»ZDH)*)*«
OUTPUT(41t<(*««*(*MOOIFIFO INPUT DATA* ) ** > *) . i






T, XC(/I/), Y(/J/I, Y(/J«1/)
/END/..
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OUTPUT(41.#(*».X(*RESULTS Of THE SMOOTHING PROCF Sb* ) <#) * ) . ,
*FOR* I.=0 *STEP* 1 *UNTIL* NC <DO*
fBEGIN* J.=3«l., OUTPUT(41.<«/,»ZOBt7<»0.70*«ZZDH)<)*,
I»XC(/I/> . YCORR </J/> .YCORKI/J.1/1 , YCORR (/J»2/».
YCORR(/J/)-Y(/J/l ,YCORR(/J»l/)-Y(/J«l/) . YCORR </J»2/
470»»
OUTPUT (41. < <*«.«*HESULTS OF INTERPOLATION*)
IC.=0..
!. = 0 *STEP* 1 *UNTIL< NC-1
J. = 0 *STEP* 1 "UNTIL* 6
C?.= <IF* J *LESS* 6
OUTPUT (M.*(*R*)*) .. INTERPOLftTF. (C?» 0.1.2.3, <f. 5) . .
OUTPUT Ctl .#<*/.»ZOM.7(»t>.7D**Z20R)*)*«!.C2.YO.Yl,Y2.Y3,Y4f Yb) . .
OUTPUT(41.^(*»,*(*CORRECTFD AEROFOIL SFCT ION/) *,/ ,
*(*!. NEW VALUES. OLD VALUES MINUS NEW VALUFS*) **)<).,
*FOP* I.=0 <STEP* 1 #UNTIL* NC *00*
iRFGIN* J.=3«I..
OUTPUT (41 •#<//»«ZD>i»7(*D. 70* »ZZDb)*)*«
I. XC(/I/). YCOHHI/J/). ARCTAN(YCORR(/J»1/) ) .
-YCORR (/J»a/)/((1.0»YCORR</J»l/)*POi<ER)'2H'POWFRi«1.5>,
Y(/J/)-YCORR(/J/) .
ARCTAK'(Y(/J*l/> )-A«CTAN(YCORP(/J«l/) ) .
-Y(/J*2/»/( U.O«Y</J»1/>*POWER*2)*POWF.H*1 .5)
* YCORR (/J*2/)/( (1 .0»YCOWR(/J*l/)*POwER*2)*POWf.R*1.5) ) .
IC.=0..
ouTPUT(4i ,***//,*(* f.no OF RESULTS OF PROGRAM T 3?
*GOTO* START OF PROGRAM.,
OF BLOK 2..


















































































L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
L I N E
LINF.
L I N E
















































THE FOLLOWJNfi CONTPOL CAKO OPTIONS ARE ACTIVE F.I.L
B-110
